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ABSTRACT 

In Pakistan and most other developing countries, the residential sector is one of the 

highest energy-consuming domain and is responsible for a big share of energy sources. 

As the reduction in energy poverty and the enhancement of better quality of life have 

become key policy objectives, considerable effort is required to determine energy 

demands in long-term and to find the ways of efficient use of energy resources including 

the use of renewable energies. For this purpose, it is vital to optimally assess the future 

energy needs in households keeping in view the increasing population at high 

urbanization rate.  

Energy assessment methods are developed to gain a more detailed understanding of 

households’ energy use. However, many of the fundamental phenomena and energy use 

dynamics found in developing countries are still not adequately understood, resulting 

in potentially significant errors. The development of holistic framework particularly for 

developing countries still provides significant room for academic research; especially, 

there is a lack of consolidated energy modeling mechanism envisaging residential based 

consumption, as well as their variations in urban/rural division and among different 

societal income groups. Moreover, the accuracy of future energy projections are usually 

questionable due to a large number of variables that have to be estimated and it results 

in greater overall error. Therefore, the development of appropriate range of scenario 

cases besides traditional quantitative forecasts might be a good alternative.  

This thesis develops adequate method to assess the long-term residential energy 

consumption of Pakistan at national level as a function of households’ characteristics; 

occupancy rate, disposal income level, appliances saturation in whole society, their 

average time-of-use as well as total increase, increase in households, urbanization rate, 

and different GDP normalized rates. The methodology is based on the integrated system 

modeling, where different modeling approaches are used by corresponding inputs and 

parameters to open the old-style black-box of energy model. It provides an innovative 

approach to simplify the entire modeling process from initial stage to its end.  

This study shows that most homes in Pakistan require six types of energy services 

(Lighting, Space cooling, TV entertainment, Ironing, Refrigeration, and Water 

pumping) that are responsible for about 90% of the electricity consumption. 
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Characteristics such as climatic region, household type and size, income, and total 

electricity consumption affect the type of appliances in a home. On average, the number 

of energy services are around eight. Generally, it takes around 3 appliances to reach the 

50% threshold and 8 appliances to reach 90% of electricity consumption. This identifies 

the level and type of technology improvement needed to lessen the electricity 

consumption. Overall, this study specifies wide potential range of final energy savings 

and integration of solar energy enabled applications in residential sector. 

Besides energy modeling and analysis at residential scale, other objective of the study 

is to develop a new planning tool to address the mounting complexity involved in the 

designing of local energy systems. The energy model linked with a preference model 

based on multi-criteria decision philosophy provides the facility to quantify the social 

and structural choices in development of future energy system. The resulting 

preferences are used to rank a set of decision alternatives. The other significant 

advantage of proposed methodology is the well-structured framework to be used in 

better-informed decision-making. The built-in high degree of uncertainty of 

policymaking, as whether particular goals will be achieved, can be analyzed. It also 

distinguishes the key factors on which the success of these actions will depend. 

Finally, the thesis recommends of managerial actions and structural overhaul in the 

existing residential energy system to make it sustainable and more versatile to cope the 

future challenges.  

 

Keywords: Sustainable energy development; Energy planning; Residential energy 

modeling; TIMES energy model; Residential electricity; Quality function deployment 
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UETT University of Engineering and Technology, Taxila 

USAID United States Agency for International Development 

VEDA VErsatile Data Analyst (FE-Front End / BE-Back End) 

WAPDA Water and Power Development Authority 

WEO World Energy Outlook (published by the IEA) 
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Definitions  

A few terms appear recurrently in this report: tool, model, method, methodology, 

approach and framework. We give the dictionary meaning of these terms and indicate 

how we have used them in this thesis.  

A “tool” is “the means whereby some act is accomplished” or “an implement used in 

the practice of a vocation”. In this thesis, we used the term to imply an implement or a 

kit that is used in analyzing energy demand or forecasting demand or in analyzing the 

energy system in its part or whole.  

A “model” is defined as “a simplified description of a complex entity or process”. In 

this paper, we used models to imply a simplified representation of a complex problem 

or process, often in mathematical terms, that helps us in conceptualizing and analyzing 

the problem. In this sense, a model can be a tool or can employ a number of tools in a 

systematic way.  

A “framework” is defined as “a structure supporting or containing something” or “a 

simplified description of a complex entity or process”. In this thesis, we have used this 

term interchangeably with a modeling shell.  

A “method” is defined as “a way of doing something, especially a systematic way; 

implies an orderly logical arrangement (usually in steps)”. We have used the term to 

mean a logical, systematic approach for accomplishing a task.  

An “approach” is defined as the “ideas or actions intended to deal with a problem or 

situation”. We have used this term as a synonym of a method and have used the two 

terms “approach” and “method” interchangeably. 

A “methodology” is defined as “the system of methods followed in a particular 

discipline”. We have used this term to imply a clearly defined set of methods following 

a particular philosophy that are used in analyzing the energy problem. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

𝑁𝐻𝐹 = Number of Household using each energy carrier (fuel) 

𝐻𝑝 = Percentage of Household using different energy sources 

𝐻𝑖 = Household with respect to “𝑖” 

𝑖 = 1 for urban and 2 for rural 

𝐹𝐶𝑟𝑤 = Relative fuel consumption weighting 

𝑇𝐹𝐶𝑢 = Total urban fuel consumption 

𝑇𝐹𝐶𝑅 = Total rural fuel consumption 

𝑗 = Fuel type like coal, diesel, natural gas, LPG etc.  

𝑁𝐻 = Total number of Household 

𝐹𝑠 = Fuel shares 

𝐹𝑠𝑇 = Total Fuel share 

𝐹𝑇 = Fuel Totals 

𝐸𝐶𝑓 = Final energy consumption 

𝐹𝑡𝑒 = Total of all fuels usage in energy service 

𝐼𝑒𝑓 = Household Energy intensity factors 

𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑠 = Total energy consumption by energy service type 

𝑊𝑡 = Weighted totals 

𝐶𝑇𝐸 = Total electricity consumption by Residential sector 

𝐶𝐸𝑆𝑘 = Electricity consumption by energy services 

𝐶𝐸𝑝𝑦𝑆𝑘 = Percentage of electricity consumption by service type in a year season wise 

𝑘 = Energy service type like cooling, lighting, water pumping and refrigeration etc 

𝑆𝑦𝑠 = Split of annual consumption into season wise consumption 

𝑆𝑠𝑑 = Split of seasonal consumption into day parts consumption 

𝐶𝐸𝑝𝑆𝑑𝑘 = Percentage of electricity consumption by service type in day parts 



Chapter - 1 

1 Introduction 

 Problem Background 

Energy is vital to any society because of its critical role for social and economic 

development besides the improved standards of living in the world [1]. The ever-

increasing growth in worldwide energy consumption has made terrific global concerns 

about the energy security. Each passing day, energy issue is becoming complicated and 

the core of many public and policy debates. Some of the important factors are rising 

and unpredictable oil prices, their economic implications, impacts on environment, and 

social disparities [2-4]. The problems related to fuel shortage; non-availability and poor 

reliability of commercial energy commodities like electricity, pipe-lined natural gas, 

bottled liquefied petroleum gas (LPG); and substantial use of non-commercial energy 

resources such as biomass still widely exists in developing countries [5]. Now, many 

researchers and scholars are focusing to assess the energy needs in the long term by 

generating plausible scenario cases based on energy drivers and historical energy 

consumption of the concerned community. In future, it is more likely to increase the 

energy use in developing countries due to increasing population and socio-techno-

economic development [6].  

Energy planning plays a key role in establishing the sustainable energy system. It 

provides the consistency in objective decision making to safeguard the future energy 

resources and technologies to fulfill the energy needs of society. The major culpability 

with the integrated energy system planning at larger scale is that they might easily 

oversight the local capacities – social, technological, economic, and ecological factors 

– and easily mislead the whole process of energy policy making. The fulfillment of ever 

increasing energy demands by various energy supply means; local, or imported, is 

complex process in its nature. In this time, it is not difficult to say that energy related 

issues have grabbed the whole world attention with multiple implications particularly 

for developing economies. In recent past, energy outlook of whole globe has been 

greatly changed; developed countries are generally inclined to environmental aspects 

besides energy security while most of the developing countries are still striving hard to 
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manage their energy options and making them able to accessible to the masses 

irrespective of the energy source, i.e., commercial or non-commercial. 

In order to quantify the energy services and supply resources, several modeling 

approaches have been devised and many of them are based on mathematical modeling 

approach. In addition to the limitations of these energy modeling frameworks, the 

efficacy of energy planning is restricted to the modelers’ competitiveness and 

inadequate attention towards social and numerous human behavioral factors [7]. The 

effectiveness of the energy systems can be increased by tackling the issues like 

exploration of new energy resources, abatement of greenhouse gases, conserving the 

energy, and adoption of efficient and renewable energy technologies [8]. A successful 

deployment of energy planning methods can increase the system’s sustainability to far 

extent. This study emphasizes on holistic vision of energy systems which evolves from 

small communities to a national scale. Serious efforts are required to address the issues 

of future energy supplies-demands by means of thorough exploration of empirical study 

and literature. After introduction and confining the study scope, this chapter presents 

the statement of the current problems in relation to energy planning and long-term 

energy demands in residential sector of Pakistan. The research’s rationale and aims, 

summary of earlier approaches, research goal and objectives, research questions and 

thesis outline, are provided in sequence. 

 Motivation 

 World energy crisis 

This planet is gradually rolling towards a severe electric energy catastrophe due to an 

intensifying desire of electric energy. It has created the misbalance in world energy 

supply-demand and this imbalance is increasing speedily. Electric power, coal, 

petroleum, even water has scarce availability. Nonetheless, we could not take 

appropriate precautions to clasp a likely energy crisis. In addition, rapid increase in 

world’s population and growing economic developments particularly of developing 

countries has aggregated the difficulties. On the contrary, the industrialized world is 

more concerned to environmental challenges, besides the energy security, caused by 

their abundant use of hazardous fuels. 
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Have we entered into another energy crisis zone? In past, we have met three vital energy 

crises - oil crisis in 1973, the energy crisis in 1979, and oil-price hike in 1990 [9]. These 

crises mainly happened due to increased usage of petroleum in addition to political 

turmoil in major oil exporting countries. Now, we are going to face a fourth terrible 

energy crisis alongside political and economic unrest. The future energy supplies are 

uncertain, and could be a cause of worst economic disaster. Energy prices are more 

vulnerable now and have been vigorously escalating since the mid of the last decade, 

due to well-known peak-oil phenomenon [10]. The energy demand has grown over 30% 

for the period 2000-12. It is interesting that nearly all of that increase came from the 

developing world. The energy consumption in rich countries has fallen, despite the 

sustained Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth in these years. However, the 

economic growth is tightly bound with energy demand in developing countries [11]. 

 Energy situation in Pakistan 

Energy shortages in Pakistan, especially electricity, have caused severe economic and 

social impacts in recent years [12]. Energy economists enumerated the extortionate cost 

to the national economy due to energy shortages and estimated that the damage to the 

economy was nearly $4 billion in 2009, which is over 2.5% of the GDP. In consequence 

of power shortages the industrial sector suffered the loss of $1.3 billion in exports [13] 

[14]. Furthermore, over half a million people lost their jobs. This is merely a snapshot 

of the giant problem [15].  

Sustaining the targeted levels of economic growth is not possible without the stress-

free availability of energy commodities to community. The restricted provision of basic 

energy services to householders has already been severely disrupted leading to social 

unrest. It is a fact that energy shortages affect the inhabitants and other economic sectors 

largely. The continuous energy blackouts for more than half of the day even in urban 

centers indicate the big shortages and severity of the crisis [16]. Pakistan is currently 

facing 5000-7000 MW shortage in electricity, as reported recently by Pakistan Electric 

Power Company (PEPCO) [17]. Figure 1.1 shows the historical electricity shortage 

from 2005-11 in Pakistan. 
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Since 1972, energy consumption per capita in Pakistan has increased from 279 

Kilogram of oil equivalent (kgoe) to 488 kgoe in 2011, meanwhile electricity 

consumption has increased from 91.5 kWh/capita to 456.4 kWh/capita over the same 

period, which is still significantly below average global consumption [19]. Despite 

these lower per capita consumption levels, total energy demand has increased at an 

exponential rate due to the high rate of population growth experienced over the past 

few decades. Pakistan is 6th most populated country with 188.20 million population 

that is incessantly increasing at the rate of about 2% per annum [20].  

Demographically, Pakistan can be divided into three main catagories  - urban, semi 

urban and rural. The urban part is developed to some extent, while the rural part is so 

far under developed due to a lower living standard. A few big cities are distinctive for 

population density with high economic activity. The rate of urbanization is higher than 

population growth, and demand for modern forms of energy, particularly electricity and 

natural gas, is putting pressure on the infrastructure to meet such demand. The rate of 

urbanization has reached 2.55% per annum (38% urban population) with national 

population growth at almost 1.67% in the year 2015 [21] . The residential sector has 

emerged as big consumer of primary energy supplies including both commercial and 

non-commercial energy resources. In 2012-13, energy consumption (excluding 

biomass) was about 25.2% while electricity consumption remained about 47% of the 

total generation for this sector [22]. In many countries, residential sector consumes only 

about 20-25% of the produced electricity but the governing authorities show great 
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Figure 1.1: Historical electricity shortage in Pakistan[18] 
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concern towards the development of energy conservation and efficiency policies of 

energy use [23]. 

The residential sector accounts for nearly 35 TWh out of total generated electricity (95 

TWh) in the Pakistan [24]. The urban domain consumes about 27-29 TWh of electricity 

which is almost equal to 30% of its total production [25]. The rural households have 

access to only 7-9 TWh per annum. Non-electric needs are mostly met by non-

commercial fuels and the share in energy consumption of non-commercial energy 

resources is about 80% [26]. The key energy end-use services are lighting, cooling, 

cooking, heating, (space & water heating) water pumping and entertainment. Continued 

growth in income per capita of the urban population has led to increasing demand for 

energy intensive technologies, such as air conditioners and other electronic devices.  

Combined with growing urbanization, the resulting sector growth has put enormous 

pressure on the energy system. Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3 show the sectoral share of 

overall energy use and electricity consumption by sector. It highlights the large share 

from the residential sector, particularly from urban households, and the need to enhance 

energy efficiency and to increase supply side capacity. Improving efficiency of use is 

critical to reduce the pressure on existing infrastructure while new investment is made. 

This can only be achieved through energy planning with proper allocation of resources 

to ensure sustainable development of the energy system [27]. 

  

 

Energy planning is also important in deciding the future roadmaps of development 

whereas new emerging energy markets are taking place in the arena. Many of the energy 

dependent economies in the world have restructured their energy sector by the 

deregulation paradigm. This shift transformed the energy sector from its centralization 

Figure 1.2: Sectoral energy consumption profile 

among demand-side sectors (2012-13) 
Figure 1.3: Sectoral electricity consumption 

profile among demand-side sectors (2012-13) 
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form to decentralized system. In deregulated markets, the whole value chain of energy 

system is spread over to different business ownerships that has also resulted into 

numerous new challenges of system planning. In this perspective, prioritization among 

different energy fuel choices to meet the demand becomes imperative while observing 

the boundaries of sustainable development context – social, economic, and 

environment. Conventionally, in centralized planning, all the decisions have to be made 

by a single authority so philosophy of energy markets and competition do not play a 

big role. However, in this post-deregulation time, it is likely to increase the number of 

stakeholders at each decision stage. The nexus among the state, energy companies, and 

the local community is at least to be built on some common ground. 

The developing countries could not fully deregulate their energy sector yet and hence 

most planning systems work in chaos state. In these countries, without proper energy 

system planning framework, the decisions are mostly taken with least rationality 

without following the descriptive norms in planning the future resources. At the 

downstream of energy flows, the future energy demand assessment is also done by some 

guesswork normally relying on coarse available data and the planners’ self-initiative. 

Having less economic productivity in most of developing countries, residential sector 

takes the big share in the use of energy commodities due to increasing population. 

Therefore, it’s vital to quantify the energy consumption in different activities of the 

demand side sectors and develop some rationale in their use.  

 Capacity building issues 

Pakistan’s energy sector is overwhelmed by a diversity of problems and weaknesses. 

Irrespective to doing some emergency plans to reduce the crisis, most of the time the 

execution could not be proved fruitful. It is obvious that inconsistent work without any 

evidence-based research could not be rewarding. The lack in capacity building and an 

inconsistent integrated energy system planning have made it further cumbersome.  

Are we able to tackle the imminent energy crisis? How can we handle it?  

These are the few motives, which originated this work. The ambition behind this work 

is the need to provide the doable and coherent framework in the planning of energy 

systems of any scale, particularly, for developing countries, which also have human 

capital issues.  
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 Research Problem Formulation 

The world energy system is getting complex with each passing day due to increasing 

and multidimensional linking with other systems. Unplanned energy decisions without 

any consistency taken today might have serious consequences and externalities in 

future. Energy planning framework and modeling tools are indispensable to gain 

insights and formulating strategies that will form the future energy system. Meanwhile, 

a multi-paradigm modeling and integrated planning framework that should be able for 

the continual adjustment in energy system to better assess the long-term energy 

demands is the essential requirement particularly for developing countries. On the other 

hand, the modeling framework must be simple, flexible, and transparent so that it should 

also allow testing different modeling formalisms. Moreover, the future pathways 

between the soft and hard policies, in energy planning, could also be scrutinized in an 

open and simplified manner. This intended methodology should also demonstrate that 

how this framework can be used to account for the effectiveness and impact of policy 

alternatives in residential sector energy modeling of Pakistan. The proposed framework 

comprising the end-use energy modeling unified with a multi-criteria assessment tool 

may thus able energy planners to encompass the local needs effectively. 

 Research questions 

In developing countries, the residential energy is a largely untapped and ignored source 

of energy savings. The understanding of how energy is consumed and how to decrease 

this consumption effectively through technological and behavioral changes is a 

challenge faced by different stakeholders like policy makers to householders. One way 

to develop understanding of residential energy consumption is through the building of 

a model that may also predict the future needs at any aggregation level. Nevertheless, a 

sharp increase of non-transport energy use in residential sector is likely in absence of 

any sort of Sustainable Energy Development Mechanism (SEDM) and sustainable 

action plans deployment. 

This study tries to answer some imperatives that affect understanding of energy 

consumption towards creating efficient reductions in residential sector. The study has 

also incorporated the following research questions: 
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1. How can we develop a new method to quantify the merits and demerits for 

plausible energy scenarios of a developing country? 

2. How much energy is required in Pakistan’s residential sector in long term under 

different driving factors up to 2040?  

3. What might be the key strategies to efficient use of energy in residential sector? 

 Research objectives 

This dissertation has three objectives:  

First, to develop the understandings about sustainable energy systems; 

Secondly, to improve the planning processes of energy system in the context of 

sustainability by developing a novel framework which modifies existing methods; 

Finally, assessment of current energy needs in Pakistani households and their future 

energy requirements in the overall energy portfolio across the various hypothetical 

energy demand scenarios.  

The dissertation aims at depiction of energy system in an integrated way for 

policymakers. The study also extends to rationalize the evolutionary process of energy 

system design options primarily on basis of Sustainable Energy Enablers (SEE). The 

intention of the study is to model the residential sector for the assessment of future 

energy demands and its supply options. The following are the key focusing points: 

1. Development of coherent and simple framework comprising the impact 

modelling and multi-criteria assessment for energy planning. 

2. Establishment of a Pakistan’s residential reference energy system. 

3. Projection of the long-term energy and electricity demand. 

4. Analysis of the energy portfolio of residential sector under different 

economic growth scenarios. 

5. Identification the actions by which the improved, cleaner, and sustained 

energy services may be possible for residential sector, but with no cuts of 

the energy supply to the productive sectors of economy. 

6. Assessment of the energy policy instruments like energy conservation, 

efficiency, and renewable sources harnessing. 
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 Contribution 

This study finds the gaps between existing theory and practices of local energy planning 

to examine the prospects of strengthening the efficacy of energy system planning in 

developing countries. Based on an extensive literature review and empirical analysis, 

the study aims to establish a practical planning framework. The process of energy 

planning is demonstrated through a case study of residential sector in Pakistan to 

provide recommendations on effective practices of energy planning. 

The following methodology is developed in connection with the above-mentioned 

objectives: 

 

1. A newly purposed shell of energy planning and modeling for developing 

countries. 

2. Development of end-use and energy-equilibrium models for residential sector. 

3. Assessment of long-term energy needs of Pakistan’s residential sector by 

developing TIMES (The Integrated MARKAL-EFOM System). 

4. Establishment of future energy demand scenario cases under different GDP 

variants; weak economic growth, and strong economic growth of Pakistan. 

5. Development and scrutiny of sustainable energy enablers for residential sector 

to lessen the energy demand burden from centralized energy system. 

6. Development of Energy-QFD to assess the actions and strategies related to 

residential sector in qualitative manner besides its quantification. 

 

In line with the objectives of this research, the aim is to provide the methodology for 

energy planning process that will support energy planners to construct an energy 

solution basket in clean and lean way for any size of developing community. The 

procedure will allow the energy managers to make sensible prioritization in available 

options of energy resources and technologies. The complications in existing energy 

assessment systems that make the whole process cumbersome have been thoroughly 

reviewed. This methodology can be practiced in such an environment that has 

comparatively less computational and financial resources. 
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 Structure of Thesis 

The thesis has been organized as follows.  

Chapter 2: Literature Review   

This chapter reviews the important concepts related to energy poverty, sustainability, 

issues of unproductive energy systems, and new trends of demand side energy 

management. This chapter also examines the existing energy models and the ways to 

model the issues in developing economies. 

Chapter 3: Research Methodology 

This chapter introduces the research method applied to this research work and presents 

the research study paradigm 

Chapter 4: Proposed Energy Planning Framework 

This chapter defines and elaborates the basis of new energy planning method. The 

energy modeling shell is developed to simplify the process of energy analysis for 

developing countries. 

Chapter 5: Field Study – Households Current Energy Use Patterns 

This chapter offers the field research and adopted methodology in detail with the 

elaboration of the processes and research techniques used in the formulation of the 

datasets for modeling.  

Chapter 6: Energy Modeling and Analysis of Residential Sector 

This chapter aims to explain the developed procedure for assessment of long term 

energy requirements. Two modeling paradigms namely end-use and energy equilibrium 

have been developed to assess the future needs of Pakistani households in long term 

horizon. 

Chapter 7: Results and Discussion 

This chapter demonstrates the main results of the residential sector. It explains the result 

of the policy scenarios suggests a future technology mix in the modeling span and 

illustrates corresponding costs.  

Chapter 8: Conclusions and Recommendations 

This chapter describes conclusions based on all results evaluated within the scope of 

the analysis and gives recommendations for the future development of the demand side 

energy management system. 

Figure 1.4 explains the structure of the PhD dissertation. 
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 Summary 

This chapter identifies and formulates the research problems. After formulation of 

research questions, the objectives and methodological approaches are described.  

In the following Chapter, the author presents the literature review and research gap 

analysis in the area of residential energy systems and sustainable development. 

 

Figure 1.4: Structure of thesis 



Chapter - 2 

2 Energy Modeling and Planning Frameworks 

 Introduction 

A broad academic research has been carried out which addresses the efforts towards 

energy security and sustainable energy development in recent past. Energy planning 

and modeling can range from global to local geographies to ensure the future energy 

security. The major focus of my literature review is to explore the issues related to 

energy use and continuously growing consumption particularly at demand side sectors. 

This chapter is outlined as follows. At first, some background and aspects of energy 

security, along with its dimensions with degree of complexity, are discussed. Then I 

discussed the literature on energy poverty in developing country and its adverse 

consequences on the socio-economic growth by quantifying the selected energy 

sustainability indicators between developing and developed world. For energy 

demands, I explored how it went from a developed research question to a policy issue 

and I elaborated how different approaches in planning the underlying energy system 

could be useful. At the end, I concluded the research gaps pointed out by literature in 

context of our local energy planning system.  

This chapter will also emphasize on discussions in energy planning, arising from 

existing methodological considerations, and discuss to a more general context when 

needed. It will focus on 1) the most popular research approach adopted by energy 

modeling and management scholars; 2) the difficulties in doing this research; and 3) the 

basic research design. This work will also focus on the policymaking issues related to 

energy particularly for developing countries. This chapter explains the pertinent 

problems of energy crisis in Pakistan and spotlights the energy consumption in 

residential sector of the country, which is now the largest energy consumer among 

others.  

 Energy Challenges at a Glance 

Energy poverty is the core issue in developing countries for inaccessibility of energy to 

mass of population even in 21st century. It has adversely affected the development and 
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compels the nations to use dirty fuels excessively. The access to clean and commonly 

available commercial fuels still seems nightmare for under-developed and developing 

nations. The access to modern energy fuels is the key to economic development of any 

locality. According to International Energy Agency (IEA), over 1.6 billion people live 

in an energy poverty and are unable to access the electricity. The vulnerable and ever 

increasing fossil fuels prices also created a situation where the social gap among 

developed and under-developed countries is widening day by day. Necessary 

requirements are cooking, space cooling and heating, and lighting for any household. 

Besides these fundamental types of energy needs that are indispensable to human 

survival in very poor conditions, some others are also interlinked with productive use 

of energy such as to confer the services of health, communications, and education of 

any local community. In the absence of adequate energy sources, many of poverty 

indicators tend to increase globally. The economic development is also coupled with 

the use of energy commodities of inhabitants. However, most developed countries have 

now started to decouple the economic growth from energy consumption and shift their 

efforts to secure the energy resources to meet the future challenges by developing the 

structural changes and application of energy efficiency strategies. Figure 2.1 provides 

the overview of energy poverty. 

 

It is not hard to state the energy availability as the nucleus of sustainable development 

of any nation. The second important factor is the affordability of available energy 

Figure 2.1: global energy poverty 
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resources. Harvesting of local and indigenous cheap energy resources in sustainable 

way would ensure the energy security for that nation. 

Energy security is an uninterrupted availability of energy commodities at affordable 

price. The planning mechanisms should be responsive to overcome the issues of future 

energy supply effectively. Many aspects are considered to secure the energy future – 

investments for energy security in long-term prospects – linked with economic 

development and abatement of greenhouse gases (GHG). Primarily, energy dependence 

on any particular source gets the prime consideration. Strategies have to be built up to 

reduce the dependence by increasing the exploitation of renewable energy and 

conventional fuel resources and reducing the demand of energy use through energy 

management. In short-term, the focus is mainly to react for sudden adjustment in 

demand-supply balance. Energy security for any country can be improved by deploying 

the energy efficiency strategies and introducing the diversified energy resources. 

Flexibility in system may be enhanced by replicating the diverse energy resources. 

The energy crisis arose in 1970’s and still developing countries could not recover it due 

to vulnerability of crude oil prices. The political and economic instability in these 

countries lead to the energy starvation to masses of human beings. The process of 

moving upward at the energy ladder is also very slow in these small economies. In most 

of cases, people are not able to adopt modern and clean energy services. In these 

developing countries, the major energy crisis are the shortage of commercial and fuel 

wood supplies, deforestation, indoor air pollution, outdated and inefficient 

technologies, and climate change. Overall, the governments in these countries have also 

failed to mediate the situation by better methodologies and policies. The possible 

solutions might be the following;  

1. The availability of multiple fuels can be used as risk minimization approach.  

2. The improvement in socio-economic conditions of households might also help 

to adapt the modernized energy ladder.  

3. The set of diverse technologies and energy carriers can also reduce the financial 

burden on the economies.  

 Why sustainable energy development? 

Sustainable development has now emerged as new indicator for nation’s development 

and it also compels the policy makers to measure the impact of their approach in its 
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terms [28]. The energy crisis in 1970s attained the utmost attention of oil dependent 

nations particularly the western countries. The developed countries have already 

materialized their strategies after the two major oil shocks in 1970s and developed their 

long term plan to sustain and secure the economic growth [29]. The actions taken by 

developing countries, particularly Pakistan, are not coherent and lead to paramount the 

issues concerning energy system infrastructure. 

Sustainable development enables the socio-economic expansion considering the 

environmental threats by accomplishing today’s needs without disturbing the balance 

of natural resources. This concept was revealed by Paul R. Ehrlich and Edward 

Goldsmith in the publication of “Our Common Future” in 1987. As a philosophy, many 

aspects have emerged such as economic, environmental, social and institutional 

sustainable development [30]. Three important pillars of future sustainability are the 

governments, markets, and communities [31]. First, Implementation of policy and legal 

instruments by governments for infrastructure development are the key to sustainable 

development, which regulate the national economy. Second, the market, which 

provides the means to produce goods and services in a sustainable way. Third, the 

community itself, which should envisage and create the sustainable culture. The 

communities have the powerful role to set the long-term visions about sustainable 

future. All three components should be aligned and work simultaneously to achieve the 

long-term sustainability. 

To be sustainable in this complex world is not straightforward in terms of options and 

possibilities. Sensible management of resources, increasing self-productivity, 

awareness, and understanding of self and collective actions and conservation of 

resources are the important themes of sustainability solution basket. Focus on 

sustainable development in aggregation would also help to diminish the conflicts 

among the nations. Institutional framework integrates all dimensions of sustainable 

development in an integrated way and establishes the theoretical base for energy 

planning. 

Currently, the global energy path is not sustainable and shows great imbalance due to 

use of non-renewable and renewable energy resources. All conventional and renewable 

energy resources have limitations and advantages to the societies in economic, 

technological, and environmental terms [47]. In addition, energy use patterns are less 

efficient and a hazard to attain future sustainability. In totality, nations strive to progress 
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and sustain the developments and therefore acquire best possible development 

strategies. Sustainable energy infrastructure has been proved as the most important 

feature in future developmental goal for any nation. This objective cannot be attained 

without deploying the suitable energy planning methodology and implementing proper 

control mechanism to policy development for long term.  

 Global energy situation  

At the current age, economic growth depends on the availability and affordability of 

sustained energy supplies and vice versa [32]. Energy demand is expected to increase 

globally due to population growth, improved living standards, access and availability 

of energy resources to the poor especially in developing countries [33]. Several future 

outlooks show that by 2040, the world population is likely to increase from 7 billion to 

around 9 billion, with 35% more energy demand than of current level [34, 35]. The 

world energy consumption has also been growing at a rate of 5.4% per annum in 

residential buildings since 1992 [36]. 

Energy consumption in developing world has grown rapidly over the past two decades 

and is projected to continue in the future [37]. The increase in provision to the energy 

related services is indispensable and desirable for economic growth, and enhanced 

civilization. However, providing the energy related supplies to these services might 

cause major challenges to economic and social fronts. Many of the developing countries 

are net importers of the energy commodities and enormous amount of energy will be 

required to meet the future energy needs and to be sustainable. In absence of major 

paradigm shift towards non-conventional resources, most of energy supplies would be 

imported like petroleum and coal products. These rising imports will exert burden on 

developing countries that are already overstrained with high import bills. Building the 

thermal power plants, hydro dams, and aggressive explorations of fossil fuels to counter 

higher demands for natural gas, petroleum gas, and electricity could push these 

countries even deeper into socio-economic crisis and financial debts. In addition, new 

developments in energy infrastructure and increase in energy use will also contribute to 

environmental damage [38]. The increasing demand of energy consumption, in 

developing countries, has also some positive widespread impacts. Large socio-

economic benefits include improved living standards of population and economic 

productivity, reduction in poverty, better access to commercial energy sources, decrease 
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in hunger, and better eco-friendly conditions. Usually, developing countries try to 

address their energy requirements by intensifying the upstream energy sector and 

increasing the supply base with very little concern to the managing the energy demands 

and its use. This unidirectional approach is raising serious threats to economic, 

institutional, and environmental systems. The urgency, to fulfill the requirements, 

pressurize the entire energy system, which accumulates the problems and ignores the 

need for improvement in overall energy efficiency of system both at supply and demand 

side. 

 Energy security and difficulties for the poor 

Energy security is the continuous supply, accessibility, availability, and reasonable 

price of energy commodities. This issue caught importance to establish the energy 

infrastructure to increase the overall energy security and diversification of energy 

resources in 1970s. In 1974, International Energy Agency (IEA) was formed with the 

particular emphasis on energy security in the member countries [39]. Effective 

mechanisms – doable and reliable – are required to implement the policies on co-

operative basis to ensure the energy security [40]. Energy security, in long-term, 

depends on the persistent supply of fossil fuels and their likely substitutes by various 

renewable energy resources. Some of the main aspects of energy security are timely 

and prompt investments in energy infrastructure to overcome the energy demands along 

with considerations of economic development and environmental necessities. In short 

terms, system should be capable to react to the sudden changes and vulnerabilities in 

the energy balance [41]. Many studies also included other dimensions of energy 

security such as flexibility and efficiency along with sustainability of the entire system 

[42, 43].  

 Energy and geopolitics 

Geopolitics in relation to energy issues appears complex and multifaceted due to oil 

dominate rivalry in nations at global scale [44-46]. Current deliberations are associated 

to securing the energy supplies. The United States and other OECD countries being the 

large consumers have momentous stimulus to shape the energy market along with 

increasingly developing countries like China and India [47]. Importantly, global 
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economic development and geopolitics are directly inflected by access to energy 

resources and their financial possessions. On the other hand, developing countries are 

seriously affected by the concerns of energy security and availability of energy 

resources. This could lead to economic, structural and institutional instability due to 

threats in future oil supplies and lack of investments. 

 Nexus of energy, electricity, and economy 

Energy and electricity are based on economically complex associations to 

modernization. It is observed that industrialization is the tested tool in poverty reduction 

[48-50]. This makes the economic arena also complicated by augmenting various 

interrelated factors on infrastructure development. It is obvious that the energy is the 

motor of any economic development in this globe [51-54]. Hence, energy, in different 

forms, is the essential and primary factor of production. Furthermore, human 

development is based on the premise that the energy is indispensable for socio-

economic and technical activities in daily life [55]. The final energy in the form of 

electricity is regarded as major commercial fuel. That is why governments exert efforts 

and heavy investments to develop energy networks in their countries. There is a strong 

relationship between energy availability and poverty reduction. 

It is more convenient to differentiate sources of energy to examine the dependence of 

economic development on energy. The electricity share in total energy use per capita 

has positively correlated with GDP/capita both in scalar and vector terms [56]. There is 

a relatively strong positive correlation, between electricity’s share in total energy use 

and growth in GDP both for developed and developing countries [57]. 

 Challenges for Developing Countries 

Developing countries usually face multidimensional challenges of building resilient 

economies such as expansion in energy supply base by increasing the net energy 

imports for increased service sector activities, need of obligatory challenges to 

enlarging the agricultural production, food security, and improved transportation 

systems; whereas also participate in global efforts to better environment. To resolve 

these challenges, many developing countries have started to prepare national energy 

plans and strategies for low carbon emission development by reduction in carbon use 
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along with the harnessing of renewable energy technologies in energy systems. Many 

international organizations have developed frameworks, processes, and roadmaps for 

energy-economy development. Developing countries are encouraged in adopting the 

policies of these emerging issues by United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 

Change (UNFCCC); Nationally Appropriate Mitigation Actions (NAMAs) [58-60]. 

These initiatives, activities, and partnerships can be engaged by a variety of bilateral, 

multilateral government and non-governmental organizations. However, moving from 

planning to execution of these activities is impeded by several challenges, such as 

much-needed financing, technological requirements, limited economic and human 

resources, and future progress with wide-ranging sustainable energy development 

objectives.  

 

 Need of sustainability in energy system 

It is historical that each century exhibits two diversified forms; rewarding and 

challenging. Now, the first half of century is crucial for mankind. It seems that the future 

of the world is energy deficient. In coming years, every nation’s survival will depend 

on its ability of the economic growth. This economic growth is based on two core 

philosophies,capital accumulation and technology change. Extending time horizons for 

energy analysis increase the chances of both the cumulative effect of gradual structural 

changes and the likelihood of revolutionary innovation from individual end-use sectors 

or regions to the entire global economy [61]. The 20th century may be called as fossil 

fuel era in view of remarkable growth in production/service sector. However, now, the 

policy-makers effort will be in the direction to build up the sustainable assets in energy 

sector. Rapidly depleting scarce energy sources with its abundant exploitation has 

created the sustainability issues worldwide. Due to a number of events related to energy 

prices, security of supply and climate change, it has been necessary to develop 

cornerstones for a new integrated energy and climate policy to minimize the 

consequences of energy poverty in the world [62]. 
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 Energy sustainability issues in Pakistan 

Pakistan is geographically located at the main passage of the world’s energy stream and 

can be said “Gateway of the Energy Bank”. Due to its strategic position, the country 

has gained huge importance for the world’s energy security particularly for 

industrialized and developed countries that have dependence on fossil fuels for their 

sustained economic growth. In these circumstances, Pakistan may serve an important 

role for regional and international energy trade [63]. 

In Pakistan, Energy issues got serious attention in 1990s and were started to be 

discussed as a political agenda. The casual decision-making process to these 

multidimensional issues was not suitable and failed to respond to the challenges [64]. 

Some energy modelling methods developed in this period were used to concentrate 

mostly on the energy supply problems. The holistic and pertinent methodology to 

address the complexity in energy system is required for sustainable energy planning. In 

general, the concept of sustainability embarks the dynamic balancing of all related 

dimensions. The policy-makers and decision-makers should have the capability of 

understanding human needs in this rapidly changing technological environment. 

Efficient institutional arrangements are rigorously required to manage these dynamic 

policies.  

 Energy crisis - Pakistan 

Pakistan is facing severe electricity outages these days and the shortfall in natural gas 

supplies has also made the situation more vulnerable. It has been reported that many 

public and private assets have been burnt during agitations and strikes. Energy shortage 

has created the worst social disaster in the history of Pakistan. The country is facing 

6000-8000 MW shortage in electricity and 2.5-3 bcfd in natural gas supplies [65]. This 

crisis has ruined the common man's life and created the social unrest in the form of 

unemployment and mental anxiety. The country’s production of crude oil is only 15-

20% of the total requirement [66]. Pakistan is an importer of energy commodities 

especially crude oil and other petroleum products. This dependency on imported fossil 

fuel has resulted in negative impacts on the national economy. Figure 2.2 shows the 

historical energy supplies in Pakistan. 
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The continuously increase in fuel prices has intensified the problem two folds. The 

energy sector in the country is not well structured in comparison to developed countries.  

It needs the major overhauling of all institutes related to energy systems. The main 

causes for the poor energy systems in many Asian countries have been reported [67]. 

The  restructuring of energy system should be based on the proven and successful paths 

as those devised by industrialized countries [50]. The rational planning and their 

implementation plans can change the situation dramatically. It has been observed that 

poor countries possess abundant conventional and renewable energy resources but lack 

of rational planning has worsened the case . The utility of renewable energy resources 

and deployment of renewable energy transformation technologies would be beneficial. 

However,  it is important to conserve energy alongside its efficient use to lessen the 

economic burden. This research focuses on the workable strategies of demand 

management by first quantifying the energy demands and then figuring out the new and 

efficient end-use technology at different demographic levels of society. 

 A review on energy consumption in Pakistan 

In developing economies like Pakistan, the residential sector dominates for overall 

energy demands among all other sectors because of the low scale of economic activities 

in the industrial, commercial, or agriculture sector [68]. The dwelling units consumed 

more than 9.5 Mtoe of commercial energy in 2012 [69]. Moreover, shrinking of 

economic growth in industrial and agriculture sectors has been observed due to intense 
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energy outages of natural gas and electricity. For 2012, total primary energy supplies 

were about 65.0 Mtoe including all energy resources, imported fuel, hydropower, 

natural gas, oil, and biomass, etc. Being agrarian society, biomass energy resources 

share over one third of the total primary energy supplies. Natural gas as an indigenous 

resource commodity provides nearly 32% share in the overall primary energy mix, 

while the last year oil commodities imports were over 22.0 Mtoe. Total electricity 

production was over 6.2 Mtoe in 2013 and the electricity consumption in the residential 

sector was 3.0 Mtoe [22]. 

In Pakistan, the energy demand is also increasing exponentially due to a rapidly 

growing population and the number of households. Pakistan stands at six among the 

most populous countries in the world, having a population over 188..20 million in 2014, 

and the future estimates show over 237 million citizens in 2030 [20]. At present, 

Pakistan is facing the severe energy crisis and energy shortage has declined the 

economic growth [70]. This energy crisis has also ruined the social welfare and created 

unrest in the form of unemployment and mental anxiety. Based on the data of 2013-14, 

all major sectors (residential, industrial, commercial, agriculture, and transport) 

consumed nearly 60 Mtoe of final energy. The electricity balance has been severely 

disturbed due to 7000-9000 MW shortage in energy supplies in 2013 [69].  

The residential sector in Pakistan consumes much higher of nearly 46% of total 

produced electricity [22]. Therefore, nowadays the residential sector has become the 

largest end-user of both the commercial and non-commercial energy resources. This 

consumption has exceeded the consumption in industrial sector, which is an alarming 

situation to the future economic development, energy security, and sustainability. The 

higher level of energy consumption in the residential sector is due to non-functioning 

of the industrial sector − owing to many factors like terrorism, worse law and order 

situation, and energy crisis. The residential sector has also been enormously affected 

by the technological and behavioral changes due to increase in living standards since 

1990. The cities having better facilities also appeal people from rural areas, and it has 

congested poorly planned old cities with limited resources. Estimates show that the 

population living in urban households is nearly 38% [71]. Urban households consume 

about three fold more energy than rural households do. The urbanization has been 

increasing at an average rate of 3% per year since 1995 [72]. As the residential sector 

is heavily subsidized by government, both for electricity and natural gas commodities, 
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it is a challenge to fulfill the future needs without properly planned infrastructure and 

deployment of proven energy management strategies.  

 The Reasons for Rise in Pakistan’s Residential Energy 

Consumption 

Many factors are involved in residential energy consumption like rapid population 

growth, increasing urbanization and improved lifestyle [73-75]. According to 

government statistics, electricity consumption in residential sector was 20 TWh in 

2000. In 2013, the residential sector’s consumption reached to 35 TWh [76-78]. This 

rise is mainly due to higher urbanization and rapid growth in population [79]. The 

income level is another most vital factor in energy use, as the division of resources, in 

poor economies and under developed countries, is dependent on the family’s wealth. 

Accessibility and availability of energy commodities depend upon the affordability 

[80]. Estimates show that about 40% population live below the poverty line based on 

mostly in the suburbs and rural areas in Pakistan [72]. This segment of society, in 

common, relies on minimal commercial energy resources. These households consume 

relatively dirty fuels particularly for cooking purposes because of limited financial 

resources. 

 Energy crisis – Role of residential sector 

Growing population and sharp increase in energy prices limit the choices for its small 

economic capacity. In Pakistan, residential sector consumes almost half of its total 

produced electricity which is more than double use of energy in residential domain in 

comparison to any developed nation. Average energy consumption in U.S. residential 

sector is nearly 20% to 25% of the total produced electricity [81]. Energy demand must 

be in constant balance with energy supply but, in Pakistan, demand in energy 

commodities is continuously growing due to population increment, especially in 

domestic sector. Other social factors like higher rate of urbanization and income level 

to the specific segment of the society also increase enegy demand. There also exists a 

strong correlation between energy consumption and income level in developing 

societies [82]. 
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In past years, energy consumption in country has grown at an annual rate of 5.4% 

between the fiscal year 1992 to fiscal year 2004 in households [77]. The residential 

sector has enormously affected by the technology pace and behavioral changes due to 

increase in living standards in last decade. The appliances like air conditioners and 

entertainment devices have been adopted by the people at higher rate. But in its 

response, the energy supply sector infrastructure’s capacity was limited and also was 

not capable to absorb the boom. 

Energy consumption in residential sector is mainly dependent on the characteristics of 

the households so it is important to define the current status of housing stock in urban 

and rural periphery. According to estimates, the population living in urban areas is 

between the range of 30-35% and there is a continuously increasing trend [83]. The 

income level is another most vital factor in the energy use, as the division of resources, 

in poor economies and under developed countries, is dependent on the family’s wealth 

[84]. According to World Energy Council (WEC), accessibility and availability of 

energy commodities depend upon the affordability [85]. The statistics show that about 

40% populations live below the poverty line mostly in peri-urban and rural areas in 

Pakistan [86]. This segment of society (poor income group) relies on minimal 

commercial energy resources. In compliance of the minimum standards set by WEC – 

Accessibility, Availability, and Affordability – the energy planning should be able to 

grasp the political pressures, social aspects, economical and environmental concerns. 

Sustainable development would remain the dream for any nation without rational 

energy planning which is also responsible to the national energy security. Figure 2.4 

summarizes the interlinked factors that resulted the creation of unsustainable society in 

Pakistan.  

 Failure – Energy planning 

In many studies, it is identified that basic issues in energy planning have largely been 

ignored due to lack of common base of policy options [87, 88]. Ben C. & Ball, Jr. also 

argued that in long term national energy policy would be more important than any other 

sectoral policy [89]. To understand the energy situation, a vertical integrated approach 

of planning is required. Energy planning is based on the energy consumption of any 

nation which is responsible for development, prosperity and quality of life [90]. Energy 

planning develops the various strategies of energy use and its allocation in different 
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sectors of nation’s economy and provides us the roadmap over short and long term time 

horizon. 

Additionally, a study also indicated the fossil fuel price hike and its adverse impacts on 

the economy of developing countries during the last decade [91]. The disaster has also 

amplified the consciousness of proper energy planning. The timely energy planning and 

its impenetrability is the core area for the organized economy. Energy planning also 

builds and validates strategies in energy economy. There is a dire need of a customized 

model for systematic planning of energy resources in developing countries. The 

literature suggests that to formulate the sound energy policies in the country, it is vital 

to realize the impact of energy use on the environment over the long-period [92]. 

Sustainable energy framework can device the way of energy model format on the basis 

of supply and demand choices along with proper energy sources assessment, energy 

transformation mechanism, energy commodities and end-use technologies roles into 

predictable future. 

 Energy Planning and System Modeling 

The essence of energy planning is the proper model building of entire energy system 

for policy analysis. Policy-makers also support system analysis for the better 

assessment of different policies and measurement of its impacts on the sustainable 

development [38]. It requires the use of applied scientific models as tools for identifying 

and evaluating the possible environmental, economic, and social impacts of alternative 

policies. So, the primary job for energy modelers is to quantify energy balances for 

potential energy savings with the help of energy conservation and efficiencies strategies 

[93]. Figure 2.3 describes the traditional energy planning process from local to national 

scale. 

Energy security, continuous escalation of energy prices, and environmental concerns 

increase the public awareness towards sensible use of energy commodities. The 

research estimates that cost effective saving potential of energy use in developing 

nations is more than 40% while 25-30% in the case of developed nations [94]. 
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Figure 2.3: Traditional energy planning process[95] 

 

 Overview – Energy Systems Models 

Energy system models provide the aid to build different possible scenarios and analyze 

the quantitative information by depicting the future pathways of energy sector [96]. 

Two different approaches are generally used to energy-economy modelling; top-down 

modelling based on macroeconomic modelling principles and techniques, and bottom-

up modelling based on disaggregation and the inclusion of a large number of technical 

parameters [97]. Operational optimization models are one of the main streams in 

modeling energy systems [98]; It is expected that formulation of energy model will help 

in the proper allocation of widely available renewable energy sources in meeting the 

future energy demand [99]. In the stream of optimization models, MarKAL/TIMES 

deploy a dynamic, partial equilibrium computation on energy markets by minimizing a 

single objective function, which is the system’s discounted total cost [100, 101].  

 Energy modeling as a policy instrument 

Many studies presented the evaluation criteria for selection of models in different 

planning perspectives [27, 99, 102, 103]. The acceptability of policy instruments can 
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be enhanced by the integration of environmental and economic implications. 

Computable general equilibrium (CGE) model is a benchmark tool for energy policy 

analysis due to its ability to inter-relate the energy sector with other economic sectors. 

The limitation in its mechanics is to incorporate the technical characterization of energy 

technologies [104]. Commonly, modelling approaches are summarized by 

incorporating different parameters like analysis techniques, research targets, 

advantages and disadvantages. Energy modeling done by computer model is much 

reliable than mental models due to its consistency and tranparency. It is somehow 

labourious to collect the reliable input data and on its basis draw useful foresights for 

long term planning. The selection of methodology is rather difficult as neither of 

existing energy modeling tool can fullfil the requirement of analyzing the national 

energy system [105]. The modeling tool gains the drive by estimating the countrywide 

energy need for a specific period, i.e., per annum. New investment decisions in 

infreastrucutre planning depend upon estimation of energy requirement at each layer of 

the demand side sectors. Bottom-up engineering analysis may be deployed for end-use 

energy need on sectoral basis. In this modeling paradigm, technology characterization 

and discounted cash flows are developed with the selection from many demand drivers 

like population, GDP, and income level from different groups of the society. Another 

important demand driver - energy efficiency - should be incorporated by incorporating 

the social accepatence of energy efficient technologies. After reviewing the literarature, 

it is recommended that end-use model should be employed to estimate the penetration 

rates of technologies in different segments of the society for the developing economies. 

 E4 Modeling – New prospects 

E4 Modeling and analyses strategies are getting prime importance to develop the 

demand side management policies and also to assess the impacts that are critical to 

judge their implementation. Figure 2.4 illuminates the new integrated E4 modeling 

system. 
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Figure 2.4: New integrated E4 modeling system [106] 

 

The energy model, specifically bottom up engineering energy models, has gained the 

widespread attention to support the policymaking. Griffith pointed out the limited 

available literature for energy modeling of building sector and also provided the related 

assessments describing the energy efficiency goals besides the economic potential of 

energy savings [107]. It is argued that energy efficiency policy formation has got much 

importance in context of sustainable development [108]. The energy security is now 

evolved as ‘game changer’ due to recent fuel price pressure observed on national 

economy. The climatic conditions and increasing GHG emissions have also intensified 

the problem and this situation compel towards the reassessment of energy use in the 

society [8]. It is estimated that developing world can reduce energy demand up to 20% 

by 2020 [109]. The municipal/regional level requires most of these improvements, in 

terms of reduction in energy demand and GHG emmissions, to happen. By achieving 

energy savings, the investments may be made for wide-scale renewable, climatic 

improvements and clean environment. 

 Demand Side Management 

DSM has gained significant importance in reducing the energy consumption on sector 

basis. DSM strategies are providing technical and behavioral solutions to lessen the 

energy consumption burden on existing infrastructure [110]. In case of developing 

countries, having limited resource capacity, the rational use of energy in demand side 

sectors is essential. The measures for quantification of energy demand reduction 
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estimates have been developed over the past 30 years. The big energy consuming 

products should be assessed on their performance parameters along with cost and 

technical attributes at individual level. The growing population and enhancing living 

standards are intensifying the situation for existing energy systems. The major 

challenge for energy planners is to find ways to reduce the demand growth without 

affecting the national economic development.  

Demand Side Management is a popular tool of energy system’s planners. It supports by 

providing load shape change, peak time shaving by shifting loads to off-peak hours of 

day and sensible balancing of energy commodity with consumer’s needs. The enabler’s 

of DSM are summarized such as; Load Management, Energy Conservation, Use of 

Energy Efficient Appliances, Consumer’s Behavior and Pricing Strategies. Figure 2.5 

shows the various techniques to cut-off the loads from the energy system. The load 

shape can be categorized by Peak Clipping, Valley Filling, Load Shifting, Strategic 

conservation, Strategic Load Growth and Flexible Loading [111]. 

 DSM applications – residential sector 

In developed countries, many studies have been carried out related to energy 

management in dwellings as there is a large potential in energy savings by virtue of 

efficient end-use devices and building equipment like insulated and glazed windows, 

walls, and roofs [112-115]. Deploying energy conservation and efficiency improvement 

schemes in different income groups may also reduce energy use [116]. In the 

developing world, household income is strongly related to energy expenditures 

intended for various energy services. The other correlated factor with household’s 

income is the use of inferior quality and more energy consuming appliances. But the 

technology characterization is not the sufficient criterion to elucidate the requirement 

of final energy as dwellings also exhibit varying socio-economic characteristics, even 

in similar geography. Some studies examined the energy requirement in households and 

also attempted to establish the relation between energy requirements and socio-

economic factors such as income and lifestyle [117]. 
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Figure 2.5: DSM techniques to cut-off the loads from the energy system[111] 

 Energy conservation and efficiency at household level 

Energy demands in dwelling units could be assessed by considering multiple factors; 

the electrified housing stock, dwelling size and type, occupancy rate, the use of climate 

control equipment, and the household’s useful energy intensity [118]. Other important 

contributing elements which elevate the energy system’s peaks, in overall, are social 

behaviors and lifestyles [119]. Generally, in developed countries, dwellings consume 

electricity between the ranges of 20-25% of the total share in comparison to other 

demand side sectors [120]. Over the last two decades, researchers involved in energy 

studies dealt with new ideas; such as the energy efficiency standards for home electric 

appliances; thermal insulation codes of buildings; the reduction of standby power; high-

efficiency water heaters; energy-efficient behavior of the occupants; the dissemination 

of photovoltaic panels at rooftops; and several methods have been used to define and 

measure the energy consumption and savings potential [119, 121-125]. Furthermore, to 

reduce the energy consumption in dwellings, many energy conservation and efficiency 

policies have been developed and executed at a national scale in many countries [23]. 

Continued growth in the disposable income level of households along with social up-
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gradation have led to increasing use of appliances such as refrigerators and air-

conditioners [24, 78, 126, 127]. This economic development has resulted in expanding 

energy demands and has put enormous pressure on the existing commercial energy 

systems particularly the electrical system. 

 Key drivers of energy demand and technology determinants 

Social behavior towards energy use is one of the most important factor for the 

development of energy conservation portfolios. Mostly demand behaviors are focused 

persistently and elasticities are used to comprehend the significance for demand side 

management, short and long term energy projections, and policy analysis. Energy 

consumption most genuinely is dependent to household’s income level, economy 

structure, relative prices of fuel sources and technology, occupancy rate, lifestyle, and 

availability of technology [128-131]. However,  most of the studies develop corelation 

between GDP  and energy use, in addition to energy prices, to foresee the income and 

price elasticities [132-134]. 

There are numerous variables which affect the choice of the households energy related 

decisions [135, 136]. Besides the upfront cost for new technology and operational 

expenses, the other determinants may be the (non-) availability and adoption or non-

adoption of efficient technology. Other important factors include design, brand, 

comfort, functionality, robustness, reliability, maintainability among many others 

affecting the consumer’s decision. In energy-economy models, the key determinants 

are the economic variables and engineering parameters. 

Despite the several methodologies and energy models reviewed, the result shows that 

household stock is used as a key energy driver to determine the energy use to provide 

service as well as requirement of fuels required. Bottom-up models are explicitly 

defined by technologies used at each and every level of energy system and inherent in 

detail datasets of these technologies. It provides the base to simulate and confer the 

policy instruments for energy efficiency that also aim to persuade required 

technological change. Regardless the modeling systems, these parameters are being 

mainly used to map the energy required of any established time horizon. 
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 Energy Demand Modeling 

Energy demand is a derived demand that arises for satisfying some needs, which are 

met through use of appliances. Hence, demand for energy then depends on the demand 

for energy services and the choice of energy using processes or devices. 

In terms of future energy planning in developing countries, energy demand forecasting 

is an essential component to formulate the strategies and recommending energy 

policies. To assess the future energy demands in a better way is challenging not only in 

developing countries but also in industrialized countries, In most of developing 

countries, the task is cumbersome due to lacking of required institutions, non-

functioning of appropriate energy models, lacking of necessary data are some of the 

major reasons [137]. On the other side, in industrialized countries, these limitations are 

somewhat less serious but still struggling [138]. 

 Classification of energy models 

Two broad categories of energy models for energy demand forecasting have been 

described in literature; simple approaches, and sophisticated approaches [139].  

 Simple approaches 

The simple approaches are based on indicator[s] and are easy to use to provide a quick 

understanding. Oftentimes, energy practitioners rely on them in many cases. The 

indicators, which are commonly used for forecasting; 

 Growth rates, 

 Elasticities (especially income elasticity), 

 Specific or unit consumption 

 Energy Intensity 

In addition, trend analysis that finds the growth trend by fitting a time trend line is also 

commonly used. 
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 Sophisticated approaches  

Sophisticated models use the more advanced methodologies. These models are 

categorized in many ways. Commonly, these models employ one of the two types of 

approaches such as top-down and bottom-up. Some of these models are as follows; 

 Econometric models 

 Engineering-Economy models 

 Combined or Hybrid models 

 Scenario analysis 

 System-dynamics  

 Decomposition Models 

 Input-Output models 

 Process models 

A series of models have been developed by using the alternative approach. These 

models differ from each other in terms of their technology representation, model goal, 

level of disaggregation, technology choice, and the level of macro-economic 

integration. In general end-use models are built by using either simulation approach or 

an optimization method and commonly these models are technological explicit. 

A number of surveys of energy demand models have appeared previously, including, 

among others [7, 140-142]. End use models bring different perspective of underlying 

energy systems as compared to econmetric models. Generally, most of these models 

do not rely on the neo-classical economic paradigm. End-use models can also capture 

the informal activities in urban and rural divide and diversity in adopted processes of 

energy conversion and its use. The ability to encompass the structural changes and 

new technology development is the major strength of these models. 

To further check the suitability of energy models, various energy-economy models and 

methods, policies, and evaluation studies have been reviewed to better assess the 

behavioral and technological changes required for sustainable energy systems in 

developing countries . 
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 Residential Energy Assessment Methods and Models 

The re-assessment in available energy resources with their economic use has got the 

importance due to constant escalation in energy prices, susceptible energy security 

situation, ever increasing energy demands besides the population growth, and threats to 

local climate as well as global climatic changes. The proper quantification of energy 

supply and energy use might raise the awareness of energy efficiency and conservation 

significance in energy system. Cost-Effective energy saving potential has beenassessed 

as 15% to 40% in developed while even more in developing countries. Unfortunately, 

it could not be tapped due to several behavioral and market imperfections in deployed 

energy efficiency movements. That is why, governments feel pressure to articulate 

more effective and aggressive public policies to reduce the future energy demands in 

sustainable manner. Hence, energy policy making is vigorously dependent on models 

developed to forecast the impacts and effectiveness of policies on supply side as well 

as energy demands, integrated with economic output and environmental systems. 

Figure 2.6 provides the difference between methods applied and energy models. 

 

Figure 2.6: Difference between methods applied and energy models [143] 

Having this perspective, energy-economy models, particularly bottom-up energy 

models, have gained the extensive recognition in energy planning process to further 

evolve the efficiency schemes. Energy models provide the critical comprehensions to 

growing interdependencies and complexities in energy systems, technological up 
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gradation pathways, greenhouse gases mitigation strategies by testing the different 

scenario cases. Energy models are primarily important to retain the most suitable 

policies by their future impacts and consequences, assessing whether these are capable 

to achieving the results and it would normally justify execution. However,  the absence 

ofdetailed literature on the development and use of models limits the articulation of the 

customized policies. The buildings – including both the residential and commercial 

buildings - in most countries are solely responsible for at least 40 per cent of energy 

consumption. In this regard, this sector turns into the largest economic future 

prospective to the mitigation of greenhouse gases (GHG) globally.  

To further check the suitability of energy models, various energy-economy models and 

methods, policies, and evaluation studies have been reviewed to better assess the 

behavioral and technological changes required for sustainable energy systems. 

 Residential energy models - Top down approaches 

The top-down approaches are based on some sort of macro-economic scales to model 

the energy supplies and demands. These approaches got popularity in the 1970s during 

the energy crisis. The models, based on this approach, entail few details of energy 

consumption and treat the household units as an energy sink and regress factors that 

strongly affect energy consumption to define the trends. This technique works by fitting 

historical time series data of energy consumption at national scale or CO2 inventory in 

an aggregated level. These models explore the correlation between the economy and 

the energy sector at large [144]. 

Top-down models are not as data intensive as engineering models, i.e., bottom-up, and 

aggregated data is usually used which is easily available. This characteristic, makes 

them popular amongst the analysts. However, this over simplification limits its usability 

at discrete level and assessment of energy consumption at technology level could not 

be possible due to this inherent weakness. Some models such as developed by (Hirst et 

al. 1977) have demonstrated the sensitiveness to economic and demographic factors, 

but these features require continuous updating to improve the results [145]. Some 

studies showed the nonelastic behavior of technical efficiency due to permanent 

improvements in the system and it was revealed that dependence on the historical 

energy-economy interactions may not be appropriate to predict the future energy 

scenarios in dealing the issues like climate change; as the ecological and socio-
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economic conditions might be considerably different to those observed in the past [146, 

147]. The economists usually prefer top-down approaches to find the energy-economy 

interaction. Some studies also show the imperfection and limitation of this approach 

such as Autonomous Energy Efficiency Index to measure and assess the CO2 emissions 

and mitigation strategies which were proved over estimated [148, 149]. Due to these 

inherent limitations, standalone top-down approach is not suitable to identify the key 

areas for energy saving potential to reduce the energy consumption in the demand side 

sectors particularly in the residential sector.  

 Bottom-up energy models 

The most commonly used methodological categories are: accounting, optimization, 

simulation, and hybrid models. The models in this category use highly decomposed 

data as an input [149]. Energy use from even single technology used to provide any 

type of energy services like space or water heating, cooling, cooking, and lighting etc. 

is considered. The input data is collected from individual house or representative groups 

of dwellings which is used for extrapolation at national or regional level. This 

information is used to form the energy load curves. National demand of energy is based 

on the aggregation of different energy consuming sectors and sub-sectors. These models 

are used to calculate the impacts of proposed policies by projecting the energy demand 

for any time horizon [150]. In generally, these model work on the following equation;  

Energy required = (Activity × Intensity) / Efficiency 
2-1 

Whereas, ‘Activity’ variable refers to the stock size, e.g. number of lights or the 

refrigerators in dwelling units. Intensity is termed as the capacity and is dependent on 

the usage. The energy intensity is the usage of specific equipment to get the desired 

output/activity i.e., producing more output with less use of energy is intensive and 

desirable characteristic. While, Efficiency refers to the device/equipment’s technical 

performance.  

Optimization models are typically used to find least-cost configurations of the 

underlying energy systems based on endogenous and exogenous assumptions (e.g. 

GHG emissions target). These models select technologies on the basis of relative cost 

[151, 152].  
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Simulation models usually simulate producer and consumers’ behavior under different 

signals (e.g. policies, prices, incomes). This process may be subjected to many tradeoffs 

and hence not be “optimal”. These models work under iterative approach to find market 

demand-supply equilibrium. Energy commodity prices are the main drivers and 

endogenous in nature [153]. 

Accounting frameworks rather the simulating system’s behavior of unknowns are 

used to explicitly specify outcomes. These tools provide the added benefit of data 

management [154, 155]. 

Hybrid models combines the elements of more than one approaches to analyze the 

energy demands [156, 157]. Figure 2.7 shows the working of bottom-up and top-down 

modeling paradigms. 

In practice, a variety of methods is available to deal different problems such as limited 

and reliable data availability; assumed parameters and variables; and importantly the 

purpose to be explored. The selection of the method is a difficult task to develop 

somehow accurate forecasts [63]. The assumptions and modeler’s perceptions in the 

context of energy system have also made the forecasting process cumbersome to 

anticipate the growth of the variables. Nevertheless, the more common models are 

MEDEE/MAED, LEAP, NEMS, MARKAL, MURE, spreadsheets customized 

calculators to model the energy sector or subsector like residential. It is hard to find in 

literature, their full utility in local communities, policy making groups, utility providers, 

housing corporations, and environmental groups as part of decision making process 

even in developed societies. Most of the developed models find their traces in terms of 

their applications and development from industrialized countries and do not match the 

energy planning mechanics to their counterparts i.e., developing regions due to 

countless differences. The literature survey indicates that there is need of customized 

framework for energy policy appraisal efforts to support the demand side management 

and CO2 abatement in under-developed countries. Most of the developing countries 

could not fix their assessment and policy development needs from already established 

frameworks and methodologies due to majorly lacking the managerial capacity. 

Both approaches have their inherent weaknesses and are risky to be deployed for 

developing countries without customization in the model according to local needs. 

These methods often do not consider energy savings potential by modern technological 

innovations because it is difficult to analyze all existing and future technologies. 
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The big question for the energy modelers working in under-developed countries that 

which method should be used to initiate the modeling activities? The other issue is the 

lack of data which force the bottom-up energy models to adopt partially the Top-Down 

approach besides many other weaknesses such as cost effects of learning, of 

professional specialization (e.g. contracting) and economics of scale [158]. However, 

in developing countries, the enhanced complexity usually distort the main objective of 

energy modeling. It was discussed in detail that perception about complex energy 

models with extensive input data may produce more accurate results is not  always true 

[159]. These models also tend to hide analytical assumptions in “black boxes” which 

are challenging to assess and replicate the results. 

 

Figure 2.7: Bottom-up and Top-down modeling paradigms 

 

 Energy system planning:  possible approaches 

Integrated energy planning is relatively new approach. Its successful deployment at 

community scale has very few traces especially in the non-developed world. It has been 

hard to deploy the integrated energy system methods in the developing countries as 

these were initially developed for industrialized economies and there are large 

differences in demographic and economic situation. Nevertheless, the single energy 
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commodity in isolation like oil, or electricity remained the point of attention of energy 

planners and academic researchers for a long time.  

In the past, most of the research, which was carried out, has made the process of energy 

planning more complex particularly for countries having a little level of human capital. 

A little research has been done for the communities that are politically instable and 

socially degraded.  

Many decision support systems, mostly academic in nature, have been devised but their 

applicability is suspected particularly at local scale in the integrated energy planning 

system due to their inbuilt complexity. In majority of cases, energy modeling is 

considered as a “black box” modeling due to difficult learning curve.  

In this perspective, four potential areas have been identified where research is desired 

especially in developing countries. 1) Energy planning system deployment in the chaos 

situation; 2) Selection of system boundary in sustainable energy development 

paradigm; 3) Practices of existing energy modeling systems to implicitly take into 

account difficulties in managerial methods and application of multi-criteria decision 

making; and 4) Demand analysis and management in addition to their implications in 

the developing economies 

 Popular techniques for energy system planning 

Energy models based on quantitative techniques are used to develop insight and 

analysis of the energy systems [160]. Energy models came into objective decision-

making after energy crisis in 1973-74. Energy researchers have forecasted energy 

systems for next many decades. Energy analysts develop long-term forecasts for 

strategic planning and making investment decisions in the absence of any other 

alternative. Utility companies and governments also use forecasts as a tool to achieve 

the monetary benefits and political scoring. Often, long-term forecasts provide valuable 

insights into future evolution of energy system but these are often remained an easy 

target for criticisms due to their numerical predictions. In past, many forecasting models 

did not succeed to catch up the upcoming atypical events apparently but policy planning 

and actions taken based on these predictions substantiated them valuable. Regardless 

of their intrinsic uncertainties, long-term energy forecasts are crucial to make capital 

investments in developing future energy infrastructure. These future projections have 

an ability to influence public policy and human behavior largely.  
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For example, “Princeton Study” in 1973, had greatly changed the mindset of researchers 

and technologists to improve the energy efficiency of existing technologies and 

systems. These future energy outlooks also provide the social benefits such as increase 

in the public awareness about energy efficiency at end-use levels. Forecasting methods 

have been improving besides the development of new long-term methods since 1970. 

The common methods typically used are: time-series methods, trend projections, 

econometric analysis, end-use analysis, scenario analysis, systems dynamics and hybrid 

models. Future energy projections can be developed by using two forecasting 

categories; 1) what is likely and 2) what is possible. Both econometric analysis and 

trend projections are labeled as top-down methods, which assume the future tendencies 

by using the past and current trends and predict what is likely to happen. This category 

usually requires the intensive past data and does not consider the changes (structural, 

technological, and economic) occurring during the forecasting horizon. The application 

of these methods to evaluate the future energy system of developing nations is limited 

due to non-availability of  necessary data and because new trends cannot be coped 

through the past energy demand trends.  

What is possible - scenario analysis is the most commonly used method. The versatility, 

transparency, and flexibility make it the first choice where the good quality of input 

data is main issue. Scenarios are plausible cases of energy futures. In scenario analysis, 

a diverse range of outcomes is considered rather than vexing to pinpoint the most likely 

one. Scenarios can deal many types of uncertainties in future energy demands. Scenario 

analysis is one of the best-suited method for developing countries. Now a days, End-

use models are popular to generate load curves.  It is a bottom-up engineering-economic 

method that aggregates the energy consumption from unit level to the sectoral level. 

Optimization techniques and simulations are used to further assess the energy use in 

subsequent years. End-use analysis can incorporate changes in energy and policy, 

technology, saturation effects, and performance limitations of equipment. The 

drawback is the exhaustive engineering and costing data of the new technologies that 

make the forecasts overly optimistic and pessimistic. End-use analysis can be used with 

scenario analysis. The energy supply models, as first series of models, were mainly 

used to assess the future energy supplies from indigenous and imported sources.  

In 21st century, emerging challenges such as energy security and diversity through 

variable renewable energy technologies, the flexible demand managing devices, and the 
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concerns on efficient use of energy made the energy demand models popular. Many 

approaches are being used in energy forecasting particularly for demand models [161]. 

Swan & Ugursal have reviewed numerous types of energy system models employed 

specially in the residential sector [162]. Conventional top-down and bottom-up energy–

economy models might be not useful to policy-makers as standalone frameworks due 

to their weaknesses. Top-Down models enact with macroeconomic indicators, while 

Bottom-up models are useful in describing the likely impact of technological changes 

in terms of input costs, efficiencies, and their time-of-use. Generally, a hybrid approach 

comprising the “Top-Down” and “Bottom-up” is more effective and showed the better 

results in modeling the residential sector [144]. This coupling between these two 

models permits for the simulation of a variety of technology-specific regulations and 

economic incentives and disincentives. 

 Literature Outcomes 

 Comparison between developed and developing countries on the basis of 

ETI: 

The situation of energy sustainability in developed and developing countries is very 

diverse. A new index ETI - ENERGY TRILEMMA INDEX -  formulated by WEC 

(World Energy Council) ranks countries in terms of their likely ability to provide 

sustainable energy policies through the three dimensions of the energy trilemma: 1)- 

Energy security, 2)- Environmental sustainability 3)- Energy equity [163]. On the basis 

ETI, There is very significant difference between developed and developing countries. 

In 2015, Pakistan ranked at 118 position in the list of 129 countries. The poor ranking 

signifies the importance of sustainable energy development for Pakistan. Figure 2.8 

illustrates the portfolio of developed and developing countries in the context of 

sustainable development datum. 

By reviewing the literature and examining the ETI over 125 countries, we may 

pictorially show the difference between the developing and developed countries.   
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 Energy vulnerability issues of Pakistan’s residential sector  

Literature review from national and international resources exhibited the unsustainable 

evolution of the Pakistani society. Figure 2.9 depicts the interlinked energy related 

issues that make the society unsustainable. 

 Important characteristics of society’s sustainability  

Sustainable development is now the prime focus of every policy debate related to 

energy sector. The policy makers need coherent and practical methods to face the 

multidimensional challenges like energy poverty, environmental degradation, and 

energy security etc. Many tools and frameworks have been developed to assisst the 

Governments and research organisations to predict long-term energy demands and 

supplies. Some of the important aspects that are needed to start the journey of 

sustainable development particularly for residential sector have been listed  

in Figure 2.10 

Figure 2.8: Portfolio of developed and developing countries in the context of sustainable development datum 



Figure 2.9: Formation of unsustainable society in Pakistan 
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Figure 2.9: Important attributes of energy system related to residential sector 

 Discussion – Research Gap 

A transparent and consistent energy modelling framework provides the mechanisms to 

forecast the energy balance and also evaluates the plausible energy scenarios. Policy 

developement and action plans can be made easier by virtue of customized modeling 

framework. As discussed in above paragraphs, there is a big differnece among 

developing and developed countries. The tools and frameworks working in 

industralized states can not be easily configured to adjust the variations of poor nations. 

In the absence of any reliable dataset and historical timelines about energy assets, 

supplies, and demands, the job even gets harder. Scenario analysis is an alternate and 

suitable method to overcome the shortcomings and inconsistencies of datasets.  

There is wide research gap that have the potential to further advance modelling tools 

specifically for developing communities. The major modelling issues in the developing 

countries include; 1) the explicit elaboration of methodologies 2) the importance of 

transparent modelling efforts; 3) the need to better translate modelling results into a set 

of concrete policy recommendations; 4) the use of corresponding research 

methodologies to better realize the wide-ranging effects; 5) and the characteristics of 

policy tools. On the other hand, techno-economic dimensions of models are not fully 

understandable. The integration is a key research element of modelling besides the 

introduction of transaction costs to further improve the estimations of energy efficiency 

potentials. This develops synergies among modelling tools to further improve the 

possibility to account for efficient-technologies. The new method should also be 
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capable to cope with the uncertainties of unseen future in a flexible manner addressing 

the energy sector policies.  

The integrated energy planning framework could be made more consistent and 

transparent:  

o By Including the additional impact energy models and customization to some 

extent in existing ones, which can be helpful to calculate the energy savings 

potential and infinite anticipations to energy problems that are more applicable 

and easier to communicate.  

o By scrutinizing the sustainable energy enablers, from which the journey of 

sustainability could be started, in relevance to assessments of energy subsectors 

particularly demand side sectors. 

o By incorporating the community requirements and preferences in the ranked 

system, and using multi-objective assessment accompanied with the impact 

model.  

o By employing the qualitative and quantitative tools in a simplest way to project 

the requirements from community level to national scale of all participating 

stakeholders. 

Modelling studies should also be coupled with multi-criteria evaluation studies. Finally, 

overall conclusion in relation to the current situation and recommendations for the 

future development of methodology and models provide the insight to the need of 

customized methodological framework. The continual updation of methods in relation 

to questions of policy evaluations will help to reduce the mess in energy problems. For 

example, quantitative estimation of household behavior is somehow complex and very 

limited, nonetheless, it is essential to improve the techniques and policy instruments. 

The progress in the achievements of sustainability is restricted by a lack in quantitative 

study evidences in developing countries which also prevents developments in this 

regard. The analysis recommends that no single-best method exist to assess the future 

energy demand and it is hard to evaluate precisely the energy demands and efficiencent 

policy instruments. In order to choose the “right” methods to answer properly the 

energy related policy questions, it is concluded that a framework consisting “all-

inclusive” tools, that could be easily harnessed to policy evaluation in countries having 
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the intense managerial capacity issues, might be used to face the local challenges as 

well. 

In short, the framework should have the ability to easyily starting in a simple fashion 

providing the benefits of transparent structuring of user information and preferences. 

All the stakeholders contributing in analysis and formation of policies need to carry the 

activities by understanding the whole process in earlier stages. Through clear and 

straight forward depiction of the assessment process, it might become easier to develop 

the rationale behind decisions. The journey from descriptive analytics to normative way 

could be in steps as the accomplishment of more professionalism. The methodology 

should also have the flexibility to encompass the uncertainties and allow the trade-offs 

to tune the risks in a stable and consistent manner.  

In a nutsshell this study encircles the energy system’s planning structure from the 

perspective of the residential sector only. However, the sustainable energy development 

mechanism described here might also be worthwhile when stakeholders (end-users, 

administrators, regulators, civil society, NGOs etc.) are involved in any energy related 

decision making study. It could be easier to develop consensus and reach a decision on 

a solution once preferences are composed and visualized. In addition, framework could 

also be implemented in sub-modules to facilitate the small group decision making 

process.  

 Summary 

The selected literature reviews the energy security as a policy problem emerged in 

developing countries in recent past with the increasing population, vulnerability in oil 

prices, and menace to critical basic infrastructure. Developed countries in their earlier 

stage of development, after Arab oil embargo in 1973, were focused to ensure the 

energy supplies for their establishments. Sustainable energy development got 

importance in 1990s with the diverse environmental threats. There is a continuing 

debate about its scope among scholars, stakeholders, and policy makers; i.e. how to 

manage and redesign the energy systems to meet the future needs. The energy 

sustainability indicators rarely reflect the capacity and other political issues under 

which energy systems work in developing countries. Nevertheless, energy 

sustainability indicators offer various important ideas and snapshot of energy mapping. 
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This study develops and builds on the existing literature in several ways. Firstly, the 

thesis examines systematically and rigorously various energy sustainability assessment 

frameworks. Instead of proceeding from a traditional set of indicators, context-sensitive 

characteristics have been accounted in relation to residential sector. Most current 

studies are based on generic frameworks and do not account for the difference and 

evolution in different energy systems. The indicators used in this study are critical and 

relevant to assessment of residential sector. Secondly, the scope of energy system 

development has been shaped from supply side oriented to leaning demand side 

including energy services, end-use technologies, and energy carriers. Thirdly, scholarly 

work benchmarks the national energy system with many other developing and 

developed countries. This study also discussed the major and critical planning issues 

and underlying methodologies, which are commonly adopted in developing countries. 
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Chapter - 3 

3 Research Methodology 

 Introduction 

This chapter introduces the research method applied to this work. Section 3.1 presents 

the research study paradigm and significance of conceptual framework. Section 3.2 

discusses the problems encountered in the field research and apparent limitations of the 

research based evidences. Section 3.3 explains the suitable methods, their selection, and 

justification, the groundwork of the field study, data collection and analysis techniques, 

identification of potential stakeholders, the quality of the data and issues related to 

validity and reliability. Section 3.4 describes the research framework, three phases of 

research development and concludes the strengths and weaknesses of the study. Finally, 

section 3.5 summarizes the chapter.  

 Research Paradigm 

This research framework established the field research to find the issues related to 

energy planning as well as to assess the energy demands in residential sector in 

Pakistan. Aiming to achieve the research objectives outlined in Chapter one, the 

underlying framework represents the steps to collect the data from variety of sources 

and its analyses. The evolving framework was mainly focused on the vital steps of 

evaluating the current process employed in energy planning and emphasizing the 

assessment of future energy needs in the perspective of sustainable energy 

development. It also attempted to prove the theory-practice gap of energy planning; and 

highlighted the obligatory policy recommendations that might work for more learned 

and effective practices in energy planning. The conceptual methodology adopted in this 

study has also provided the structure for presentation of research findings in the 

subsequent chapters along with outlining the sequential steps of field study.  

The community based research is mostly concerned with probing and examining social 

phenomena which are  scholastic in nature, primarily leading to corroborate and/or 

impulsively occurring cultural, social, and psychological processes [164, 165]. 
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Typically, research related to social issues seeks to comprehend the intricacy of inter-

related variables and developed perceptions [166]. Such research phenomenon deals 

with research queries that permit to judge the efficacy of results stemming from such 

investigation [167]. Given a set of research gaps identified in the literature review, a 

mixed approach dealing with both of qualitative and quantitative models was desirable 

to interpret the answers of the research questions. The field study of this research work 

is based on two basic approaches, philosophically called positivism and anti-positivism.  

 Philosophical understanding as a construct 

In social reality, positivism and anti-positivism are two fundamental concepts to 

understand and analyze the research problem. Positivism focuses on the objectivity, 

predictability, measurability, controllability and develops the directions of human 

behaviors [168]. While anti-positivism is based on the human interaction and signifies 

knowledge and interpretation of phenomena by creating the meanings out of the inquiry 

process [169].  

In this thesis, the research paradigm was established by combining the strengths of 

positivism and anti-positivism. These research paradigms are literally contradictory but 

are mostly helpful to design the research framework. The hybrid approach is using both 

philosophical paradigms support to focus on the problem in different perspectives. In 

this research work, a qualitative approach is somehow dominant to inquiry the energy 

planning issues, suggesting solutions, and their effectiveness in community based 

energy planning for developing countries. Besides the qualitative tools, some 

quantitative tools have also been supporting to engrave the insights of energy use in 

different subsectors of dwelling units. The combination of approaches would reinforce 

the study objectives by describing the research findings in different dimensions. The 

hybrid approach, used in this study, is elaborated in the next sections of the chapter. 

 Case study – A useful approach 

A case study may be holistic in nature and might relate to multidimensional analysis. 

The field research in the light of research methodology was designed to ensure the 

validity and reliability. Different data-collecting techniques were used such as key 

informant’s open and semi-structured interviews, empirical observations, surveys, 
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workshops, and tools for secondary data collection. With several data sources and 

approaches, the research was reinforced in terms of improved objectivity, credibility, 

and dependability of the data and findings. 

The case study is the central tool used in this study. The case study requires considering 

the perspective and interaction among the actors and their relevant groups [168]. In an 

exploration of energy consumption, its impacts and externalities as well as the process 

of current energy planning practice to ensure the energy availability at affordable price, 

it was vital to learn the multi-dimensional perceptions of government officials along 

with the apprehensions of stakeholders at the local level. In common, top-down political 

and administrative system invades most planning and development initiatives in 

Pakistan and it is highly centralized in its structure. In the literature, no significant 

recognition found about the local leadership and public organization that could play 

important roles in encouraging community to contribute development projects. 

Examining the views from stakeholders at several levels lead to valuable learnings and 

insights. 

The case study as a research tool can be useful in the study that may involve either a 

single case or compound cases. A compound or multiple-case follows the sense of 

repetition to increase the usability of more general research results. Stake (1995) 

highlights that generality of outcomes from case study method is transformed to theory 

[170]. A research having multiple cases may enhance the effects by repeating patterns, 

thus growing confidence and robustness of the theory and the study. Though, Yin 

(1994) mentions that limited resources and posed constraints such as time, budget, and 

availability, can limit the researcher to a single-case study [171].  

 Conceptualization and research framework 

To carry the energy assessment in households sector and development of a framework 

for sustainability, the field research has to be conducted in the broad context of having 

shared interactions among energy system, planning methodologies, and program 

effectiveness in developing countries. 

This study is focused, at first, on the energy sustainability in our existing energy system 

and then assessing the energy savings potential in long-term horizon in households 

sector. The key purpose of this study is exploring and examining the effectiveness of 

planning the energy systems. The development of policy instruments in developing 
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regions is consistent and in line with the theoretical visions of literature in energy 

planning that endeavor for further effective planning theories. Exploring the insights of 

current planning regimes employed in national energy system also exposed the gaps 

among theory and practices. The more thoughtful plans and strategies might be 

developed to bridge these gaps and to strengthen the existing practices by deploying the 

concrete, transparent, and community based energy planning systems. These should be 

practical and theoretically applicable at the current study focus area and others having 

similar contexts in developing communities. By investigating the future energy 

requirements in residential sector of Pakistan, this study develops the planning 

mechanism, which might lead to develop coherent recommendations to lessen the 

burden of energy use in technical and economic terms.  

With the policy perspective and the gaps identified between theory and planning 

practice, the next step was to analyze the inter-connected gaps. To incorporate planning 

philosophy with practice, recommendations would be given to address these gaps 

identified in the study. In conferring the effectiveness of the evaluative framework, 

sustainable energy planning mechanism should be instinctive in general.  

 Research Method Selection and Justification 

An overview of the adopted research scheme has been shown in Figure 3.1. A coherent 

theme in designing the research framework is described in the following sections.  

 

 

Figure 3.1: A coherent theme in designing the research framework 
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 Rationale to adopt exploratory and explanatory approaches  

Before marching to the field study, it was essential to determine the existing policy 

framework working in the country for energy planning. The pilot study in respect of 

current policy context can lead to the opportunity of learning in limited time as was 

recommended by Stake (1995) about an exploratory research [172]. It was also 

suggested by Yin (1994) that an overview of the current ongoing practices could 

strengthen the use of research design [173, 174]. This preliminary research stage 

involved the survey of existing procedures and strategies with the identification of 

stakeholders. Identifying government’s anticipations in the short to long-term energy 

plans and the current challenges in planning practice may enhance the familiarity 

towards the actions and catastrophes in local planning practice. For this study, a 

combination of approaches; exploratory and explanatory is a suitable mix in order to 

account for overall research goals and objectives. Since the energy planning is rather 

new thinking for sustainable energy development in developing countries and yet has 

not been examined adequately, exploratory approach is thus dominant at the initial 

phase of the research, while explanatory approach becomes more pertinent at the final 

research stages where the author is revealing the future energy management system.   

 The rationale of the hybrid approach; qualitative and quantitative 

approach 

The hybrid approach has to be applied to meet the research goals. At first, to explore 

the topic, it was qualitatively assessed. After compiling the list of candidate enablers 

descriptively, quantitative tools were applied to map the current energy consumption in 

the households and it led to project the future energy needs assessment.  

 The rationale of the case study method 

Sustainable energy system development being the new phenomenon for developing 

countries, of, it was rational to adopt the case study for the research work as no strong 

theoretical background exists in developing countries.  

The use of case study method is also justified because it represents the common 

attributes of Pakistan’s urban and rural development reality. This approach is largely 

appropriate when the research or theory development is at initial stage for the concerned 
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problem. Secondly, it is also found useful to capture the experiences, knowledge of 

experts and to develop the concepts from it. It was also necessary to identify the present 

practices from national/international energy experts as well as the end use energy 

customers. To the extent possible, it was also found more practical and reliable for the 

scholar to visit some urban centres, villages, and semi-urban areas to perceive the 

behaviours, lifestyles, local energy related developments, and to have well-meant 

discussions with local residents and authorities. 

Since the necessary purpose of this research is fact-finding, therefore, a qualitative 

study method has been applied. Semi-structured interviews had to be conducted to 

identify energy planning practices in the context of sustainable energy development 

mechanisms. 

 Research Methodology Adopted  

After identification of the required tasks, the following research methodology was 

adopted to justify the purpose, research design, and undertaken research approach. This 

section illustrates the underlying research method which comprises the literature 

review, field interviews, and case studies. This research process is mainly composed of 

three phases, which are methodically depicted in Figure 3.2.  

 Phase 1: Understanding the context and current practices 

This first phase starts with the contextual understanding like identification of research 

pocket, modus operandi, existing practices in energy planning, current energy system 

paradigm, and insights of energy system development grabbing the sustainability in 

developed countries. A broad literature review has been carried out related to energy 

poverty and its impacts on social life, a large share of energy consumption in non-

development sector, i.e., residential in this case, existing energy systems in developing 

countries, a journey to sustainable energy systems, issues in energy planning, and 

finally, the modelling aspects to assess the long term energy needs in residential sector. 

In the area of energy poverty, the key intent was identification of energy shortages, non-

accessibility and non-availability of cheap and clean energy resources, social disparities 

and their pitfalls, and some vital social impact assessment. 
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Figure 3.2: Research methodology 
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This study proceeds to find the nexus of energy and economy in socio-techno context.   

After understanding the reasons of energy poverty, the ways to reduce its effects on 

small and poor economies have been reviewed. This section of phase-I leads to the 

development of sustainable energy systems by adopting the proper planning 

mechanism, identification of behavioural and technological solutions by compiling the 

list of sustainable energy enablers which might be useful in increasing the comfort of 

living area, i.e., residential buildings as well as reduction in energy use and 

environmental emissions. Working as a national energy planning team member for the 

development of Pakistan Integrated Energy Model using the MarKAL/TIMES 

paradigm, intensive trainings for two years, interaction with national and international 

energy experts, active participation in national energy conferences and extensive 

meetings with planning officials and policy makers allowed the researcher better 

understanding of the research context. The knowledge gap was determined and 

analysed in this stage. 

Two parallel field surveys were arranged to fulfil the research purpose; first in the area 

of energy system planning and the second was to assess the energy consumption in 

residential sector. It supported to understand the current practices in national energy 

planning. For this purpose, eighteen semi structured face-to-face interviews were 

conducted with local and international energy experts. The other set of interviews 

directly involved the end-use customers. It helped to identify the research gaps and 

weakness of the current planning system. On the other side, to establish the current 

household energy needs in urban and rural domain, a questionnaire related to energy 

use and common social behaviour was developed, by the help of energy experts, after 

many brainstorming sessions with the objective to keep it simple and as useful as 

possible. Analysis of these interviews and preliminary studies permitted the recognition 

of current issues, potential room of improvement in planning systems, and the dynamics 

of energy consumption at consumer level.  

 Phase 2: System development  

The phase 2 focuses the development of sustainable energy mechanism for energy 

planning system with emphasis on the fusion of different energy modelling and analysis 

tools in a simple and workable form particularly for developing countries. The phase 1 

established the potential areas of improvement in the planning stage of energy system 
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design. Moreover, it was recognised that sustainability can be figured out as three 

enablers; 1) social behaviours towards the energy reduction; 2) increasing the efficiency 

in energy use; 3) decentralized energy systems and adoption of renewable energy 

technologies;  

In phase 2, it was also noted that how effectively the system can be developed in both 

terms; minimum cost and effort in the light of evolution of sustainable energy enablers. 

The thoughtful conversations and follow-up meetings with the analysts and energy 

specialists assisted to discover the research questions. The planning commission 

(Energy Wing – Pakistan) provided all the logistic support and made easy access to 

documents, reports and officials in order to perceive the working and strategies 

development process. In developing phase of research, the author got opportunity to 

interact freely with policy makers. 

 Phase 3: System deployment 

Finally, the phase 3 is more concerned with the application and validation of the theory 

developed in phase 2, which was done by modelling the quantitative data along with 

qualitative assessment to validate the results found in the phase 2. The validation of the 

developed method was performed in two ways. At first, it was applied to the case study 

to assess the long term energy consumption in residential sector, both the urban and 

rural subsectors separately, in accordance to the suggested steps and by using the energy 

impact model and multi-criteria preference tool. In parallel, an excel-based accounting 

tool was developed to crosscheck the reliability and robustness.  The other way adopted 

was the exercise to understand and validate the effectiveness of the methodology. In 

this stage a group of five experts with the experience in decision making, analysis, and 

academia, have checked its usability by demonstration and their feedback was captured 

by a structured questionnaire. The outcomes of these discussions and conclusions of the 

case study are revealed in chapters 6 and 7. 

 Summary 

This chapter summaries the aspects of the devised research methodology which was 

implemented to ensure its appropriateness in answering the research questions in lieu 

of set aim and objectives. It initially reviews the research paradigm, which consists of 
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the philosophical understanding as construct, conceptualization and research 

framework, and data collection techniques. Three classical research processes with 

research design (quantitative and qualitative) have been outlined. Within the research 

perspective, the chapter illuminates the selected research strategies in this work. Finally 

five data collection techniques: literature review, semi and unstructured interviews, 

survey, observation and evidence-based research have been explained.  

The chapter also deals with the reasoning in selecting a proper research strategy. Lastly, 

the adopted research approach was explained, and all three phases were described 

including ‘Understanding context and contemporary practices’; ‘Sustainable Energy 

System development’; and ‘System validation’.  

The next chapter delineates the modification in existing energy planning system in 

Pakistan as well other developing countries. It also draws the opinions and 

recommendations of energy planning team members about the development of a 

workable mechanism for sustainable energy development. 
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Chapter - 4 

4 A New Energy Planning Framework 

 Introduction 

In chapter 2, we concluded that energy planning in an integrated manner could not be 

sustained without adopting a concise framework to support the decision making and 

policymaking efforts in Pakistan. In developing countries, it gains even greater 

importance due to issues like limited intellectual capacity and having slow learning 

curves. The developing countries face difficulties to consolidate and institutionalize the 

working methodology lent by other countries especially industrialized or developed 

countries. In absence of any customized methodology for developing nations, it is 

impossible to countenance the future challenges to fulfill the needs in a sustainable way. 

The previous methodologies could not address and tailor the physical changes to the 

existing infrastructure adequately from macro to micro detailing. In practice, most 

energy planning and modeling frameworks support at initial levels and lose their grip 

in execution and control stages due to ineffectiveness of the interaction and knowledge 

sharing among the stakeholders. Mostly, the relevant local aspects are neglected due to 

the ignorance of views and needs of the societal agents. 

Keeping in mind these complexities, there is a need to develop a concise, coherent, and 

confiding methodology to simplify the whole process from planning to control stage. 

Consequently, the following methodology has been proposed to support planning the 

energy system at national level as well as at municipality level. This new framework, 

unified with multi-criteria decision support system, seeks to improve the quality of 

policy making by engaging the stakeholders during whole process in simple and 

supportive format to decide the future system evolution by selecting the appropriate 

energy and technology mix at their influential level.  

Chapter 4 comprises seven sections; Section 4.2 summarizes and concludes the main 

requirements found from interviews of energy experts and energy planners. Section 4.3 

sketches out the proposed system framework for energy planning and management. 

Section 4.4 will address the Energy Modeling Shell. Section 4.5 will discuss coherently 

the methodological steps of Basic framework of Integrated Energy Modeling in further 
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detail. Finally, Section 4.6 will summarize the key points and main aspects of the new 

framework. 

 Summary of Rationale Developed by Conducted Interviews 

Energy planning mechanisms in developing countries oftentimes fails to account for 

dynamics and vulnerabilities of national energy systems. As part of PhD research work, 

an expert-based series of interviews and discussions was conducted to set of major 

features of energy planning and assessment system. For this purpose, energy experts 

from government organizations and academia were interviewed on a specific set of 

questions. The questionnaire set covers three main criteria: “current practices of making 

national/community energy plans”; “information means for decision making”; and 

“need assessment and required characteristics for new methodology”. This section will 

highlight results for the process of customized energy planning framework 

development and some prospective to be effective in the future. Surprisingly, expert 

judgments did not show considerable variations among these asked sections.  

The discussions were carried out with national public planners (08), international 

energy experts (03), private sector planners (03), planning academics (02), and planners 

working for nonprofits (02).  

 Consciousness about energy problems is increasing among local planners. 

All participants are found having firm belief, that current energy crisis is connected to 

planning. Local energy planners, across the board, admitted that energy is the nucleus 

of future economic development and enhanced quality of life. More energy related 

intellectual debates and opportunities to meet with foreign experts on regular basis 

might improve skills to address energy issues. 

 Planners are mostly concerned with existing ill practices for developing energy 

plans and policies. 

In absence of any coherent and managed system, planners showed serious concerns 

over current planning activities. The following deductions have been made accordingly; 

o Energy plans and policies development process is extremely ill mannered and 

highly mismanaged.  

o Planning decisions of energy projects are not recorded fully and thus lessons 

learnt from these projects could not be utilized for future projects.  
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o Datasets and energy statistics are not reliable and a parallel activity is required 

to make it lively and useful. 

In common, energy planners feel that they have no jurisdiction over the planning 

process.  

 Inconsistency and non-transparency in planning are the most vital issues. 

All the energy planners and experts indicated inconsistency and opaqueness in planning 

system. Targets and goals are not well controlled for any planning exercise. Planning 

is mostly done without participation of real stakeholders. 

 Planning process is mainly overwhelmed bureaucratically rather based on 

intellect. 

Most of the planners complained that decision-makers override the planning process. 

Bureaucrats often create hurdles in planning process and ignore the efforts of evidence-

based research by local experts.  

 The biggest hurdles to moving forward on energy planning actions continue to 

be a lack of administrative and political interest. 

Sudden policy shifts by the sitting governments make the planning process cumbersome 

and nullify the efforts of planning team.  

 Planners know about the complexity of energy issues, however, most of the talks 

are about random solutions to overcome this crisis. 

Over 90% of planners interviewed considered themselves "very familiar" with energy 

issues such as failure of energy system, reasons behind the crisis, increasing supply-

demand gap, and non-functioning of governing institutes, but most are not very clear 

about energy solutions in short, medium and long-term perspective. None of the local 

planners himself bad an energy model to justify its merits and demerits about any 

concerned sector. In addition, less than quarter of planners knew the spirit of any kind 

of energy modeling framework. Interestingly, almost all energy planners rely on mental 

models and educational guesses to conceal the planning exercise. This discloses a 

requirement to arrange proper training and educational materials for planners.   

 The capacity building within energy planning departments has become critical 

and additional efforts are needed. 
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Planners also indicated that no serious efforts are drawn to retain the experienced 

analysts and modelers in planning section. There are also inadequacies in the process 

to recruit the professionals. Moreover, insufficient resources towards original work 

increase the magnitude of unproductive working. 

 Most planners are not familiar with green building solutions and adhocism is 

the basic working style.  

The local planners have also shortcomings in their understanding of new and innovative 

proceedings in energy sciences. They admitted the shyness among planners to discuss 

the new ideas at any decision-making forum.  

 Increasing energy supplies rather reducing demands through enhancing 

efficiencies is the common principle in addressing the energy issues. 

Amazingly, over 80% planners mostly try to increasing the energy supplies as their first 

solution of energy crisis instead of demand-side management. Energy generating and 

other operational efficiencies were found absent in their general discussion.   

 Sustainable energy concerns could not yet be integrated and no way forward 

had been designed in energy planning system. 

Integrated energy planning and assessments of energy system is still a dream for local 

experts. About half of the experts favor decentralizing the energy system. Most of 

planners advocated the benefits of integrated energy planning among sectors and 

communities.  

 Any sort of stable energy decision-making mechanism has become top motivator 

to address energy concerns among planners. 

On question of need assessment for new customized energy planning method, each one 

voted for it. Energy planners and experts anxiously scored the main features for 

development of new planning framework. The summary of suggestions and 

recommendations are as follows; 

Simplicity in method was awarded the most desirable characteristic. Transparency 

along with database management facility were also the top priority. Seamless 

integration among energy models and tools in the applied method was the other popular 

aspect. Some of planners also pointed out the capability of multi-criteria assessment 

through this proposed integrated module based framework. 
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In lieu of the above-mentioned concerns of energy planning community, some 

meaningful recommendations were also made by foreign energy experts. These 

guidelines in energy planning may develop the holistic approach to do analysis in an 

integrated way. In the following paragraphs, these recommendations have been 

summarized.  

1. Analytical foundation to evaluate the energy system is the primary requirement 

to account for future developments. The policies to be examined should be 

processed in an open type of deployed method along with the better means of 

communications among stakeholders. 

2. Maintaining teams of energy modelers and analysts is vital to keep the model 

relevant and lively. Capacity building is the core of any success in energy 

modeling history. Regular updates and maintenance will surely improve the 

method.  

3. To be credible, the modeling framework needs the authentic channels of 

managing the energy statistics and datasets. Access to reliable information can 

only be ascertained by developing and maintaining the robust data systems.  

 Features of Proposed Modeling Framework 

By adopting mixed approach, combining several methods related to energy and non-

energy disciplines, the proposed methodology might be helpful to device the strategies 

according to local needs. Such type of combinational arrangement among different 

methods inherits the strengths of underlying methodology paradigm and may overcome 

the individual limitations. The method works on the process effectiveness rather its 

outcome in exact numbers. In fact, these types of methods should be regarded as 

heuristics in spite of following any set of strict rules and normative principle. The 

applicability of such type of methodology can be established in other fields too. The 

shortcomings and weaknesses collected by literature review and experiencing the 

intricacy during the phase of energy planning discussed in chapter 2 and chapter 3 

respectively, following guidelines have been used to develop the new planning energy 

system. 

The system should be capable to; 
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o Carry all the activities in simplified and supporting format throughout the 

entire process of planning 

o Include and interact to stakeholders at all stages of the process 

o Depict easily the current absolute status of energy system infrastructure 

o Formulate the future alternatives and consequences related to each option 

o Model the upstream (supply side sectors) and downstream (demand side 

sectors) as an opened-box approach 

o Incorporate all indigenous and imported energy resources 

o Focus on conventional, modern and local technologies 

o Incorporate the all new renewable energy technologies both in imported and 

local forms 

o Enact the social norms of the local society 

o Encompass the climatic changes in its process 

o Recognize the conflicting interests and trade-offs among the agents 

o Factorize the agreed priorities set by stakeholders 

o Benchmark the whole process to other similar type of projects 

o Correlate the actions and requirements 

o Oversee the future interventions from political to economic conditions 

o Cope the modelling uncertainties 

o Overcome the external disturbances and internal system’s noise in overall 

shell by feedback loops 

Moreover, system should be proficient to support the energy planning process 

according to needs and capacities of developing countries [143]. This chapter explains 

the methodological framework in detail. This method generally incorporates multi-

criteria assessment (MCA) techniques; Impact analysis and customized form of Quality 

Function Deployment (QFD); and two modeling approaches - top-down and bottom-up 

modeling paradigm - to enhance the applicability of the method.  

The system presents a variety of benefits by facilitating the voice of each of 

stakeholders in planning process. It also enables the participating team to look after the 

downstream changes concurrently while planning the strategy at early stages of the 

process. The process is quick and simultaneously tries to rationalize the outcomes in 

long term planning horizon. The methodology is intuitive as it generates different 

pathways in a feasible space of the problem. Furthermore, in its rationality, many 
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mistakes can be avoided during planning phase in the selection of technologies and 

substitution of energy commodities. 

 Proposed Method for Energy Planning and Management as 

Decision Support System 

 As discussed in Chapter 2, many methods have been proposed and executed by the 

decision makers in energy planning particularly in industrialized countries. Many 

initiatives have also been taken in developing countries to face the existing and future 

challenges, however, energy planning process in these countries proved cumbersome 

in majority of situations. Even, the modelers and planners strive hard to consider many 

aspects to alter the method of readymade energy planning systems but find it difficult 

to shape the system according to local needs. In this process, the difficulty is the 

selection of appropriate tools to execute the developed strategy from preparation to 

monitoring phase. This initial work confuses the planners in adoption of suitable 

models. To overcome these issues, a framework with practical models/tools has been 

proposed. The system is evenly applicable for activities of whole energy system from 

upstream (supply-side) to downstream (demand-side) sectors. In the preliminary stage, 

the strategies in different dimensions; policy issues, socio-economic conditions, 

modeling considerations, technology characterization, and agent-behavioral factors, are 

sorted out to formulate the problem. Figure 4.1 shows proposed energy planning shell. 

 The Outer Layer: Selection of team and problem formulation 

 Identification of stakeholders 

In this working layer, at first, establish the project team of experts and modelers. After 

team development, identify the roles of each person in the group to make sure the 

planning process is effective and efficient. The method then follows the identification 

of relevant stakeholders after outlining the issues for which this activity is carried out. 

Stakeholders are the peoples who are greatly interested in and/or affected by the system 

changes. Influential aspects may be different for these agents on the decision making 

process. Broadly, they can be distinguished by standard stakeholders and interest 

groups. Standard stakeholders are the experts, professional planners, analysts, decision 

makers, administrators, and representatives related to some particular class of society. 
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They are also considered as the responsible of the whole process. Interest groups consist 

of representatives from media, non-government organizations, public rights 

committees, and other local authorities. Scrutiny, at this stage, can restrict the non-

willing and non-serious players, and follow-up recruitment process can be executed. 

The process should be flexible to include the new stakeholders at any stage of the 

project. The reasonable number of participants is not predefined and depends upon 

many local factors; however, manageable numbers can be fixed by executing authority.  

 

 

Figure 4.1: New energy planning shell 

 Problem formulation 

Set the scope of project with clearly mentioning the boundaries of the underlying 

problem. A clear anticipation of community needs sets the path for transparent 

strategies and actions. Problem formulation leads to either the development of research 

questions or hypothesis testing. By identifying priorities and guiding principles, an 

effective energy vision could be developed representing the community wants for next 

10-20 years.  
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 Data collection and management 

The critical step in developing a reliable energy analysis is obtaining and gathering the 

detailed data. Primary and secondary methods of data collection are employed like 

surveys, census, government statistics, and other evidence-based research medium. The 

process initiates with a systematic and thorough examination of the nature of the 

existing geographic, economic, financial, social, and technical data associated to 

underlying problem from potential data resources such as government offices, NGO’s 

projects, and local experts that is obligatory for the model. 

 The Inner Functional Layer: Energy model development 

 Development of current energy status map 

At this step, having the representation of concerned stakeholders, the process starts by 

formulating the problem statement formally. For energy planning process, the reference 

case scenario exploring the future energy demands is established with the help of any 

suitable and available energy model. Baseline case for future demand projections is the 

reflection of current energy system without any new or radical policy interventions in 

total planning time horizon. Energy system dynamics can be studied greatly based on 

reference case. Energy demands may be in the form of lighting, cooling, cooking, water 

and space heating, refrigeration, and many others. End-use devices are the technologies 

by which these services can be attained. Technology characterization is needed at 

upstream and intermittent level to convert the desirable energy forms as well. Available 

energy resources and future options are determined by stakeholders in next 

methodology shell. Generally, it extrapolates the current consumption level of energy 

resources to obtain future energy demand projections. The methodology is quiet flexible 

in opting for any of the models/tools, which may confidently serve the purpose. 

Microsoft Excel spreadsheets can even fulfill the needs. The Integrated Energy 

Modeling Framework is discussed in detail in the last section of this chapter. 

 Tool/Model selection 

Simplicity and flexibility were identified as the important characteristics during the 

initial screening and evolutionary stages of the proposed energy framework 

development. Due to the modular structure of the method, the models and sub-models 
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can be freely developed in any appropriate data analysis package like Microsoft Excel 

spreadsheets. To integrate all the sub-models and making the integrated analysis, we 

selected the TIMES energy model for this activity. This modeling paradigm can 

accommodate both top-down and bottom-up approaches and has great repute in energy 

modeling field as discussed in Chapter 2. It rests on reference energy system and 

equates the energy demands by primary energy supplies at perfect foresights. The 

planners would have to depict the current situation of energy demands and availability 

of energy resources.  

 The Core: Multi criteria assessment model 

This shell belongs to develop the assessment criterion for future challenges and 

development. In this layer, we work to establish the needs and scope of the planning 

process. Agents put their wants and needs to brainstorm and to set the assessment 

criteria against which each decision is evaluated. Here also, the concern is developed 

to select the indicators. Figure 4.2 exhibits the Quality Function Deployment (QFD) 

tool used as multi-criteria decision-making method. 

The following paragraphs explain the multi-criteria decision making process step-by-

step. 

 Establishment of indicators for evaluation 

The requirements are translated into indicators. A list of indicators developed for 

prototype study is shown in Figure 4.3. These indicators are transformed from the 

different dimensions like social welfare, environmental ecology, and economic 

concerns. Another main task in this activity is to set weights (in form of numbers; 1-

10) to establish the importance of each indicator. Relative importance of selected 

indicators is calculated at percentile scale by considering the indicators’ assigned 

weights. In this case, the indicator selection and assigning the importance score, 

procedure has been kept in simplified form. The planners may take aid from study 

reports similar to this planning activity. 
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Figure 4.2: Quality Function Deployment (QFD) as multi-criteria decision making tool 

 

Figure 4.3: Step-1 List of indicators/Criteria 
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 Setting the alternatives and directions for future system developments 

Diverse options aiming to achieve the objectives are critically assessed. The system’s 

change requirements are enlisted to meet and justify the indicators established in last 

step. Status map directs the future possible changes. Technology characterization and 

new sources of energy are considered vigorously. Along with physical changes, ‘soft 

path’ for changes is also carefully assessed. Figure 4.4 shows the methods or enablers 

by which multi-criteria attributes might be met. 

 

Figure 4.4: Step-2 List of enablers/strategies 

 Scoring the alternatives against to indicators 

In this step, planning team start to award scores for each option against the relevant 

indicators. Stakeholders with consensus allot the points among three options (9 = Strong 

Relationship; 3 = Moderate Relationship; 1 = Weak Relationship). The important 

options or alternatives which are obligatory for future system change at the same time 

as addressing the set of each indicator are heavily scored, i.e., ‘9’ points. Alternatives, 

which are not fully committed in compliance of the indicators, get least score in this 

exercise. A qualitative scale is also attached to the alternatives. This indicates the 

direction of the alternative, for example, the alternative has to be maximized, 

minimized, or it simply would hit the targeting point. Figure 4.5 illustrates the 

weighting of each enabler to meet the underlying criteria.  

 Establishing the correlation among alternatives  

This step correlates the alternatives with each other. Here also assessment is carried out 

at three choice scale (strong positive correlations indicated by ‘++’, positive correlation 

‘+’, and negative correlation ‘-’). Negative externalities and impact of each alternative 
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play critical role. Contradictory options may also be assessed in this step by mutual 

consensus. Figure 4.6 shows the procedure to set the correlation among the selected 

enablers. 

 

Figure 4.5: Step-3 Weighting of each enabler to meet the underlying criteria 

 

 

Figure 4.6: Step-4 Correlation among the selected enablers 
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 Benchmarking scale 

Benchmarking scale might also be used to compare the progress among communities. 

It depicts overall system’s state and compares it with other contenders. This drill is also 

used to learn by others experiences. Figure 4.7 provides the snapshot of the existing 

progress of selected competing administrations/states. 

 

 

Figure 4.7: Step-5 Score of competing administrations/states 
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 Setting the Targets or Limit Values with difficulty level 

At this stage, planning team sets the targets and/or constraints to each option. The 

targets should be achievable within set time horizon and available resources. Usually, 

these targets may be given in qualitative terms indicating the difficulty level in 

accomplishment of the suggested options or alternatives. Difficulty level may be scored 

at scale from 1-10. In this scale, easiness gets score 1, while most difficult to attain gets 

10 marks. This task augments the higher interests from stakeholders. This is last 

calibration check to set/reset the objectives. Figure 4.8 shows the target settings and 

difficulty level to rank the enablers. Moreover, the rank based outcomes are achieved 

through this step. 

 

Figure 4.8: Step-6 Target settings and difficulty level to rank the enablers 

 Calculation of weight / Importance for each alternative  

At this stage, each option is quantified by taking the product of each alternative in 

relation matrix and relative weight given to each indicator. The results are summed up 

against each alternative.  

 Ranking of alternatives by relative weight 

In concluding step, the above mentioned alternative scores are divided by absolute 

Weight / Importance awarded to each selected indicator as found in ‘Establishment of 

Indicators for Evaluation’ step. Then highest rank is assigned to alternative that has 

attained highest ratio in given set of alternatives. Ranked order leads to proper selection 

of alternative routes and direction of the future policies is being determined.  

Now, planning team would be confident to develop future scenarios. This multi-criteria 

assessment technique is helpful to scrutinize the future pathways. The stakeholders 

work in an interactive and rationale manner all through the process to evaluate future 
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strategies. The next section starts work the inner shell of the developed Research Onion 

Model for Energy Planning.  

 Scenario Development and Management 

In last section, we scrutinize the feasible alternatives and options for energy 

infrastructure development. In this layer, planning team would select future near to 

optimal alternatives / options by further digging their applicability. Selective scenarios 

can be worked out conveniently instead of in high volume and variety. Therefore, this 

layer continues the activity extracted from multi criteria assessment (MCA) procedure. 

This situation facilitates the planning team in twofold; it crosschecks the scenario 

selection from MCA technique and further guides the future way.  

 Scenario analysis 

Scenarios are the imaginary boxes from which we see the future implications. These 

are not usually predictive in nature rather these provide the multiple pathways by which 

we have to interact with our environment in future. Diversified assumptions - scientific 

research, technological progress, societal changes, political dynamics, and economic 

circumstances - taken into account provide the opportunity to draw a bigger picture of 

under consideration issue or idea. Future challenges and opportunities might be 

assessed by applying the scenario analysis mechanisms. Figure 4.9 shows the process 

of developing of various scenarios. 

 Future energy mapping by scenario development 

Now, the planning team is able to develop future energy demands scenarios for selected 

options and alternatives. By application of MCA technique, built-in filters dissect the 

doable alternatives to feed-in scenario manager. Here, new suitable Reference Energy 

System (RES) for future is developed incorporating all assumptions in baseline case 

scenario. The team, first determine future energy demands under presume parameters. 

In many times, little information is available for future energy demands from external 

resources. Thus, for medium to long-term infrastructure changes, team considers many 

dimensions of future changes; techno-economic, behavioral changes, and policy 

concerns. Brainstorming sessions are required to figure out the suitable modeling 
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assumptions such as growth in GDP, population, urbanization, and technology adoption 

with environmental concerns, consumption patterns of energy commodities, human-

behaviors, energy intensity, energy accessibility and affordability etc. 

 

Figure 4.9: Process of developing various scenarios[175] 

 Conceptual Energy Planning Framework 

The previous section presented the outline of new methodology; Method for Energy 

Planning and Management as Decision Support System. Figure 4.10 demonstrates the 

conceptual framework of energy planning system. This procedure starts by defining the 

objectives and setting the system boundaries to formulate the problem. In outer most 

layer of the method, identification of stakeholders along with priorities and associated 

interests are determined. A status map along with base line case for future demand 

projections is portrayed to initiate the brainstorming sessions. The next shell works in 

stages and incorporates various nested loops for feedback. The first major activity is 

the setting of indicators. The priorities, interests, preferences of relevant stakeholders 

translated into indicators are then ranked. Average weighting phenomenon is used to 

encompass the all agents’ wants and needs. After having the need assessment of 

indicators by scoring, different alternatives and options are considered to achieve the 

set goals and objectives. For energy planning exercise, the stakeholders will have to 

consider both hard and soft paths to tune up the energy system via back casting and 

scenario approach. A scoring mechanism again starts to evaluate the socio-economic 

and technical alternatives against each indicator. Correlation factors are established 
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among alternatives and policy instruments. A process of benchmarking is also carried 

out by out sighting other countries/communities examples and lessons learned 

concurrently. Multiple feedback looping cycles work to adjust any types of changes in 

preferences, and short-term goals. In conjunction, qualitative target values are assessed 

by difficulty level expressed in quantitative terms. Alternative options are ranked and 

chosen in this stage. Qualitative testing of alternatives is also integrated at this step. The 

next shell, Scenario Management, of this method provides the reassessment of selected 

options by deployment of scenario cases and sensitivity analysis. Various constraints 

and bounds can be applied to resolve the uncertainty in the modeling approach. After 

filtering the alternatives, the last and innermost shell of methodology provides the space 

for qualitative analysis of system’s restructuring requirements to achieve the stated 

goals by supervision and monitoring. Multiple quantitative calibration-checks control 

the system’s noise before creeping to next stage of energy system. 

 

Figure 4.10: Conceptual framework of energy planning system 

The next section depicts the integrated energy model formation for residential sector. 

All the necessary sub-systems and components have been discussed in detail.  
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 Integrated Energy Model: Residential 

The energy-planning framework serves as the platform for integrated energy model 

(IEM) to develop a diverse set of long-term evolutions of the future energy system at 

any scale of any country. This mechanism provides the transparency and simplicity to 

see developments even behind the scene of any traditional energy planning study or 

tool. All evolutions are anticipated to meet the requirement of a countrywide energy 

system based on reference energy system formation. For this purpose, a reference case 

is developed which implies an energy system without the stringent policies and plans. 

Afterward, different projections and energy demand trajectories are sketched that lead 

up to several plausible scenarios. As a result, several options and effective policies and 

measures may be evaluated. 

For instance, a greater demand for appliances in the household sector due to growth in 

GDP and population lead to a number of responses. Firstly, it includes a choice of 

technology as the market deals differing types of equipment substitutes at varying costs 

to different energy efficiencies. In addition, the increasing energy demand has to be met 

by using either current energy generation equipment cripplingly or by new energy 

efficient equipment. The selection of the energy generation equipment (type and fuel) 

in the model is grounded on the scrutiny of the characteristics of technologies, and 

decision is made on least-case basis. The energy modeling shell is discussed in-detail 

in the following paragraphs.  

Structures and purposes of an energy modeling system differ, depending upon the types 

of economic, environmental, and engineering concerns of energy sectors and sub-

sectors. In this section, a basic structure of residential energy model (REM) is explained 

in Figure 4.11. Four main functions are to be performed in an energy system analysis.  

1. Base-year calibration and Reference case development 

2. Technology characterization 

3. Determination of energy demand drivers and corresponding series 

4. Scenario development 

5. The above-mentioned functions may be executed based on module. The brief 

introduction of these modules is as follows. 
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Figure 4.11: Basic structure of residential energy model (REM) 
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 Sectoral reference energy system 

The most important function in the energy assessment is the development of reference 

energy system in which energy flows from resources (indigenous supplies and imports) 

to the end-use technologies through interconnected technologies and transmission 

networks. It is a chain of energy carriers, which fulfills the demand of energy services 

at the downstream side. A variety of parameters can be used for the depiction of 

concerned sectoral reference energy system. Reference case makes estimates of end-

use energy service demands (e.g. residential lighting; car travel; tractor haulage in 

agriculture sector; etc.). In addition, the user provides details and estimates of the 

existing stock of energy related technologies/equipment in underlying modeling 

sector[s] and the characteristics of markedly available future technologies, as well as 

existing and imminent sources of primary energy supply and their potentials. The main 

sections of this function are the following: 

Existing energy supplies/Energy imports/Energy reserves module: The energy 

supplies module acquires the information from the external environment, particularly 

indigenous supplies and imports, required for energy generation in base-year of 

modeling study. The inventory of energy reserves is also assessed. 

Technology stock module: Interconnected technologies are assessed among the energy 

flows from energy supplies to the useful energy delivery. 

Energy demand module: This section configures the energy demands at end-use level. 

The specific energy fuel usage is determined and energy intensity are found for each 

energy service. 

 Forecasting system 

Effective dynamic reference energy system determination in the energy planning is 

designed through the forecasting system. The major functions in this system are the 

estimation and projections of selected variables, which are undertaken according to 

specific sectoral basis. For instant, residential energy model mostly considers the 

overall GDP growth, population growth, no. of households’ growth, income level 

growth etc., while transportation sector’s energy forecasts may be developed based on 

number and type of vehicle, distances and passengers moved for short and long 

distances in specific time etc.  
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In this module, after finding the correlations among different variables (demand drivers) 

series of growth/decline are constructed for each energy service needed. The 

corresponding parameters might be the energy prices, future energy supplies, fuel 

shares and study time horizon, etc. Thus, forecasting of energy system, especially major 

demand variables is developed in this system. 

Technology characterization module: This system characterizes the existing and 

possible new forthcoming related technologies to the reference energy system. This 

system draws the energy consumption pattern by employing different technologies for 

specific energy service. Moreover, technologies are characterized according to their 

efficiencies, upfront and maintenance costs, lifetime etc.  

Technology/Appliance penetration module: It assesses the demand of technologies 

in underlying sector to satisfy the long-term energy needs. 

Technology saturation module: It projects the specific number of appliances required 

to fulfill the explicit energy service need. 

Appliance activity module: The energy consumption and delivery of useful energy is 

determined by each appliance. The availability of technology and its time-of-use plays 

important role as parameters to derive the temporal energy use over the whole time 

horizon. 

 Policy cases/Scenario development 

The scenario-based approach to energy planning serves as a key and topmost process 

in the integrated energy planning mechanism, thus having the prospective of 

overcoming the divergences among the opposing schools of strategy. The scenario-

based approach to energy planning builds on the fortes of contemporary scenario 

planning, i.e. it considers numerous strategy options and takes multiple perceptions into 

account. At the same time, it overwhelms the flaws of scenario planning by posing a 

systematic procedure to scenario design that is easy to implement. The significance of 

this approach is a core plan, which is accompanied by several options as a resultant 

from different scenarios. 

Supply-side energy scenario module: This module works to develop a number of 

future energy supply scenarios to meet the future energy needs. Possible exploration of 

indigenous energy means along with energy import options are considered. 
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Demand-side energy management module: This module establishes the cases that 

can reduce the energy demands for the end-user and that can amend unsustainable 

energy practices into more sustainable and efficient energy use. DSM scenarios are 

typically targeted for cost reduction and environmental improvement. The main types 

of DSM measures are the energy reduction, load management, and conservation 

programs. 

Technology switching/substitution module: This module considers the competing 

technology scenarios and develops the cost and energy profiles of each subsequent 

technology. 

Fuel switching module: The scenarios are developed mostly based on economic value 

of fuels, availability and access to fuels, social behaviors, and lifestyle changes. 

Sensitivity analysis module: The various sensitivities alleged to deciding and 

promising variables are judged to overcome the numerous uncertainties of the future 

energy plans. 

 Formation of Quantitative Energy Demand Model 

This component based developed demand model can also be integrated to energy supply 

modeling frameworks. Moreover, this is hybrid model and is configured based on 

simple and sophisticated modeling approaches as described in Section 2.7. In Section 

6.2, principle equations deduced from many of these approaches are dealt in detail. 

Table 4.1 describes the approaches that are inferred in formation of quantitative energy 

demand model and summarizes the paradigms in which the models used for the 

development of the energy-planning framework. Many models from the simple and 

sophisticated approaches make the model flexible and robust to develop the insights of 

residential sector. A sequential procedure was adopted to show the practical adaptability 

of the framework.   

Table 4.2 provides the built-in characteristics of the framework. This framework was 

compared against the criteria set by the research group World bank [139]. However, the 

particular features of developing countries have consequences for energy demand 

modeling analysis. This framework is not alike any commercial model available in 

literature, so, the unfamiliarity from the approach used might mislead the modeler. 

Moreover, the developed framework is an assemblage of many available and used 

modeling tools by the modelers and planners.  
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Paradigms Approaches Models 

Quantitative  

Simple 

Approach 

Ratio or intensity models  [EI = E/Q] 

Growth-rate based models [Dt  = Do (1+g)t] 

Specific consumption models [E = A x U] 

Sophisticated 

Approach 

Econometric 

models 
Simple linear regression 

Engineering-

economy models 

Optimization 

Simulation 

Hybrid models Combined 

Scenario analysis Back-casting 

Qualitative  

Multi-criteria 

assessment 

(MCA) 

Quality function deployment (QFD) 

 

Sr. 

No 
Attributes Characteristics 

A Type Hybrid 

B Purpose Residential demand forecasting 

C Approach Both simple and sophisticated 

D Geographical Coverage urban-rural divide 

E Activity Coverage Specific sector: Residential 

F Level of Disaggregation Five urban and rural income classes 

G Technological Coverage Technology representation: Explicit 

Explicit H Data Requirement Data intensive 

I Skill Requirement Low 

J Versatility Limited 

K Portability to other countries Yes 

L Model documentation Self-explanatory 

M Capability to analyze price-induced 

policies 
No 

N 
Capability to analyze non-price induced 

policies 
Yes 

 Limitations of Framework 

The proposed method can help policy and decision makers in redesigning the energy 

model and then optimizing the existing energy plan based on the new forecasts. To 

Table 4-1: A set of approaches used in New Panning Framework 

Table 4-2: Built-in Characteristics of Spreadsheet Tool 
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accomplish the long-term energy planning, the first step would be the data collection 

exercise. The outcome can only be as good as the data input. Faulty and inconsistent 

data would certainly mislead the energy planners. Hence, a data collection exercise 

should be systematic and based on effective research plan. The other difficulty might 

be the control over the lengthy and exhaustive process of planning mechanism. 

Nonetheless, designed simplicity and openness of the process will aid the modeling 

team to carry out the planning study. This energy planning system can only be proved 

defensible for the emerging complexities and change in case of its steady use and 

regular updating. The partial role of computer-based energy model can also ruin the 

planning and policy formulation of sustainable energy development in the developing 

economy, which mostly have the limited qualified human resource capacity. 

 Summary 

This chapter presents the new method for energy planning and management as decision 

support system for crafting robust strategic energy plans for developing economies. The 

method offers comprehensive framework for energy planning, tools/models and 

guidelines to carry out each step confidently. Local energy planners and community 

stakeholders can practice this framework to build on initial energy successes by moving 

from single plans and programs to a comprehensive, long-term energy strategy that 

delivers benefits for years to come. The chapter also highlights the major shortcomings 

of energy planning process in Pakistan and in light of the recommendations by local 

and foreign energy experts, a whole energy management and planning process has been 

established for sectoral analysis.  

The proposed methodology for energy planning is the improved form of methods used 

in energy planning systems. Being eclectic in nature, this methodology absorbs various 

variants of available tools and modeling approaches. Yet it provides the flexibility. The 

models/tools are provided to safeguard the stakeholders from any further confusion in 

tool selection process. This bundle of models and tools (both qualitative and 

quantitative) also provides the guideline in the selection of them. Diverse options and 

alternatives start the method but at the end, alternatives converge to most suitable one. 

Concisely, the new methodology has C4- elegance: 

Concise – in its architecture 
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Compact – in its behavior 

Confiding – in its ability 

Cyclic – in its nature 

The proposed methodology suggests the smart solutions for underlying planning 

problems. This method is proposed on the basis of gaps acknowledged in field study 

and literature review. Hence, it has its practicality in the process of planning, 

particularly for energy planning, for developing countries. This developed methodology 

is used to assess the residential sector of Pakistan. In following sections, each of energy 

planning shell is described in more detail. 

The next chapter describes the survey of energy use in urban and rural households of 

Pakistan. It also proceeds the energy consumption profiles from a variety of data 

sources. The next chapter also lays the foundation for Chapter 6 in which a residential 

energy model has been presented. 
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Chapter - 5 

5 Field Study – Households Current Energy Use 

Patterns 

 Introduction 

This chapter offers the field research and adopted methodology in detail with the 

elaboration of the processes and research techniques used in the formulation of the 

underlying problem. A questionnaire was developed to take and prepare the datasets 

along with some deep analysis of open-ended interviews conducted with stakeholders 

at different levels. Section 5.2 discusses the research strategy while Section 5.3 presents 

the thorough analysis. Section 5.4 illuminates the important judgments obtained from 

interviews and scrutinized for the model development. The Summary is discussed in 

Section 5.5. 

 

 The Research Design 

This research primarily utilizes the case study method that concentrates on non-

transport household energy use patterns in Pakistan. In general, case studies as a 

research scheme, finds the in depth correlations among factors of particular phenomena 

that define the case. In this work, the process starts with the questionnaire development 

resulted in to identify the gaps across the other studies done in this domain. The basic 

data collection has been made in such a holistic way that one might be able to 

understand the household dynamics regarding energy use - representing each income 

group – and their effects on the entire residential energy system. The research 

questionnaire attempts to collect the information of each key aspect of the decisions 

made by householders in their selection of energy carrier choices, their use, the comfort 

level by various energy services, and the decisions in buying of energy-operated 

devices. The primary research instrument was developed by twin-layered and multistep 

technique. This type of triangulation in data assessment provides the way in more 

completed manner and also helps to validate the datasets, to be tested by findings and 
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outcomes, against each other [176]. A preliminary survey questionnaire was developed 

with the help of national and international energy experts working at the platform 

provided by federal planning commission of Pakistan [177]. The survey was divided 

into four major segments as follow: 

o demography and lifestyle 

o appliance stock and its characterization 

o daily and seasonal energy use pattern including commercial and non-

commercial energy sources 

o historical energy consumption data and energy bills 

Some additional questions were also asked related to challenges and issues that 

householders face in their daily life. The sub-sections involved in this questionnaire 

also took the feedback of householders and their opinions about the local and federal 

governmental institutes responsible to make the sustainable and sound energy future for 

them. The fieldwork was performed by the undergraduates of mechanical engineering 

department of UET Taxila. The initial study was conducted from August 10, 2009 to 

September 30, 2009 in 1300 households across 30 districts of Pakistan. By this survey, 

urban households were selected in a considerable portion of total households, i.e., 59%. 

Due to some unavoidable and special security circumstances, the study was limited to 

the Punjab province only – the most energy demanding province – besides this, the 

information related to energy use in other provinces was conditioned and reflected in 

this study by wider planning task force experts and others stakeholders’ judgment. In 

follow up energy survey conducted in 2012, 15 questions were added to the basic 

questionnaire emphasizing to gauge the energy efficiency awareness in the society and 

to analyze the penetration of energy efficient end use devices in different segments of 

the public. In this study, 1830 households were surveyed by keeping the same scheme 

and sampling framework. The main difference, in this survey, was the participation of 

51% rural households. This survey also compares the results with the previous survey 

conducted in 2009/2010 to understand the possible effects of future measures related to 

energy efficiency and energy conservation. Section 4 describes the merged result 

summary of these surveys in a complied form.  

Besides this survey, a detailed case study was also carried out consisting of around 150 

households in urban and rural division. These households were carefully selected to 

take in- depth information of five income group domain; rich to poor, and in urban and 
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rural division. Section 5.5 demonstrates the outcome in a detailed manner. A number 

of data sources were also used as the secondary data from the different governmental 

and non-profit authorities along with many national and local relevant 

reports/surveys/publications. 

 Survey methods and data collection 

Several techniques were used in gathering and assembling both qualitative and 

quantitative data for the study. The hybrid approach using the combination of these 

techniques provides the comprehensive understanding and rectifying many issues of 

underlying problem [178]. Qualitative study involves the assemblage of a diverse 

information from variety of sources such as personal experiences, empirical and 

pragmatic materials, life stories, case study, introspective, and other means of 

observing the social phenomenon. While quantitative research accumulates numerical 

and statistical data in order to describe, correlate, predict and finding of problem 

analysis.  

 Survey methodology 

The household can be defined as those individuals living in the same dwelling and share 

the utilities in common with each other. In this study, the household is the basic and 

primary unit of analysis. The household may be single family or multifamily in our 

assumption. By defining the unit of analysis, the socio-economic structure can be 

measured and analyzed straightforwardly and in turns, it might be easily portrayed and 

grouped at larger canvas by capturing the household data having the same culture and 

lifestyles.  

 Sampling procedure and selection of respondents 

For each study area, we initially identified the potential survey zones, by considering 

the proximity of interviewers, where fieldwork could be easily conducted. The zones 

were selected mainly based on some other factors such as population density, consumer 

profiles, and accessibility to households, etc. In this way, within these identified areas, 

several districts in Punjab province were randomly selected both in rural and urban 

regions. The relatively small sample size in this study reflects the time-consuming and 
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labor-intensive work. The sample size was developed using the geography and 

demographic conditions of actual customers. The multistage sampling design was used 

in the selection of the respondent to be interviewed. 

In fieldwork study, each interviewer was allotted a target area having 12-15 stratified 

sample of households based on homogenous conditions mainly disposable income and 

lifestyle. In this marked cluster, the house meeting the survey criteria was surveyed and 

other necessary information/feedback was punched with the help of householders. In 

case a household did not satisfy the criteria, it was rejected and the next house was 

considered until the sample size quota of that particular area was exhausted. Each 

sampling unit was properly briefed the objective of the survey to overcome any possible 

reluctance to participate. While screening respondents, the interviewers were trained to 

only interact with an adult male member (in most cases, the head of household), as well 

as to ensure the availability, at least, of the last 12 months’ utility bills – electricity and 

natural gas. In most cases, households were not connected to pipeline gas in rural areas 

and slums. In these situations, the other consumed fuel data was recorded based on 

estimates provided by the households. To overcome this situation, the monthly energy 

consumption was derived by the billed amounts of fuel expenditure in households. 

The collective survey, initial and follow-up, involved 3114 dwelling units in 30 districts 

covering major areas as cities, towns and villages across the five electricity distribution 

companies (DISCOs). The other areas were assessed by the secondary data from other 

surveys and studies. By using judgmental methods and focus group meetings, the 

household were grouped in their respective domain. The survey sample was designed 

by the identification of income classes in these areas following the simple random 

sampling procedure.  

 Training of interviewers 

All the interviewers were fully trained and equipped with necessary skills. A practical 

session was also arranged with full-scale rehearsal. These individuals were also taught 

basic statistical and other necessary oral and written techniques to ensure the 

consistency in data collection. The purpose of these drills was to develop the abilities 

of the interviewers to conduct the survey and to educate them on data management. The 

interviewers were also informed of the importance of rigorously following the 

instructions and dealing with common contingencies without conceding survey quality 
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and timelines. The interviewers were also provided with guidelines to carrying out spot 

checks and correcting filled survey forms during the course of the information 

gathering.  

The data collected was verified using a combination of reliability and validity checks. 

After collecting data manually, a group consisting four members were formed to peer-

review and recheck the entries. At third level, the data was also crosschecked by the 

panel of national and international experts. Furthermore, the participants were given 

training to take notes based on personal observations during interactions with 

community and members of households. These diaries proved very useful in further 

analysis.  

 Data Analysis 

Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) approach was used to analyze the energy-use studies 

for residential sector. EDA is an approach/philosophy for data analysis that employs a 

variety of techniques (mostly graphical) to maximize insight into a data set by 

uncovering the underlying data structure. This approach utilizes the data visualization 

tools like graphs and tables to present the data without losing the details of the survey 

and case study. EDA is not alike to statistical graphics techniques although in most 

cases the two terms are used interchangeably [179]. EDA techniques are mostly 

graphical with a few quantitative measures. The graphics of obtained data empower the 

analysts to open-mindedly scratch the datasets to learn in-depth secrets of the 

underlying problems.   

 Qualitative data 

For this study, qualitative data was also collected through three detailed brainstorming 

sessions.  

1. Focused group meetings 

2. In-depth interviews 

 Focus group discussions (FGDs) 

To double-check the survey results and more in-depth analysis to cover the household 

energy consumption, focused group research technique was also deployed. A focus 
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group is a team of five to twelve members that discuss the issues of mutual interest. A 

moderator or facilitator assists the group discussions and develops a friendly 

environment for open and free opinions to encourage the participants. In addition, 

because focus groups are engaged and focused to gather an in-depth information, they 

yield multidimensional aspects with a lot of information in a reasonably short time. In 

short, these groups are worthy and structured about to collect community’s thoughts 

and opinions on a topic. On contrary, surveys do not provide such type of flexibility 

as these tools usually fail to capture the person’s feelings and thinking. Both these 

methods complement each other and can be used to clean the data for model 

development. 

A focus group comprising eleven experts, including seven national and four 

international, was formed to study and discuss the survey results. Three marathon 

sessions were moderated by the author itself. The outcomes of each session were 

recorded. These meetings were focused on issues relating to; socio-economic and 

lifestyles of the inhabitants; energy availability and affordability issues; time of use 

patterns; built structures of houses; appliances stock and penetration rates; utilization 

of energy services; access to information and communications; and the impact on 

urban-rural livelihoods of current energy shortages etc.  

 In-depth interview with key informants 

In this activity, a detailed meeting was also arranged with people representing the 

different age groups and socio-economic backgrounds to compare the information 

obtained from surveys to assess variations in data. In-depth interviews were conducted 

with the following groups/people; 

o Enercon Executives 

o Representative of NTDC 

o Members of National Energy Planning Team 

o Representatives of male and female householders 

o Manufacturers and retail suppliers 

Interviews were preferred because of their in-built ability to provide an opportunity of 

how people perceive and think about what they are doing. Interviews also generate a 

quality information very quickly, clarify matters as they arise, and allow the researcher 

to cover diversity in topics [180].  
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 Quantitative data (secondary sources) 

In absence of any reliable published data according to income group, geographic base 

of energy consumption, and actual need to a household, the research work relied on 

primary data to a large extent. Data collected from various other sources - some surveys 

and research studies - also helped to understand the livelihood and poverty situation of 

the community, direct expenditures on energy and current consumption patterns. Table 

5.1 presents the summary of some important data sources used for further analysis 

besides the primary data. 

 Current Snapshot of Pakistan’s Demography 

Pakistan is generally divided into four geographic regions/provinces with area over 

7,96,095 km2. The province Baluchistan corresponds to 44% of the total land area, 

having least total population among the provinces 6.85%, and 20% of the urban 

dwelling units within the territory in 2012. Energy consumption of the province is also 

nominal as compared to whole of the country. On the other side, Punjab province shares 

48.12% of country’s total population in just 26% of the total land area and is responsible 

for 70% of total energy consumption. Urban part having almost 32% of dwelling units 

is the main consumer of commercial energy resources. The electricity consumption 

share in this province is about 60% of the total electricity consumed. In contrast, Sindh 

and Khyber Phaktonkha shares in energy consumption are 17% and 15% respectively 

and these provinces collectively contribute the 30% of the land area. The dwelling units 

in urban part are 52 % in Sindh and 43 % in KPK. Punjab province consumes almost 

55-60% of total final energy consumption followed by Sindh and KPK. Figure 5.1 

shows the energy intensity heat map of Pakistan.    



Table 5-1: Key data sources used in study 



 
 

 Residential Energy Survey – Key Findings 

The survey aimed to accumulate and quantify the energy uses in households. The 

insights and findings led to the compilation of datasets for various sub-models as 

discussed in Energy Modeling Shell in chapter 4. The following paragraphs describe 

the key finding from the households surveyed on the basis of probed queries as: 

 Among Pakistani households, how many poor to rich income groups 

(households) be surveyed?  

The following revelations were found on the investigation of the households divided 

in different income classes. Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 show the surveyed households 

by income group and urban/rural division respectively in UETT study. 

 

Poor Income Class: 817 homes visited in the survey related to poor income group. 

More than 74% of households visited were constructed before 1980. Only 8% of homes 

 

Figure 5.1: Pakistan provincial energy related indicators 
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were built after 2005. Mostly the homes were not well maintained and needed 

retrofitting. About 70% of houses were self-owned and under 1000 square feet total 

area. In rural areas, mostly the houses were found self-owned and built before 1990 

(88%). Nearly 49% of poor households have 7 to 11 family members while less than 

23% households have 2-3 total family members. The other interesting noting is the wide 

spread in age group. Around 28% of the inhabitants are below 15 years of age and 

nearly 52% are between the ages of 15-40. About 8% of people were over 65 years of 

age. In total 57% of the homes were found in which only one person is fully employed. 

In 29% of poor homes there are two people fully or partially employed. 

 

Figure 5.3: Surveyed households by urban/rural division 

Lower Middle Class: These are the largest number of households (913) among all 

income groups, which were visited in this survey. Almost 61% of the houses were 
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Figure 5.2: Surveyed households by income group 
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constructed before 1980 and 29% were built from 1980 to 2000. The total covered area 

of most houses (81%) is between 800 to 1300 square feet. Only 2% of homes have more 

than 2500 square feet of total area. The family size of 7 or above (51%) is found almost 

in similar manner as in poor class. Nearly 32% of homes have 5 to 8 people living in 

them. Almost 16% of the homes have family size between 2 to 4. There are about 29% 

of the people below 15 years and over 47% are between 15 and 40. Around 22% of the 

dwellers are between 40 and 70. Mostly the male householders over the age of 20 are 

employed and in 63% of households, only the single adult member is fully employed. 

In 26% households, two family members are partially or fully employed. In remaining 

households, more than three members are employed. 

Middle Class: More than 70% of the houses in this income group were built between 

1970 and 2000. Less than 10% surveyed homes were constructed before 1970. Almost 

76% of the visited homes have the total covered area between 700 to 1600 square feet. 

Only 15.5% homes were less than 500 square feet. There are nearly 4% dwelling units 

over 4000 square feet. On average, the family size is about 6.4 in these households, 

where 33% of the homes have more than 7 family members. The construction period 

found for these houses (73%) is mostly between the 1970 and 2000. There are about 

23% of the homes which have the construction period after 2000. In most of the houses 

(69%), single male member is fully employed while in 24% households, two family 

members are partially or fully employed.   

Upper Middle Class: Among all households, 488 of the dwellings were visited out of 

which more than two third fall in urban territory. Most (73%) houses are well 

maintained and covered the total area between 1200 to 3500 square feet. About 19% of 

the homes are larger than 4000 square feet. More than 70% dwellings visited have the 

family size between 5 and 6. Some families (16%) have the family members below 4, 

while 8% families have more than 10 family members. Over 65% of the homes, only 

single person is fully employed and in some families (11%), more than two members 

are partially or fully employed. 

Elite/Super Elite Class: More than 220 of the homes visited fell in this category. 

Unluckily, we could not find access to the homes of super elite class. However, some 

deliberations might be confidently established about this class having the lavish and 

extra luxurious lifestyle. In elite class, it is found that they live in big and comfortable 

houses. More than (56%) of households were constructed between the periods of 1970 
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to 1995. About 33% households were built between 1995 and 2005 period. The family 

size of these households is about 5.9. Some families (29%) have over 8 family members 

while 11% of the homes have less than 4 family members. The average covered area 

for this class is almost 4800 square feet. In more than 64% of the homes, only single 

person is fully employed. About 17% of the households have 2 persons which are in 

full or partially employed. 

 Why the seasonal taxonomy in energy consumption of dwellings is important? 

In this survey, the motive was to capture the energy consumption in different category 

of households particularly on seasonal basis. Oftentimes, energy consumption in 

summer is increased more than twice in most of the houses irrespective of income 

groups. Space cooling is the main driver in this increment. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the 

electricity use in winter and summer season of each income group’s average home in 

an aggregated form. This type of resolution helps in the development of seasonal load 

curves.  

 

 

Figure 5.4: Electricity use in winter season of each income group’s average home 
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Figure 5.5: Electricity use in summer of each income group’s average home 

 Among differentiated households, how do the people consume electricity for 

major energy services?  

We found a vast variation in the behavior of energy use among these income classes. 

The rich households prefer comfort level while the band of lower classes consider the 

cost of energy. In the times of survey conducted, each downstream sector including 

residential sector was facing worst crisis of energy. Due to the intense power outages, 

urban and rural households could only get half of the electricity needed for their energy 

use. However, some questions were also asked from the householders about their 

attitudes and acts in the electricity blackouts. Mostly the households showed eagerness 

towards the more energy use if it would be available. The following assessment related 

to each energy service was gathered after punching the maximum available electricity’s 

bills of households. The following paragraphs provide the result summary from higher 

to lower electricity consumption in the major end-uses. 

Space Cooling: Most Pakistani homes need space cooling for nearly 60% of the year. 

The space cooling accounts for up to almost 30-35% of the total electricity use across 

all income groups. In most of the areas, the summer season persists from 5 to 7 months. 

In 80% of the topographical area, the ambient temperature reaches up to 48oC. Space 

cooling is mostly done by fans in most of the households. The other category consists 

of evaporative air coolers and air conditioners. Air coolers are common in middle 

income groups while rich households mostly prefer air-conditioners and have high 
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penetration in their households. Figure 5.6 presents the average annual electricity 

consumption for space cooling of each income group in summer season of the year. 

 

Figure 5.6: Average electricity consumption for space cooling of each income group 

Lighting: It is most energy demanding energy service in each household and overall 

share in total electricity use is about 22-27%. Figure 5.7 displays the average annual 

electricity consumption for lighting of each income group.  

 

Figure 5.7: Average annual electricity consumption for lighting of each income group 

Refrigeration: Refrigeration is found another important energy service and commonly 

available in middle income group to upper income classes. On average, due to the 

electricity shortages, it was noted that the refrigerators could only operate half of the 

time in a day. For that reason, the following data presented in Figure 5.8 reflects the 

annual electricity use by refrigerator according to billing consumption.  
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Figure 5.8: Average annual electricity consumption for refrigeration of each income group 

Space/Water Heating: Electricity as a source for space/water heating is only common 

in rich households. The other householders from middle to poor income groups 

generally hesitate to use electricity in these energy services. The high economic value 

of electricity, as a substitute, favors the space heating by other energy sources like 

natural gas, and biomass etc. Figure 5.9 presents the average annual electricity 

consumption for space heating for rich income groups. 

 

Figure 5.9: Average annual electricity consumption for space heating for rich income groups 

Entertainment: Interestingly, entertainment through TV’s and other audio/video 

appliance constitute a significant share in Pakistani households Figure 5.10 shows the 

electricity consumption across the households on annual basis.  
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Figure 5.10: Average annual electricity consumption for entertainment across the households 

Miscellaneous Appliances: This category consists of many types of kitchen and other 

household’s appliances. In survey, the appliances like water pumps, washing machines, 

irons, and kitchen appliances etc. were grouped in this category. The aggregated 

electricity consumption in these devices is shown in Figure 5.11. 

 

Figure 5.11: Average annual electricity consumption for miscellaneous activities across the households 

 What’s type of major electricity end-use devices exists among these households? 

This survey collected the data about the ownership of appliances in each visited house 

on the income group basis. Categorization of appliances among the households 

enlightens the possibilities of energy savings. The common perspective is that higher 

income groups have far more appliance of each end-use than the poor income groups. 
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For example, it is common to have 2-4 or more air conditioners in households of upper 

middle classes while poor class cannot even afford the evaporative air-cooler in most 

of cases. Fans and lights are more common devices in every household. Compact 

Fluorescent Lights (CFLs) are increasing rapidly while growth of Incandescent Bulbs 

(IB) are showing the negative growth. It is also worth noting that mostly the household 

appliances do not meet any of standardized efficiency standards. The available 

appliances in local market have huge variations of their energy consumption and 

efficiency levels. Table 5.2 portrays the important parameters related to households’ 

appliances in surveyed households across all the income groups.  

Fans: It is found that each living area of every household has a ceiling fan. Most of the 

fans are commissioned at the time of construction of the households. It is the appliance 

which is least replaced by any new and efficient fan over the whole lifespan of the 

household.  

Air Coolers/Air Conditioners: Due to the long and very hot summers, people need to 

use the evaporative air coolers and air conditioners. Oftentimes, middle income groups 

usually use air coolers while highly income groups only prefer to air conditioners in 

most of the living spaces.  

Refrigerators: In most of the visited households, the refrigerator was the highly 

operated appliance and provides the steady functioning of the whole year. It is also 

Table 5-2: Important parameters related to households’ appliances in surveyed households 

across all the income groups 

 

Elite
Upper 

Middle
Middle

Lower 

Middle
Poor Elite

Upper 

Middle
Middle

Lower 

Middle
Poor

AF 0.14 0.14 0.11 0.1 0.08 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.0 0.0

PR 18% 32% 70% 55% 12% 22% 28% 70% 5% 2%

SR 1 1 1.5 1 1 1.5 1.5 1 0.0 0.0

AF 0.12 0.06 0.06 0 0 0.12 0.06 0.06 0.0 0.0

PR 100% 80% 30% 0% 0% 90% 34% 7% 0% 0%

SR 3.5 2.5 1 0 0 1.5 1 1 0.0 0.0

AF 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.19 0.19 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.19 0.19

PR 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

SR 4.75 4 3 3 2 4 3.5 2.5 1.5 1

AF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.42 0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.42 0

PR 100% 100% 75% 25% 7% 100% 100% 55% 8% 1%

SR 1.5 1.5 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

AF 0.14 0.15 0.14 0.12 0.1 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.12 0.12

PR 11% 17% 17% 20% 38% 24% 32% 41% 46% 72%

SR 3 5 4.5 3.5 2 6.5 6 5 3.5 2

AF 0.23 0.23 0.19 0.12 0.1 0.18 0.14 0.14 0.12 0.11

PR 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

SR 21 15 8 3.5 2 8 6 5 3.5 2

AF 0.09 0.11 0.14 0.12 0.02 0.14 0.07 0.1 0.02 0

PR 34% 55% 49% 13% 3% 63% 21% 28% 3% 2%

SR 2 5 4.5 1 1 4 6 3 2.5 0

AF 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04

PR 100% 100% 80% 70% 30% 100% 100% 80% 65% 15%

SR 1.25 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

AF 0.16 0.18 0.18 0.15 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

PR 100% 100% 80% 70% 25% 90% 83% 74% 48% 15%

SR 1.25 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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Refrigerator

Lighting (IB)

Water  

Pump
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Lighting 
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common that people do not like to replace refrigerators with efficient one as similar to 

the fans.  

Lights: The study of lighting systems in households was also taken keenly. It is 

observed that now typically the people are well aware about the more electricity 

consumption of incandescent bulbs and generally do not prefer in their homes. 

Fluorescent tube lights (FTL) are also not popular these days and the people are 

replacing FTLs by compact fluorescent lights (CFLs). The other interesting observation 

is the possession of a lot extra lighting points for CFLs in newly constructed houses. 

The common complaint by the respondents was related to the lifetime of the CFL which 

is found on average 1.3 years only.  

Entertainment Devices: Televisions (TV) is a common entertainment medium across 

most of the households. Different variants/products are available in local market these 

days. The poor households prefer low price CRT type TVs but they consume more 

electricity than new ones.  

Others/Miscellaneous Appliances: Many devices lie down under this category. The 

important and big energy consumer devices are the electric motors for water pumping 

and the washing machines. The water pumps are being used on daily basis while 

washing machines are found on average 2 cycles per week. The electric iron is the other 

daily used device and usually consume a significant amount of electricity. Other 

appliances include mobile phone chargers, chargeable battery lights, kitchen 

appliances, and uninterrupted power supply inverters etc.  

 How people make choices of other fuels for needed energy services? 

The survey also asked questions about other energy expenditures, including those on 

natural gas, Liquefied Natural Gas (LPG), kerosene, coal, and various types of biomass. 

The householders were also asked about the estimated average consumption of fuels 

with the exception of electricity and natural gas on monthly basis. In general 

observation, rural households heavily rely on biomass fuels for cooking throughout the 

year and space/water heating in winters. Biomass include the agriculture residues, 

animal dung, wood etc. in most of cases. Rural houses usually manage these fuel 

without any cash money expenditure, on free basis, while sometimes they have to pay 

for it, i.e., purchased biomass. In surveyed rural areas, only 2% villages were found 

connected to gas pipelines. In absence of gas pipeline connection, the bottled LPG is 

the most preferred shared solution among high income groups of rural areas for cooking 
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purposes along with biomass. The rural homes, sometimes, use kerosene for lighting, 

both in cases of power outages and non-electrification. Kerosene stoves are not 

common these days due to risk of fires and explosion. The high fuel prices is another 

factor of its decreasing use.  

In urban areas, high and middle income households prefer to use natural gas if available, 

and LPG otherwise because of cleanliness and ease. Some households also use fuel 

wood and biomass due to changing fuel prices. For water heating, fuel wood is still 

common source. As the households get increase in their disposable incomes, they tend 

to switch to gaseous fuels.  

 What are the common behavioral practices of householders towards efficient 

use of energy? 

In this section, some questions related to common behaviors of residents towards 

appliance selection and daily usage in home, were asked. This section attempts to 

explore how occupants think about energy use and possibilities to be more efficient in 

their common routine. The insights also defines a baseline assessment of people’s 

behavior and attitudes about the energy related issues. The main theme of discussion 

includes the basic knowledge level about efficient use of energy, and the potential 

barriers in the selection of energy efficient appliances/devices. This section also tries to 

predict the tendencies of people in taking the energy efficiency actions. 

Energy savings is vital to almost all households. On average, householders rank it very 

important in their statements. The following section draws some important inferences 

about behaviors in their daily lives.  

Most respondents feel that they are aware of their responsibilities regarding energy 

savings. However, behaviors and personal actions towards energy use. The outcomes 

(Figure 5.12) of the general behavior study include:  

 

B1: Do you consult specifications and power rating when buying a new electrical 

appliance? 

B2: Do you discuss and share appliance related specifications among family members 

and relatives? 

B3: Would you be willing to learn the insights of energy savings? 
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Figure 5.12: Behaviors and personal actions towards energy use 

The questions related to general behavior about the households’ appliances were also 

asked. The summary of results is as follows; 

 

B4: When you (family members) leave a room, how often do you (family members) 

generally turn off the appliances? (Figure 5.13) 

 

 

Figure 5.13: Behaviors and personal actions towards turning-off appliances 

B5: What are some of the key issues that determine your energy use in the home with 

regard to general electricity use? (Figure 5.14) 
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Figure 5.14: Key issues that determine electricity use in home 

B6: What are the main barrier in adoption of energy efficient appliances in household 

energy applications? (Figure 5.15) 

 

Figure 5.15: Main barrier in adoption of energy efficient appliances in household energy applications 

In this section, the questions about the interest in purchase and utilization of renewable 

energy sources in household were asked; 

 

B7: Are you (household) interested in renewable energy resources for end-use energy 

services? (Figure 5.16) 
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Figure 5.16: Interest showed in renewable energy resources for end-use energy services 

B8: What are the main barrier in adoption of renewable energy resources in household 

energy applications? (Figure 5.17) 

 

 

Figure 5.17: Main barrier in adoption of renewable energy technologies in household energy applications 

 Summary 

The research work is designed to provide insights into how the people consume 

energy and make use of the energy services to improve the living at the household 

level. Given the time limits and resources of a specific research agenda, the thoughts, 

concepts, models, spatial coverage, and energy consumers of the research have to be 
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clearly defined. The research work also highlights the energy related reforms at the 

residential level that can be harnessed and appropriately utilized to improve the 

livelihood strategies of local communities in long-term. Many instruments were used 

to capture the energy use profiles like surveys, semi-structured interviews, and focus 

group discussions. The separate case study of about 150 households was also done to 

take further insights. The important findings from survey, interviews, and case study 

analysis were also laid down in this chapter. 

The following chapter explains the development of the “residential energy model of 

Pakistan” that can be used for the future assessments of energy use in medium-to long 

term energy use by the dwellings. The proposed model, developed sectoral reference 

energy system, energy system modules, scenario analysis are discussed in the next 

chapter. 
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Chapter - 6 

6 Energy Modeling and Analysis of Residential 

Sector 

 Introduction  

This chapter aims to explain the developed procedure for assessment of long term 

energy requirements in residential sector. The framework supports simultaneously to 

establish the end-use energy model, accounting frameworks, and least cost optimization 

energy balance model. Two models; namely End-Use, and Equilibrium models have 

been developed, to assess the future needs of Pakistani households in long-term horizon. 

The methodology provides a number of benefits as it enables energy planners to think 

in a sequential and clean way in the development of model, at any size, from local to 

national scale. It also allows incorporating any particular information about energy 

resources and energy demands at any foresight year or time. Backcasting approach 

(scenario analysis) used in analysis solves the data availability issues and provides a 

number of alternatives to design the sustainable energy system. Moreover, the system 

helps to avoid mistakes during design of sectoral energy system, demand drivers 

selection, and other energy and non-energy parameters generation; hence, it guides 

towards a mistake-proof and simple energy model development. Residential sector is 

the core among the energy demand sectors in Pakistan. The integrated energy model 

developed in Chapter-5, in the context of Integrated Energy Modeling (IEM), is used 

to assess future energy demands. The main energy demand drivers include; increase in 

population, rapid urbanization, household size, and type, and increase/decrease in GDP. 

At first, a detailed business-as-usual (BAU) model is formulated as end-use energy 

modeling framework using different factors like growth in future energy services, end-

use technology characterization. Additionally, the developed model is capable to 

compare the projected energy demand under different scenarios e.g. strong economy, 

weak economy and energy efficiency.  



 

 

Figure 6.1: Research methodology to model the residential sector 
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The research methodology to model the residential sector is illustrated in Figure 6.1. 

Section 6.2 elaborates the development of End-use energy model based on the data 

collected from field surveys and other evidence based research work. 

Mathematical and computational modeling base to establish the reference energy 

system lies in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 presents the residential module structure in 

TIMES. In Section 6.5, the modeling assumptions have been provided of urban and 

rural sectors. The model validation is discussed in Section 6.6. Section 6.7 discusses 

the scenario cases. Finally, the chapter closes with the some key points observed in the 

whole energy modeling exercise in Section 6.8.  

 End-Use Energy Model: BAU Case  

Bottom-up engineering models are far more detailed than econometric models and yet 

analytically simple one as discussed in Chapter-2. In addition, the end-use method is 

well suitable to the purpose of demand-side management and energy efficiency 

schemes because it is easy to identify and project the technological changes of markedly 

available devices as well the changes in needs of service levels. In residential domain, 

the electricity demand is framed usually as a function of the number of households in 

urban and rural areas, penetration and saturation rates of electric appliances, capacity, 

and availability of electric appliances. The structural format of residential energy model 

is illustrated in Figure 6.1. As per requirements, energy services in dwellings vary 

across income groups, the energy end-uses can be modeled at the appropriate level of 

detail by both end-use and income level. Based on developed reference case, a variety 

of energy scenarios can be made to project future electricity demand for different 

assumptions. Energy scenarios allow planners to comprehend how future demands 

might change as the different economic, technological, and political situations come 

into play.  

 Development of End-Use model 

The residential sector can be disaggregated in a number of ways, for example on the 

basis of household stock or income patterns. The income classifications of households 

produce more delicate understandings across the sector in developing economies as the 

income per household is the most decisive factor for the energy consumption in 

developing economies. An income-based decomposition of households in an energy 
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system model might assist the use of macroeconomic modelling to examine variations 

in income and their effect on energy service affordability over time. 

 Mathematical expression of end-use model 

A brief introduction to mathematical formulation used to develop the residential end-

use model is presented in the following sections. The components or sub-modules of 

residential energy model (REM) were depicted in Figure 4.10 (Section-4.7). To model 

any sector, many parameters and variables are required. A comprehensive list has been 

provided for residential case. The datasets were prepared by conducting surveys and 

also through reviewing many secondary sources. A straight arithmetic system of 

equations is used to compute the value of total final consumption of dwellings. 

Similarly, the accounting equations were used in various commercial energy modeling 

packages [181, 182] 

 Calculation of household energy use 

The final energy consumption in terms of electricity needed in households can be 

calculated by defining and considering the following parameters.  

 Appliance stock 

To find appliance stock; appliance type, which can be standard or improved (modeled 

in this case), is multiplied by the number of the ownerships by households of the 

respective type and finally all the products are summed to give required result. 

𝑆𝐴 = ∑ 𝐴𝑗

2

𝑖=1

𝑛𝑖 6-1 

𝑆𝐴= stock of appliances 

𝐴 = appliances (fan, lighting, Refrigerator, Air Cooler, Air conditioner, Water pump, 

TV etc.) 

𝑗 = appliance type; Standard category taken as 1 and improved category of appliances 

as 2. 

𝑛 = number of items per appliance category. 
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 Appliance penetration 

In households, appliances are required for particular energy service. For instance, both 

fan and air-cooler provide the space cooling. In technology penetration analysis, it is 

found that how many households are using the particular technology for required energy 

service. 

To find that how people adopt new products? It can be determined by logistic regression 

model. An alternative of this complex formula, charting method can be utilized by 

incorporating the experts’ opinion and guessing the oncoming changes in technology 

market. People’s behavior can also be predicted qualitatively by using these methods. 

Charting technique is simple and can be deployed where collection of reliable data is 

problematic. 

 Appliance characterization 

Appliances of the same group might have many models and variants; standard, 

improved, energy efficient etc. In this model, two types of markedly available 

technologies were used. That is why the value of “j” is up to 2. 

𝐴 = ∑ 𝑇𝑗

2

𝑗=1

 6-2 

𝐴 = appliances like fan, lighting, Refrigerator, Air Cooler, Air conditioner, Water pump, 

TV etc 

𝑇 = technology of each subsequent group  

 Appliance activity level 

The time for which an appliance remains active or its time of use is an important factor 

to calculate the appliance energy consumption. To find total usage hours in a year, daily 

number of hours and annual number of days of appliance usage are required. The 

formula is given below: 

𝑇𝑢 =
(ℎ𝑢)(𝑑𝑢)

ℋ𝑦
 6-3 

𝑇𝑢 = time of use of appliance 

ℎ𝑢= daily no. of hours of appliance usage  

𝑑𝑢= annual no. of days of appliance usage 
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ℋ𝑦 = total hours in a year, 8760 

 Appliance Saturation 

Saturation rate of a typical appliance category is calculated by using data from survey. 

Generally, appliances of each category are determined by survey method or from stock 

datasets. For example, it is estimated that how many fans are used by the 100 

households’ sample. In this model, appliance saturation is found on the basis of income 

groups. By using given formula saturation of an appliance can be found. 

𝑆𝑟 =
∑ 𝑁𝑗 𝐴𝑗

𝑁𝐻𝑖
 6-4 

𝑆𝑟 = saturation rate 

𝑁𝐴𝑗 = no. of appliance of each category 

𝑁𝐻𝑖 = no. of household of each income group 

 Fuel Consumption by each Energy Service 

Energy use for any energy service at household level can be computed by the following 

equation. Overall energy consumption by the energy services is the sum of energy use 

by each energy service.  Energy services are cooling, lighting, water pumping and 

refrigeration etc.  

𝐸𝐶𝑠 = (𝐴𝐹𝑠 ∗ 𝑃𝑗𝑖) ∗ 𝐻𝑦 6-5 

𝐸𝐶𝑠= energy consumption by energy service 

𝐴𝐹𝑠 = availability factor (Hours used in day * Total days in a year) 

𝐻𝑦 = total number of hours in a year, 8760 

𝑃𝑗𝑖 = power rating in Watts of each respective technology 

 Total Energy Consumption by Major Energy Services 

Total Energy consumption by its services is the sum of potential use by each energy 

service. Energy services are cooling, lighting, water pumping and refrigeration etc. “k” 

is representing energy services attained in households. 
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𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑠 = ∑ 𝐸𝐶𝑠𝑘

𝑛

𝑘=1

 6-6 

𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑠= Total Energy consumption by energy services 

𝑘= Energy service type like cooling, lighting, water pumping and refrigeration etc. 

𝐸𝐶𝑠 = consumption by any energy service 

 Main Fuel Carriers 

Total fuel consumption in a household is calculated by adding all individual 

consumption of fuels. Fuels are electricity, coal, diesel, natural gas, LPG etc. “m” is 

representing the fuel types. 

𝑇𝐹𝐶𝑚 = ∑ 𝐶𝐹𝑚

𝑛

𝑚=1

 6-7 

𝑇𝐹𝐶𝑚 = total fuel consumption by a household 

𝑚 = fuel type like coal, diesel, natural gas, LPG etc. 

𝐶𝐹 = consumption of each respective fuel 

 Specific Fuel Usage 

Specific fuel consumption is the ratio of fuel consumption by a household to the mean 

value of fuel consumption by all households. A large ratio shows that the household is 

consuming large quantities of particular fuel than mean value of consumption in 

residential sector. 

𝑓𝑠 =
∑ 𝑇𝐹𝐶𝑚𝑚

𝐹𝐶𝑎𝑚
 6-8 

𝑓𝑠 = specific fuel consumption 

𝐹𝐶𝑎𝑚 = average value of fuel consumption 

𝑇𝐹𝐶𝑚 = fuel consumption by a household 

  Establishment of energy demand drivers and series 

 Household income level model 

In this model, households were grouped into five income classes; poor to rich 

households. Energy consumption in developing countries is very much dependent on 

household’s income. From surveys and other statistics can be used to find the disposable 
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income of household. To develop future projection, household income is generally 

found by the assessment of overall GDP and the population of country at that particular 

period. It’s practical to first predict the GDP/capita. The average household income 

could be the product of GDP/capita and household size.  

 Population forecast model 

To forecast the population after certain years; three variables must be known - current 

population, growth rate are and number of years for which forecast is required. The 

relation for forecasting is given below: 

𝑃𝐹 = 𝑃𝑜(1 + 𝑟)𝑡 6-9 

𝑃𝐹 = future population estimates 

𝑃𝑜 = Current Population 

𝑟 = growth rate 

𝑡 = time for forecast in years 

 Households projection model 

If population and family size are known, number of households can be determined by 

dividing family size over the population. 

𝑁𝐻 =
𝑃

𝑁
 6-10 

𝑁𝐻 = number of households 

𝑃 = total Population 

𝑁 = family Size 

 GDP Growth model 

GDP is sum of economic outputs from three sectors: agriculture, commercial and 

industrial. To develop a model GDP projections have been made for upcoming years. 

𝐺𝐷𝑃𝐹 = 𝐺𝑜(1 + 𝑟)𝑡 6-11 

𝐺𝐷𝑃𝐹 = forecasted GDP 

𝐺𝑜 = current GDP 

𝑟 = growth rate 

𝑡 = time for forecast in years 
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 Utility connectivity model 

This sub-module predicts the households connected to utilities such as electric networks 

and pipelined gas. This can be modeled for variety of cases and the equations of 

technology penetration can be configured.  

 Modeling Assumptions 

In developing end-use energy model, various types of modeling assumptions have been 

taken like division of urban and rural households, classification of income groups and 

corresponding appliances penetration and saturation rate etc. The most critical 

estimation was the households division on the basis of income groups. The households 

were segregated into five income groups; poor (39%), lower middle (25%), middle 

(20%), upper middle (15%), and elite class (1%). Income group division was derived 

from established poverty indicators [183, 184].  Table 6.1 shows the number of 

households assumed in each income group, particularly for 2014-15. To develop the 

future energy estimates, it was further assumed that all houses are electrified through 

centralized grid. 

 

Demography Income class No. of HHs (Million) 

Urban 

Elite 0.12 

Upper Middle 1.73 

Middle 2.48 

Lower Middle 3.09 

Poor 4.95 

Rural 

Elite 0.04 

Upper Middle 2.31 

Middle 3.3 

Lower Middle 4.12 

Poor 6.6 

 Results 

In order to validate the developed end-use model, some results are drawn to have an 

overview of the decomposing the households based on income groups. The answers to 

the questions that how people use electricity in major energy services and how much 

electricity is consumed as per income group are explored. Table shows the overall 

Table 6-1: Number of households in each income group – 2015 
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electricity required by all income groups and also identifies the main energy services. 

Space cooling by all means requires more electricity than any other end-use. The houses 

also require the significant electricity to drive water pumps for variety of utilities. In 

‘Others’ category, a number of appliances are modeled including entertainment 

devices, kitchen appliances, iron, and cloth washers etc. It is also interesting that middle 

income group needs more energy than others while upper middle class stands at second. 

Table 6.2 exhibits the electricity requirements in residential sector by income groups. 

 

Income group Space 

cooling 

Refrigeration Lighting Water 

Pumping 

Others Total 

(GWh) 

Elite 1731.26 313.89 57.54 73.38 570.35 2746.42 

Upper Middle 6421.35 1818.02 1410.69 679.63 4638.15 14967.84 

Middle 5173.46 1948.04 735.68 1315.58 5949.17 15121.93 

Lower Middle 4165.49 738.22 1379.66 940.73 2817.11 10041.21 

Poor 3683.99 242.83 1793.21 1158.94 4037.32 10916.31 

Total (GWh) 21175.55 5061.00 5376.79 4168.26 18012.11 53793.71 

 

The model further segregates the households on the basis of urban and rural division. 

In rural areas, the households of middle, upper middle, and poor income groups need 

almost same ratio of electricity as was in urban households. In total, rural dwellings in 

all income groups require nearly 18000 GWh for 2014-15 year. Figure 6.2 shows the 

electricity requirement by each income group in rural areas. 

The urban residential sector is the biggest energy consumer among all other demand 

sectors/sub-sectors. In current estimates, the electricity requirement of this sector are 

over 35000 GWh for 2014-15. The middle and upper middle income groups need 

almost same level of electricity. The poor and lower middle groups need over 12000 

GWh in a year. The elite income group consume more than double than rural rich 

households. The same trend of energy requirement can be seen in middle and upper 

middle income group as found in rural dwelling units but with a twice intensity of 

electricity use.  Figure 6.3 shows the electricity requirement in urban households. 

Based on the electricity end-use requirements in residential sector for all five income 

groups, middle and upper middle income groups accounts for 56% of electricity 

requirements in houses in Pakistan as shown in Figure 6.4. Poor households accounts 

for 20%, lower middle accounts for 19% and elite income group accounts for 5% of the 

total electricity requirement in dwellings. The other interesting interference is that 40% 

of total households require only 20% of electricity demands. The 34% of total 

Table 6-2: Electricity requirements in residential sector by income groups 
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residential sector comprise of upper middle and middle income dwelling units and their 

electricity demand exceed than 56% of total residential electricity. Lower middle 

income dwellings’ share is almost 25% of residential housing stock in Pakistan and they 

need about 19% of residential electricity. 

Figure 6.5 shows the share of major electricity end-uses. Space cooling is the biggest 

end-use and accounts for nearly 38% of total electricity requirement.  

 

Figure 6.2: Electricity requirement by each income group in rural areas 

 

 

Figure 6.3: Electricity requirement by each income group in urban areas 
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Figure 6.4: Share in electricity use by income group 

It is also observed that rich houses consume more electricity in space cooling than 

average and poor income dwellings. In ‘Others’ category multiple appliances are 

included and their share in electricity demand is about one-third of the residential 

electricity share. Lighting share is about 10% while refrigerators require nearly 8%. The 

water pumping is also significant end-use and about 7% electricity is consumed for it.  

 

Figure 6.5: Share of major electricity end-uses 

Using the methodology described previously, the electricity end-uses were determined 

for each income group and also for urban and rural zones. The end-use model in discrete 

form provides the useful insights about the electricity consumption in dwelling units in 

Pakistan and also establishes the foundation for the modeling the residential sector in 

any type of energy-economy modeling framework. 
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The disaggregated form of housing sector permits us to gain further insights about the 

energy use in different house types. Different types of technology belong to subsequent 

dwellings offer to examine the broad impacts of energy efficiency schemes and their 

response from local market segments. Although the disaggregation of residential sector 

is somehow detailed but for long term energy use assessment, the balancing of demands 

with energy supplies get more importance than only the discrete-demand values found 

from end-use energy model. TIMES energy model is deployed for this purpose though 

the disaggregation of residential sector is coarse compared to End-use model. All the 

income classes for each of urban and rural areas have been aggregated on average basis. 

In such a case, some important resolution about energy consumption is lost such as to 

estimate the different elasticities for each category of households; rich households 

might be less willing to reduce the energy consumption on account of increasing energy 

prices than poor peoples. However, this first level of disaggregation might provide some 

clues to framework some workable strategies to curtail the energy consumption.  

The End-use model provides the additional insights of energy consumption by income 

group. The aggregated form of model is used here to see the profile of resource supply 

in whole energy system. It provides the macroscopic view of the energy system and the 

interaction of the needs of other energy consuming sectors. The aggregated type might 

differ slightly from disaggregated model in different market share of technologies. The 

demand-supply version of residential sector might incorporate important differences 

among other energy sectors and is sufficiently accurate to assess long-term energy 

needs. 

By adopting the hybrid approach both of bottom-up and top-down, the main eight 

categories of energy services like space and water heating, space cooling (fans and air 

coolers), space cooling (air conditioners), refrigeration, cooking, lighting, and 

miscellaneous activities have been modeled. The model calculates the useful energy 

demands for the whole RES. Energy service demands for the base year were established 

using top down decomposition of fuel use besides some limited appliance stock 

surveys.  

 Top-Down Model for Residential Fuel Consumption 

In top down energy model a final data can be disintegrated into small parts. Figure 6.6 

shows the Top-Down approach to find the energy intensity of average household.  The 
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following equations show such a model which disintegrates the final fuel use data for 

residential sector; fuel consumption by urban and rural households; share of each fuel 

in urban and rural; further into fuel consumption by each energy service; and at the end 

it extracts data season wise and in the day parts.  

 

 

Figure 6.6: Top-Down approach to find the energy intensity of average household [177] 

The number of households that use each energy carrier can be calculated if percentage 

of households using different energy sources and number of households for urban or 

rural are known. 

𝑁𝐻𝐹𝑖 =
𝐻𝑝𝑖

100
× 𝐻𝑖 6-12 

Relative consumption weighting for urban and rural can be determined if total urban 

fuel consumption and total rural fuel consumption are provided. 

𝐹𝐶𝑟𝑤𝑗 =
𝑇𝐹𝐶𝑢𝑗

𝑇𝐹𝐶𝑅𝑗
 6-13 

To find total number of households using each energy carrier, number household and 

relative consumption weighting, calculated above are multiplied, for both urban and 

rural, and summed up. 

𝑁𝐻 = ∑(𝑁𝐻𝐹𝑖)(

2

𝑖=1

𝐹𝐶𝑟𝑤𝑖) 6-14 
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Fuel share can be determined by, number household and relative consumption 

weighting, calculated above are multiplied, for both urban and rural, and divided by 

total number of households. Total fuel share is determined by adding share in urban and 

rural for any fuel. 

𝐹𝑠𝑖 =
(𝐹𝐶𝑟𝑤𝑖)(𝑁𝐻𝐹𝑖)

𝑁𝐻
 6-15 

𝐹𝑠𝑇𝑗 = ∑ 𝐹𝑠𝑖

2

𝑖=1

 6-16 

𝐹𝑇𝑖 = (𝐹𝑠𝑖)(𝐸𝐶𝑓𝑖) 6-17 

𝐹𝑡𝑒 = ∑ ∑(𝐹𝑇)𝑖𝑗(𝐸𝑛𝑑 𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝑏𝑦 𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒)𝑖𝑗

𝑛

𝑗=1

2

𝑖=1

 6-18 

𝐼𝑒𝑓𝑖 =
(𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑠𝑖)(𝐸𝑛𝑑 𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝑏𝑦 𝐸𝑛𝑑 𝑈𝑠𝑒 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒)

𝑁𝐻𝐹𝑖 × 1000
 6-19 

𝑊𝑡 = ∑ ∑(𝐼𝑒𝑓)𝑖𝑗(𝐸𝑛𝑑 𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝑏𝑦 𝐸𝑛𝑑 𝑈𝑠𝑒 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒)𝑖𝑗

𝑛

𝑗=1

2

𝑖=1

 6-20 

Residential electricity consumption is further divided into consumption by energy 

service types like cooling, heating, refrigeration etc. So its equation is written in the 

form of summation. To split the consumption into season and day parts, consumption 

by service type is multiplied by percentage of usage of service type and then divided by 

residential electricity consumption. 

𝐶𝑇𝐸 = ∑ 𝐶𝐸𝑆𝑘

𝑛

𝑘=1

 6-21 

𝑆𝑦𝑠 =
∑ (𝐶𝐸𝑆𝑘)(𝐶𝐸𝑝𝑦𝑆𝑘)𝑛

𝑘=1

𝐶𝑇𝐸
 6-22 

𝑆𝑠𝑑 =
∑ (𝐶𝐸𝑆𝑘)(𝐶𝐸𝑝𝑆𝑑𝑘)𝑛

𝑘=1

𝐶𝑇𝐸
 6-23 

 

 Development of TIMES Model 

Proper formulation of an integrated energy model also helps to device the smart future 

pathways in meeting the future energy demand [185]. Quantitative energy models are 

generally classified by two approaches: top-down approach based on macroeconomic 

principles and it disaggregates national energy balances to sectoral level; and bottom-
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up approach based on the aggregation of the single end-use device at national stock 

level [162]. Operational optimization modeling paradigm is the mainstream in 

modeling energy systems and generally used in both of the approaches [186]. In the 

topology of bottom-up energy system models, TIMES (The Integrated MARKAL-

EFOM System) is a dynamic, partial equilibrium optimization energy model that 

calculates the total system’s discounted cost among competing technologies [187]. 

TIMES energy model is a linear programming tool that equates the energy demands by 

its supplies at least cost basis [188]. The basic reason to use TIMES energy model for 

this study is its competency among others by which it optimizes the energy system 

through capturing the interactions across all sectors for the full time horizon. The model 

selects the suitable technology option at least cost base by undertaking the existing and 

new technology datasets subject to constraints like resource availability, technology 

costs, activity level and ability to meet the energy demands. MARKAL/TIMES models 

have long track to energy systems modeling and are widely used particularly at regional 

and national level [189]. Generally, it is not like a forecasting tool rather it does the 

scenario based analysis in the form of ‘what-if’ to provide a rigorous exploration of 

energy system under broad set of conditions and system boundaries [190]. The model 

generator calculates the annualized discounted total system least cost among articulated 

scenarios by incorporating technological investments, fuel prices, economic growth rate 

assumptions, and all interconnected systems components at all operational stages in an 

organized way, using the concept of a reference energy system [191]. 

In TIMES energy modeling paradigm, the database postulates the energy demands – 

residential, industrial, transportation, and commercial sectors and subsectors – to be 

satisfied in long-term. It also includes the available energy supply sources, either 

indigenous resources or energy imports like oil, LNG, natural gas, coal etc. The model 

also enlists the set of technologies for extracting (mining), transporting (transferring 

energy carriers from mines to processing plants), converting (transforming crude 

energy carriers to be useful), and then distributing to take energy services by the end-

use devices. The technological datasets contains both existing and expected to be 

available technologies within the defined time horizon of the model. Some essential 

characteristics of the technologies are to be specified as each technology’s specific costs 

(investment, operating, and maintenance), service lifespan, fuel use, efficiency, 

availability, output, expected market penetration and saturation levels. As a linear 

program, to satisfy the future energy demands, then the model picks the excellent 
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combination of these technologies. A linear program consists of a set of linear equations 

along with variables and parameters defined by the user as input data. A typical variable 

is the amount of energy needed (which will be determined by the model) for a specified 

energy service like space cooling. The investment cost required by the introduction of 

new technology to fulfill that energy service is a typical example of coefficient. A 

typical constraint might be the maximum growth that can be expected in energy service 

during future decades.  

The solution to the linear program of an energy system defines a set of technologies 

and energy flows that is the best suited least-cost option in boundary of feasible region. 

Feasibility is known as that all the numbers add up correctly and that all the constraints 

are satisfied. Optimal solution provides the best possible option among the solutions 

lying in feasible region. The objective of linear program is to minimize or maximize 

the objective function subject to the specified constraints and limited resource supply 

over the entire time horizon. 

 Mathematical Base of TIMES Energy Modeling 

 The objective function  

The objective function is the basic expression that is optimized by the linear program 

and also obviously in TIMES energy model. Typically, the objective function is the 

total discounted system cost that includes the investments and operations costs and can 

be discounted to any selected year. The total cost for each year contains the following 

components: 

Annualized capital costs of technologies for installing and dismantling processes; Fixed 

and variable annual O&M costs of installed technologies or in case of disassembling of 

technologies; Costs incurred for mining/domestic resource extraction and imports; 

Revenue from energy exports; Delivery costs of fuels and materials; Subsidies and taxes 

imposed on subsequent energy sources, concerned technologies and environmental 

emissions. Salvage value of technologies and entrenched energy commodities at the 

end of the planning horizon. The basic modeling equations of TIMES energy model 

and detail of model generator might be seen in references [188, 192].  

The total costs incurred for whole time horizon on sectoral basis (residential, industrial 

etc.) can also be calculated and discounted by taking the each year investment and 

O&M costs. 
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 Constraints  

The constraints used in TIMES are summarized below in simplified forms:  

Demand satisfaction: This constraint ensures that demand of any energy service must 

be met in each time period. The model also incorporates demand value as taking all 

losses in resource extraction, conversion, transmission, distribution, and utilization at 

device level.  

Flow conservation: The consumption of any energy carrier must not exceed its 

availability for each energy flow. 

Source capacity: The source capacity constraint confirms that at any time period, use 

of any energy fuel through any technology cannot exceed the annual availability of its 

capacity. 

Electricity peak reserve constraints: Capacity of electricity generating plants (On-

grid & Off-grid) must be more than peak season demand including a reserve margin.  

Capacity transfer (conservation of investments): The capacity transfer constraint 

adds all the previously installed which are still operative and new additions of 

technologies for that particular year to compute the available capacity. 

Capacity utilization: For each technology, the activity cannot exceed than its installed 

capacity. Growth constraint: To fulfill the demand of energy service by subsequent 

process, the technology cannot raise by more than an assigned percentage per period.  

Emission constraint: The emission constraints specify the upper limit on the emission 

of certain pollutants by the system as a whole.  

The Parameters associated with commodities (both supply and demand end), processes, 

energy and material flows and the whole energy system can be categorized into 

economical, engineering, and policy such as energy efficiency, new capacity 

investment, physical, and the imports or exports of a commodity by a region 

respectively. 

 Input and Output of TIMES 

 Input 

TIMES is a data enrich model and needs extensive data to operate. Global parameters 

may be the discount rate and time slices division. For residential sector, variety of 

technologies or processes have been enlisted which takes energy carriers and process 
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them into energy services at device level. For this purpose, an exhaustive list of energy 

commodities and services have to be defined. Sectoral energy demands for base years 

are also provided to model. The other drivers of energy demands like population, 

housing stock, GDP per capita, forthcoming technologies along with fuel and 

technology shares are also fed into model. The constraint component, as discussed 

earlier, provide the flexibility to further control the better definition of energy system. 

The emission component can be added to include the environmental impacts on the 

energy system.  

 Output 

A typical TIMES solution for residential sector consists of the following results: The 

objective function tells the total energy system’s discounted cost. Sectoral undiscounted 

investment and O&M costs for each year of every policy case scenario can also be 

calculated. TIMES proposes the optimum utilization level of each technology in each 

period. The results by TIMES model provides the total quantity of each energy 

carrier/fuel required or consumed in the residential sector in each period, based on the 

appliance capacity and utilization factors. Marginal prices of energy technologies and 

commodities associated with binding constraints provide the useful interferences of the 

underlying problem [188]. 

 Res-TIMES Methodology  

The study deploys TIMES (The Integrated MARKAL-EFOM System) energy model to 

reveal the required energy and technological resources, particularly in the residential 

sector. The approach presented in this study can provide the consistent modeling 

framework to evaluate the energy needs in urban and rural dwellings. Besides this 

methodology has two additional advantages. Firstly, the model based on mainly 

bottom-up approach may capture the energy intensity of an individual social group such 

as urban and rural instead of assuming the sector as a whole. Secondly, it has the ability 

to assess the potential of energy savings by substituting different set of technologies for 

each end-use energy service. This type of technological characterization allows 

constructing detailed energy scenarios. In Pakistan, long-term integrated energy 

planning could not be functional in the past and hence, this study would contribute to 

consolidate efforts in this subject. The starting point was the quantification of energy 
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demand for different end-uses at household level, and we gathered data regarding fuel 

shares and main energy services from different published and unpublished sources. 

TIMES energy modeling platform is widely used to evaluate the long term energy 

demands from municipal level to global level [192-195]. In energy modeling, 

exogenous variables are required like the end-use energy statistics at sector/sub sector 

level, existing technology characterization, competing technology datasets, and sub-

models predicting population and economic growth in the future. After, the model 

generator solves the whole energy system on the basis of least-cost [189-191]. By 

setting the residential base year (2007) data, e.g. available energy resources and energy 

service demands subjected to many physical and economic constraints, we developed a 

BAU (business-as-usual) case to predict the future energy demands.   

Res-TIMES covers whole Pakistan’s residential energy sector and integrates multi-

dimension planning aspects pertaining to investments in technologies – especially of 

demand-sides. The developed case decides the future changes required encompassing 

the factors like technology life, operational and maintenance costs, fuel costs, 

limitations in indigenous and imported resource supplies, environmental emissions, 

technological improvements and etc. to assess the total system cost. Thus established 

framework may provide the basis for building different plausible scenarios to analyze 

the future pathways of the energy sector. 

 Utilized Data and Structuring 

The residential sector in this study was modeled as a single geographic region to 

simplify the modeling insights in the long term planning horizon. Two approaches were 

used to characterize this sector; top-down decomposition and bottom-up aggregation 

[196]. Top-down approach was necessary due to non-availability of data such as the 

fuel resources used by existing stock of household end-use devices. For this activity, 

fuel-shares were decomposed to be used in each end-use. These shares were further 

cross checked by expert judgment and surveys. Two important reference documents 

were used to validate the fuel characterization on an average basis in dwelling units 

such as Energy Yearbook (2007), Economic Survey of Pakistan and Energy Sector 

Management Assistance Program (ESMAP) [78]. Besides this, other necessary data 

was collected through many empirical research resources, technical reports, including 
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Planning Commission, National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (NEPRA), and 

other government and non-government agencies.  

Contrary to it and also to validate the proper formulation of input dataset, bottom-up 

aggregation was also used. Energy consumption patterns on daily basis were surveyed 

for different income group householders, and then were normalized on an average 

household level. These average expenditures on fuel and lighting were then aggregated 

to verify the results from ‘top-down outcomes’. The primary dataset employed in this 

model is the Residential Energy Survey by (UETT) University of Engineering & 

Technology Taxila in 2009-10 [177] and 2012-13. This study explored the dynamics of 

energy consumption of dwellings in different geographic divisions of Pakistan by 

general social behaviors. 

In this study, the model adjusts the whole reference energy system (RES) from resource 

supplies to energy services of residential sector to evaluate the long term energy 

demands. The model works under different imposed physical and policy constraints 

involving of capital and technological stocks, subsidies and taxes, and constraints on 

energy flows for interconnected processes.  

 Residential Sector Modeling 

The residential model forecasts energy consumption by integrating the end-use 

characterization and decomposing the energy fuels in contrast of energy services 

provided. REM is a type of structural model and its future energy projections are built 

up from estimates of the future housing stock and within the confined energy-

consuming gadgets. The integration of top-down and bottom-up for REM is carried on 

same pattern which was used in PAK-IEM and is shown in Figure 6.7. Energy Modeling 

Shell provides estimates of total required residential energy, disposable income, 

population, dwelling stocks, and develops forecasts by end–use service, fuel type etc. 

The following paragraphs describe the procedure of developing residential energy 

model in partial-equilibrium least-cost optimization model, TIMES. 

 Residential: Reference Case Development 

TIMES energy model considers useful energy rather the final energy demand. This type 

of characterization makes the model capable to evaluate device preferences and fuel 

mix options in a smart way to analyze the effects of fuel switching and use of more 
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energy efficient appliances. Total energy utilization was calculated through the 

multiplication of each household using the particular type of energy commodity and 

device efficiency. By aggregating these demands for all urban/rural households, an 

energy requirement portfolio can be built up. Figure 6.8 depicts the residential reference 

energy system in simplified form.  

Subsector demand modeling for 
base year 2006/07

Decomposition 
shares - subsector 

Top-down approach

Stock-based 
estimates

Bottom-up approachSubsector energy 
consumption

Technology stock 
by type

Efficiency

Activity level

Technology type 
energy consumption

Decomposition 
shares - technology

Calibration check

Sector energy 
consumption

Proxy data

Decomposition

Stock-based

 

Figure 6.7: Hybrid approach for residential energy model [197]  

 

 

Figure 6.8: Residential reference energy system in simplified form [177] 

The households’ sector was considered for eight main energy service demands. Demand 

timings were modeled on the basis of utility load curves and field survey [177]. For 

these energy services, time of use and energy demand patterns were drawn as per social 

behaviors which depends on daily activities. Some energy loads over the year are 

typically non-uniform. In particular, electricity has seasonal and time-of-day 
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consumption patterns while natural gas has seasonal variations. Therefore, the setting 

up of the daily and seasonal temporal resolution of the model is important.  

 Modeling Process 

The following research process was adopted for proper characterization of this sector: 

 Determination of the number of households in an urban/semi-urban and rural 

division in whole horizon 2007-2040; 

 Estimation of specific fuel usage of households in both categories; 

 Extraction of average energy purchases for each fuel by energy service type for 

households in each category; 

 Characterization of households’ appliances regarding their penetration rate, 

upfront cost, maintenance cost, efficiency and lifetime;  

 Figuring the key assumptions and time-of-use demand curve development for 

energy commodities; 

 Converting the energy use data to estimate the shares in urban and rural 

households; 

 Future energy demand projections and analysis of results. 

A detailed process to model the residential sector is shown in Figure 6.9. In the first 

phase of the above stated process, we determined the number of households from the 

statistics of FBS (Federal Bureau of Statistics- Pakistan) for urban and rural categories. 

Then data was further categorized to estimate electrified, non-electrified, and 

households connected to gas pipelines in each domain. Next, we looked for the 

percentage of urban/rural households using the specific fuel to fulfill their daily energy 

related non-transport requirements. Using the data from UETT survey [198] and 

Pakistan Household Expenditure Survey, the energy carriers were disaggregated into 

residential fuels like electricity, natural gas, kerosene, coal, biomass etc. [78]. 

Biomass resources were further decomposed such as wood available to households at 

no cost and purchased-wood. Similarly, free animal dung besides the purchased dung 

fuel by households, particularly in rural areas was estimated. Although the differences 

were small, but different cost profiles have been used to distinguish the biofuels. 
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 Development of Scenario Cases 

Scenario analysis method was used to explore future energy demands and potential 

technology pathways of the energy system. The minimum efficiency level in energy 

consumption of residential sector was set to 10% in energy efficiency (EE) scenario. 

To encompass the complexity of the evolution over a 30-year period, a number of 

scenarios had to be developed. Two TIMES scenarios, BAU and increased EE are 

presented in this study. Table 6.3 shows the underlying scenarios and their economic 

variants. The other two economic variants of BAU are the weaker economic growth 

and strong economic growth. 

 

Figure 6.9: Modeling process of residential sector 
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Scenario Description 

Base Case (BAU) Base case (BAU) scenario reflects the continuation of on-

going and near-term trends, technologies, practices and 

policies, current regime of planning and effects occurring 

in the future. Furthermore, the overall level of demands in 

energy commodities and energy services will rise in 

association of economic growth at 5% GDP level over the 

time horizon. In this case, the smartly use of energy is also 

out weighted due to the non-acceptance of any such 

scheme in the society.  

Weak Economy (WE) This scenario explores the changes in energy demands, if 

the slow economic growth persists at 4.2% GDP level. 

The energy intensity level of many energy demands will 

fall, mainly due to energy poverty. 

Strong Economy (SE) A high energy demand scenario with an assumption of 

high sustained economic growth. As households get rich 

due to increase in disposable income, the lifestyles will be 

improved. Thus the existing inefficient technologies to 

increase the comfort level will penetrate rapidly in the 

society. The assumed GDP growth level is set 5.6% 

throughout the time horizon. 

Energy Efficiency (EE) A scenario of accelerated energy conservation and 

efficiency measures having the constant economic growth 

level as was set in BAU case. This scenario investigates 

how the residential sector behaves to achieve the average 

10% reduction of energy demands in 2040. A technology 

led energy demand reduction via currently known 

efficient technologies.  

The objective of the scenario cases is to explore policy cases of economic development 

to identify the relationship between GDP and future energy demands followed by the 

assessment of energy efficiency potential in household’s sector. The correlation of 

energy consumption with the increment in GDP was studied, particularly emphasizing 

Table 6-3: Underlying scenarios and BAU economic variants 
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the n residential sector to distinguish the response to sensitivity in GDP average growth 

in the country. It is evident that the sustained GDP index even for a short time, in the 

recent past, has greatly affected the people’s lifestyle in the country. Economic growth 

also strongly and positively correlates with technological advancements and the 

acquiring comfort level by its populace [186]. To reflect these affects, GDP was 

approximated to income level and required energy service per household as demand 

driver variable had determined. The other important drivers selected for modeling 

purposes are urbanization and electrification rates. The same population projection was 

used in all scenarios including reference case variants and energy efficiency case. 

 Data and Assumptions 

 Base year assumptions 

To configure the residential energy system, some key indicators have been incorporated 

for the base year 2007. Table 6.4 provides the primary inputs to the Res-TIMES. In 

urban areas, all households were assumed as electrified while in rural areas nearly 60% 

households were connected to centralized grid. A limited households had access to 

pipelined natural gas both in rural areas. In 2007, the climate control devices like air-

conditioners and refrigerators were found very limited in both areas.  

 

Indicators Urban Area Rural Area 

Total households 8.3 Million 15.1 Million 

Electrified Households ~8.3 Million 12.1 Million 

%  Households connected to grid 98% 60% 

Households with Natural Gas 5.14 Million 0.5 Million 

Air conditioning ownership 0.83 Million 0.39 Million 

Refrigerators ownership 1.12 Million 0.69 Million 

 Energy demand services 

There is no established data for residential energy demand services in Pakistan. Thus, 

the base year (2007) demand services are calculated using the hybrid approach. The 

calibration between top-down and bottom-up data thus provided the technique of 

reverse engineering. This means that from the actual final energy consumption for the 

Table 6-4: Primary inputs to the Res-TIMES 
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base year 2007 their equivalent delivered energy services were calculated using typical 

efficiency of demand technologies and appliances. The share of energy use for various 

end use applications like lighting, heating, etc., are adopted from HIES (2006) and 

energy yearbook 2006-07. Table 6.5 depicts the final energy estimates in base year 

2007. 

Required Energy Service in 

PJ 

Urban 

Households 

Rural 

Households 

Final Energy Final Energy 

Space Heating 34.8 33.7 

Water Heating 37.5 49.5 

Space Cooling (Fans) 28.9 9.7 

Space Cooling (AC & Coolers) 16.7 0.9 

Lighting 16.6 15.8 

Cooking 194.8 514.5 

Refrigeration 12.9 1.6 

Miscellaneous Electric 21.7 3.9 

Total 363.9 629.6 

 Fuel-share estimates 

Natural gas is the major energy source for cooking, water and space heating in urban 

households (about 95% of total consumed (192 PJ) in the overall residential sector). 

The seasonal utilization profiles were derived from natural gas distribution companies 

[77]. Urban households connected with gas pipelines were taken 62% out of 8.4 million 

in 2007 while rural households were connected 4% of total rural households.  

Electricity falls at a second position after natural gas as an energy carrier in households. 

Residential sector used 125 PJ of grid electricity according to base year’s estimates. 

About 78% of electricity was spent by urban dwelling units [77].  

Biomass as an energy resource was not formally included in the overall energy balance 

of the energy yearbook 2006-07 [199]. Biomass resources consist of wood, dung, and 

agriculture residuals etc. The overall contribution of biomass resources in an energy 

mix was 30%; over 1100 PJ. According to ESMAP 2006 survey, 25% of urban 

households used 59 PJ of fuel wood and dung cake (12.6 PJ) consumed by 10% of 

urban households [78]. In urban areas, crop residuals are not common fuels and only 

Table 6-5: Residential final energy estimates in base year 2007 
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5% (6.1 PJ) houses consumed it. Rural households use biomass as the major fuel mainly 

for cooking, water heating, and space heating. The consumption level of total biomass 

reached nearly 576 PJ in rural areas. 

Bottled LPG is mainly used as a fuel resource where urban households are not 

connected to the natural gas supply network. Unconnected households mostly use 

bottled liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) to cook their foods and its total consumption 

reached to nearly 20 PJ in 2007. 

Kerosene as a fuel source was popular in 1980s. Nowadays, mostly the households 

don’t prefer it as fuel. In case of shortage of other fuels, sometimes people use 

kerosene oil. Its consumption fell down to 4.84 PJ in 2007.  

 Base-year calibration 

Following facts were taken as different energy service demands in base year 2007, 

stated in the energy yearbook 2006/07 [77].  

o Total cooking demand estimated by the decomposition approach in households 

was nearly 710 PJ. Cooking share was about two third on average per year 

among three major energy services – water heating, space heating, and cooking. 

In winter, November to December, space and water heating took up to 57% 

share. Urban dwellings consumed 122 PJ of natural gas out of 195 PJ in base 

year calculation. The mostly used energy resource was wood fuel in an energy 

mix for cooking. 

o Water heating in urban dwellings was mostly done with natural gas which 

shared about 76% as compared to 23% from wood fuel. Total energy required 

for water heating was nearly 87 PJ in the residential sector. Similarly, space 

heating accounted for 68.5 PJ in that year. The electricity used in space and 

water heating was in very small quantity and ignored in this case. Space cooling, 

by various types of fans, consumed more than 38.5 PJ of electricity in 

households and its overall share of urban residential electricity consumption 

was almost 30%. Water coolers and air conditioners are also used for cooling 

purposes. The trend towards cooling is increasing in urban households and 

almost 17.6 PJ of electricity consumed in the base year by these technologies.  

o Residential dwellings consumed 32.4 PJ in the lighting system. 



Fuel shares - Urban / Rural                   

 
Final 

Energy 

(PJ) 

Kerosene LPG Coal 
Natural 

Gas 
Electricity 

Wood 

fuel 
Dung 

Agriculture 

Residues 

Urban Households 363.86 0.55 7.43  181.92 96.38 58.83 12.62 6.13 

Rural Households 629.55 4.29 11.97 0.02 9.97 27.84 411.30 95.35 68.82 

End use Fuel Shares by FUEL TYPE               

Urban Space Heating 34.8  5%  17%  5%   

Urban Water Heating 37.5  5%  16%  15%   

Urban Space Cooling (Fans) 28.9     30%    

Urban Space Cooling (AC & Coolers) 16.7     17%    

Urban Lighting 16.6 90%    17%    

Urban Cooking 194.8 10% 90%  67%  81% 100% 100% 

Urban Refrigeration 12.9     13%    

Urban Miscellaneous Electric 21.7     23%    

Total Share   100% 100%   100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Rural Space Heating 33.7    17%  8%   

Rural Water Heating 49.5    16%  9% 12%  

Rural Space Cooling (Fans) 9.7     35%    

Rural Space Cooling (AC & Coolers) 0.9     3%    

Rural Lighting 15.8 93%    42%    

Rural Cooking 514.5 7% 100%  67%  83% 88% 100% 

Rural Refrigeration 1.6     6%    

Rural Miscellaneous Electric 3.9     14%    

Rural Other 0.0   100%      

Total Share   100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Table 6-6: Fuel shares by Energy Service type in Urban/Rural sectors 



End use Fuel Shares by END USE TYPE                  

 
Final 

Energy 

(PJ) 

Kerosene LPG Coal 
Natural 

Gas 
Electricity 

Wood 

fuel 
Dung 

Agriculture 

Residues 
 

Urban Space Heating 34.8  1%  91%  8%   100% 

Urban Water Heating 37.5  1%  76%  23%   100% 

Urban Space Cooling (Fans) 28.9     100%    100% 

Urban Space Cooling (AC & Coolers) 16.7     100%    100% 

Urban Lighting 16.6 3%    97%    100% 

Urban Cooking 194.8  3%  63%  24% 6% 3% 100% 

Urban Refrigeration 12.9     100%    100% 

Urban Miscellaneous Electric 21.7     100%    100% 

Total 363.9          

Rural Space Heating 33.7    5%  95%   100% 

Rural Water Heating 49.5    3%  74% 23%  100% 

Rural Space Cooling (Fans) 9.7     100%    100% 

Rural Space Cooling (AC & Coolers) 0.9     100%    100% 

Rural Lighting 15.8 25%    75%    100% 

Rural Cooking 514.5  2%  1%  67% 16% 13% 100% 

Rural Refrigeration 1.6     100%    100% 

Rural Miscellaneous Electric 3.9     100%    100% 

Rural Other 0.0   100%      100% 

Total 629.6         

 

Table 6-7: End use fuel shares by fuel type in Urban/Rural sectors 



o Refrigeration as an energy service, in urban households, was about 13 PJ of 

electricity and remained 1.6 PJ in rural households.  

o Miscellaneous electronic appliances - including entertainment devices, water 

pumps, cloth washers, and kitchen appliances - used nearly 25.6 PJ  

Table 6.6 and Table 6.7 shows end use fuel shares by fuel type and total fuel 

consumption (PJ) for each service in an urban residential sector in base year 2007.  

Table 6.7 shows the fuel share estimates consumed for each energy service demand in 

the residential sector for base year 2007. For example, common urban households on 

average meets its space heating needs by 91% natural gas and 8% from wood fuel. The 

other important data shown is total energy consumption (PJ) in each energy service of 

urban and rural residential sector. As for instance, urban households, on average, 

consumed 34.8 PJ for space heating purposes in base year. For the energy services 

required in a typical housing unit, these were categorized such as space cooling, 

cooking, lighting, refrigeration, water-heating, space heating, and miscellaneous. Space 

cooling was further divided into cooling by fans and air-conditioning. For the fourth 

action, existing appliances were grouped as standard, improved, and advanced 

technologies. New technology dataset has also been developed by predicting the 

efficiencies and costs.  

 Energy intensity of urban/rural households 

Energy intensity of household indicates the energy consumption per unit of activity 

produced i.e. energy service. By disaggregating the energy requirements of households 

in Top-Down approach, we found the average energy consumed per household in a year 

for eight energy services. Table 6.8 shows the average energy required for major energy 

services per household.  

Required Energy Service 

Urban 

Households 

Rural Households 

Final Energy 

(MJ/HH) 

Final Energy 

(MJ/HH) 

Space Heating 5,700 3,005 

Water Heating 5,181 3,055 

Space Cooling (Fans) 3,488 1,590 

Table 6-8: Average energy required for major energy services per household 
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Space Cooling (AC & Coolers) 20,176 146 

Lighting 1,902 1,586 

Cooking 22,330 25,790 

Refrigeration 1,562 260 

Miscellaneous Electric 2,620 649 

 Demand technologies 

For appliances, including air-conditioners, lighting, oven, refrigerator, fans, 

entertainment devices, etc., the ownership rates are based on SEED (2009) and UETT 

survey (2010-12). For calibration, they were adjusted to match with the actual energy 

used in the base year. Specific energy use of appliances and their share in each energy 

service are adopted from various research based studies. Table shows the share of 

households’ appliances by their ownership rates. For the new houses, the same 

ownership rate is assumed. The stock inventory of the household’s appliances was 

highly uncertain and various approximations had to be made from different indirect 

surveys conducted over the past many years by different government agencies and other 

organizations [78, 199-203]. Table 6.9 shows the modeled inventory stock for this 

study.  

  URBAN RURAL 

Energy 

Service 

Technology % 

stoc

k 

% 

hous

e-

holds 

% households 

with appliance 

% 

stoc

k 

% 

hous

e-

holds 

% households 

with appliance 

Cooling (AC) Air cooler 

Standard - Metal 

Body 

0.7 0.32 0.22 0.7 0.17 0.12 

 Air cooler 

Improved - 

Plastic Body 

0.3 0.32 0.10 0.3 0.17 0.05 

         

 AC standard 1.00 0.17 0.17 1.00 0.015 0.02 

 1 Ton 0.65 0.17 0.11 0.65 0.015 0.00975 

 1.5 Ton 0.3 0.17 0.05 0.3 0.015 0.0045 

 2 Ton 0.05 0.17 0.01 0.05 0.015 0.00075 

 AC improved            

           

Cooling (Fans) Ceiling fan 

Standard 

0.85 0.92 0.78 0.85 0.81 0.69 

 Ceiling fan 

Improved 

0.15 0.92 0.14 0.15 0.81 0.12 

           

Table 6-9: Appliances' Stock in Res-TIMES Model 
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Refrigeration Refrigerator 

Standard 

1.00 0.56 0.56 1.00 0.26 0.26 

 Refrigerator 

Improved 
           

                

    No. of lights 

(Millon) 

  No. of lights 

(Millon) 

Lighting Incandescent 

bulbs 

0.36   0.36   

 CFLs 0.42   0.42   

 Fluorescent tube 

lights (FTL) 

0.22   0.22   

 Fluorescent tube 

lights (FTL) - 

Upgraded 

       

                

Water 

Pumping 

Traditional 0.95 0.5 0.48 0.95 0.3 0.29 

 Improved 0.05 0.5 0.03 0.05 0.3 0.02 

                

Washing 

Machine 

Standard 0.6 0.71 0.43 0.6 0.25 0.15 

 Improved 0.4 0.71 0.28 0.4 0.25 0.10 

Television Standard 0.88 0.82 0.72 0.88 0.44 0.39 

 Improved 0.12 0.82 0.10 0.12 0.44 0.05 

Others Monitor/CPU/Ste

reo 

0.99 0.19 0.19 0.99 0.03 0.03 

 Laptop 0.01 0.19 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.00 

 Dry Iron-1000 0.85 0.98 0.83 0.85 0.83 0.71 

 Dry Iron-2000 0.14 0.98 0.14 0.14 0.83 0.12 

 Steam Iron 0.01 0.98 0.01 0.01 0.83 0.01 

 17 Liter 0.95 0.12 0.11 0.95 0.005 0.00 

 39 Liter 0.05 0.12 0.01 0.05 0.005 0.00 

 Blender 0.9 0.58 0.52 0.9 0.07 0.06 

 Food Processor 0.1 0.58 0.06 0.1 0.07 0.01 

P & B (Fans) Pedestal  1 0.11 0.11 1 0.19 0.19 

 Bracket 1 0.09 0.09 1 0.04 0.04 

Exhaust (Fans) Traditional  0.66 0.75 0.50 0.66 0.29 0.19 

 Plastic Body  0.34 0.75 0.26 0.34 0.29 0.10 

 

 Technology diffusion 

As a least cost optimization model, the model is likely to choose the most cost-effective 

technologies among the given which often miscarries the representation of the 

technology mix. Thus model results could be led with 'single' technology or fuel. To 

minimize this effects additional constraints and bounds are incorporated in selected 

technology groups. The model constraints could be included as much needed to 
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calibrate the model according to the market condition. In such conditions, though, the 

model mislays its freedom to cost-optimize. 

In addition, energy efficiency scenarios having the rapid penetration of efficient 

appliances can be tested. Yet, to model the social behaviors in existing quantitative tools 

is rather difficult. 

 Demand timings 

Furthermore, the information of demand timing is required for each of the energy 

services to distinguish the load pattern for under consideration commodity like 

electricity. This data was put into the model as time-of-use of the commodity. The next 

step was the further split of demand timing that determined the amount of each energy 

service that should be met based on seasonal and time-of-day requirements. For this 

purpose, representation of these patterns was derived for each residential fuel. Thus the 

demand for each energy service has been tracked at a seasonal level, reflecting that 

cooling by air-conditioners is mostly required during hottest periods and space heating 

during the winter. The supply of these commodities should be able to meet the temporal 

patterns of each energy service.  

In this case, decomposed utility load curves, in particular, on the sectoral and sub-sector 

basis could be ideal. These load curves provide information to counter the effects of 

varying climate on energy demands, daily or seasonal. However, due to limited 

information available on these fronts, the estimation of energy service demands was 

done mainly on surveys and empirical studies. The temporal dataset of demand profile 

using the hourly load available in aggregated form was calibrated from electricity 

providers PEPCO (Pakistan Electric Power Company) and K-Electric formerly KESC 

Karachi Electric Supply Company Ltd) and gas utility companies SNGPL (Sui 

Northern Gas Pipelines Limited) and SSGC (Sui Southern Gas Company). 

 Key Indicators Estimation 

Many exogenous assumptions were taken like the growth rate of population, 

households, GDP linked to individual income level, fuel price data and remaining 

available energy resources [204]. Table 6.8 presents the key projections of many 

exogenous variables used for predicting the future energy use in the residential energy 

model. To calculate future energy demand projections in residential dwellings, a 
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number of key input assumptions were modeled of a planning horizon from 2007-2040. 

The electrification rate in urban households was calibrated to 98% in 2012 and 

projected to be 100% in 2015 [19].  

 Energy consumption per person 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the energy consumption directly links to household’s income 

level which in turn derived from the country’s GDP. To estimate the energy 

consumption per person was modeled using the simple regression model [199]. The 

correlation between GDP per capita and energy consumption per person in an average 

household suggests that as GDP per capita will rise in future years, the energy 

consumption in households would also significantly grow. We found a good 

relationship between these variables (R² = 0.6992) 

Y = 0.0189X + 129.69 6-24 

Where Y = energy consumption in kgoe/capita 

X = GDP per capita ($US 2000). 

For the year 2006-07, the values were drawn from [Earth Trends 

(http://earthtrends.wri.org) Searchable Database Results].  

The value for GDP per capita ($US 2000) was $606/capita and energy use was taken 

141 kgoe/person. Figure 6.10 shows the comparison by country – GDP vs. Residential 

energy use (both per capita)

 

Figure 6.10: Comparison by country – GDP vs. Residential energy use [177] 
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 Demographic Assumptions 

Residential energy demand depends on various demographic variables as mentioned in 

Table 6.10. Figure 6.11 shows the estimated projections of growth rates for population 

and urban households along with important appliance penetration rates. Each energy 

service demand for the typical household is projected on the basis of an increase in 

energy intensity from 2007 to 2040.  

Table 6-10: Key assumptions and projections 

Key Assumptions 2007 2015 2021 2030 2039 2045 

Population        

Total Population (Million) 158.2    183.9    205.8     243.1    286.7 320.1 

Annual growth rate (%) 1.90 1.90 1.88 1.85 1.85  1.85 

Urban Population (Million) 53.8     75.9     93.3    121.8    154.3  179.0 

Annual growth rate (%) 4.82 3.50 3.00 3.00 2.50  2.50 

Rural Population (Million) 104.3    107.9    112.4    121.3    132.4  141.1 

Rural % of Total 66.0 58.7 54.6 49.9   46.2   44.1 

Households        

Total Households (Million) 23.40 28.87 33.01 40.28 49.10 56.06 

Urban Sector       

Avg. No. of occupants/HH 6.50 6.14 6.01 5.82 5.63 5.50 

Total Urban Households (Million) 8.28 12.38 15.53 20.93 27.43 32.54 

Rural Sector       

Avg. No. of occupants/HH 6.90 6.55 6.44 6.27 6.11 6.00 

Total Rural Households (Million) 15.12 16.49 17.47 19.34 21.67 23.52 

GDP growth rates       

Strong economy case (%) 5.0 6.6 6.3 5.9 6.4 5.6 

Base case (%) 5.0 5.5 5.8 5.0 5.0 5.0 

Weak economy case (%) 5.0 4.0 4.8 4.0 4.0 4.2 
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Figure 6.11: Estimated projections of growth rates for population and urban households along 

with important appliance penetration rates 

 Applied constraints on technology characterization and fuel shares in 

dwellings 

In a household, several appliances are required to provide energy services. These 

technologies were characterized in terms of price and operational costs, power rating, 

efficiency, the lifetime, and availability factor based on time of use. End-use 

technologies may use a variety of input fuels to produce the required energy service. 

For example, cooking stove may be energized by natural gas, bottled liquefied 

petroleum gas, biomass, kerosene oil and electricity in urban residential dwelling units 

[190].  

In energy conservation and efficiency portfolio, a rich database of new and modern 

technologies was also provided so that model may choose optimally among the most 

efficient one. In some cases of electrical end-use devices such as air conditioners, power 

rating values were used as a proxy for determining the efficiency. Electrical appliances 

for the same amount of energy service having the low power rating are considered to 

be the efficient one. In addition, various constraints have to be imposed on the reference 

case so that residential module represents the current regime of physical and regulatory 

aspects. The following constraints are applied for various end-use technologies in the 

residential sector. 
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 Urban households Constraints 

o For residential lighting system in urban dwelling units, new compact fluorescent 

lights have projected to evolve in future by incorporating saturation for these 

devices up to 58% in 2040 and minimum stock of these compact fluorescent 

appliances is assumed 46% considering the existing adoption rate for energy 

conservation measures. The other lighting technologies like fluorescent tube 

(FT) are limited to maximum share 20% of the total lighting devices stock in 

the urban residencies.  

o The use of improved form of gas operated cooking stoves is projected up to 20% 

and stock of energy efficient biomass stoves is assumed to be 25%. 

o Energy efficient refrigerator usage in urban dwelling is limited to 20% in 

reference case scenario. 

o A minimum share of low wattage fans for space cooling is assumed 16% in 

existing and new dwellings while maximum share 28% is projected by 2040. 

The estimated potential of evaporative air coolers in improved form is 40% and 

it is constrained 51% and 40% for upper and lower bounds respectively. 

Minimum level of improved air coolers’ share is controlled by 32% in urban 

dwellings by 2015. Split air conditioners in improved form touches 20% share 

limit by 2040. 

o Other important end-use devices, space and water heaters, are limited in the 

range of 10-20% by 2020 to onwards in base case scenario development.  

The consumption patterns of current fuel sources in energy model were also restricted 

by the application of fuel choices so that radical changes in the energy system may be 

avoided.  

o The minimum level of natural gas utilization in residential sector relative to the 

whole system is assumed 12% by 2030 and for electricity consumption in 

households should not be less than 23% in 2030.  

o Similarly, the model is also constrained inter-sectoral fuel consumption level, 

such as minimum share level of various energy carriers are applied to reflect the 

existing system’s features in the foresight planning horizon for the business-as-

usual (BAU) scenario case.  Some bounds are also implemented to meet the 

energy services by substituting potential fuel sources such as the minimum share 

of LPG used for urban cooking is 3% of total cooking energy service demand. 
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 Rural households Constraints 

o For residential lighting system in rural dwelling units, new compact fluorescent 

lights have projected to evolve in future by incorporating saturation for these 

devices up to 54% in 2040 and minimum stock of these compact fluorescent 

appliances is assumed 46% same as urban households. The other lighting 

technologies like fluorescent tube (FT) are limited to maximum share 14% of 

the total lighting devices stock in the rural residencies.  

o The use of improved form of gas operated cooking stoves is projected up to 15% 

and stock of energy efficient biomass stoves is assumed to be 25%. 

o Energy efficient refrigerator usage in rural dwelling is limited to 14% in 

reference case scenario. 

o A minimum share of low wattage fans for space cooling is assumed 16% in 

existing and new dwellings while maximum share 28% is projected by 2040. 

The estimated potential of evaporative air coolers in improved form is 40% and 

it is constrained 92% and 32% for upper and lower bounds respectively. Split 

air conditioners in improved form touches 20% share limit by 2040. 

o Other important end-use devices, space and water heaters, are limited in the 

range of 2-10% in base year and 20% by 2040.  

The consumption patterns of current fuel sources in energy model were also restricted 

by the application of fuel choices so that drastic changes in the energy system may be 

avoided.  

o The maximum level of natural gas utilization in residential sector relative to the 

whole system is assumed 6% by 2030 and for electricity consumption in 

households should not be less than 5% in 2030.  

o Similarly, the model is also constrained inter-sectoral fuel consumption level, 

such as minimum share level of various energy carriers are applied to reflect the 

existing system’s features in the foresight planning horizon for the business-as-

usual (BAU) scenario case.  Some bounds are also implemented to meet the 

energy services by substituting potential fuel sources such as the minimum share 

of biomass (wood, dung, crop residues etc.) in free and purchased form are 

constrained from 66% to 96% of supplies to fulfill the rural energy services. 
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 Energy Demand Driver Projections 

Energy services in dwellings depend on the variety of factors like income level, family 

size, penetration of technology in community, population growth, number of 

households increase and many more. Figure 6.12 shows the specific energy service 

demand driver for a number of scenarios.  

 

 

 

Each energy service demand driver was predicted for the each scenario case. For 

example, in a reference case, 2500 MJ/HH in a year was taken for refrigeration as a 

reference of urban households. Thus, the total energy required for refrigerators, in the 

urban household sector, was attained by multiplication the projected energy in a single 

household to the total number of households having the stock of these appliances. On 

the basis of these energy drivers, total energy requirement for each energy service can 

be predicted for whole time horizon. Figure 6.13 shows the required energy projections 

for space cooling by air-conditioners in urban households. 

Once establishing demand drivers for each energy service, the useful energy may 

conveniently be calculated by multiplying the efficiency factor of end-use device to the 

projected final energy consumption. In the reference case scenario, two important 

energy demand drivers were particularly exercised: the ratio of urban households 

having air conditioners and refrigerators with their growth rate calculated annually up 

to modeling horizon end year 2040. The uptake rate of both the appliance is nearly the 

same about 6% growth per annum of the whole planning horizon.  

Figure 6.12: Energy service demand driver for a number of scenarios 
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Figure 6.13: Air Conditioners as Energy Demand Driver in Urban Households 

The projected energy demand over a long term horizon are analyzed on the basis of 

following limitations. 

 Tax and Subsidy 

Neither subsidy nor tax is included for any energy carriers and technologies in the 

residential sector. 

 Discount rate 

The analysis was carried by assuming the 7 % discount rate. 

 Data uncertainty 

Energy engineering models are data incentives and use a large amount data along with 

their associated uncertainties. Therefore sensitivity is a modus operandi to control such 

uncertainties. Sensitivities on income level to be a core metric in residential modelling 

scenarios. 

  Res-TIMES Model Stats 

In Res-TIMES energy model many variables, parameters, sets, constraints etc. 

have been used. Table 6.11 depicts the summary of model statistics. 
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RES-TIMES Model Stats 

Description No. 

Fuel Technologies 12 

Demand Technologies 37 

Fuel Carriers 13 

Energy Services 17 

Environmental Commodities 3 

Demand Drivers 17 

New Technologies 83 

Fuel Constraints 24 

Technology Constraints 55 

 

 Summary 

This chapter presents the energy modelling system for end-use and energy equilibrium 

model development. It initially describes the proposed integrated energy modeling 

framework for residential sector followed by the mathematical modeling base of the 

developed system. The developed system constitutes two modeling paradigms, namely 

bottom-up engineering and top-down decomposition approach, all of which have been 

clarified with detailed explanations. Within bottom-up engineering model, in addition 

to laying down its process, a quantification mechanism has been provided which guides 

the estimation of residential sector’s electricity requirements on the basis of developed 

income groups. End-use electricity model not only helps to estimate the energy needs 

from unit level of each major energy service but also provide the tested inputs and 

assumptions for other models. Thus it exclude the chances of inconsistent parameter 

selection for the model development. In the case of energy-equilibrium model 

development, a systematic energy modeling system, TIMES has been deployed during 

the development of residential energy system. The linear program of energy balancing 

for 35 years was developed and made the corresponding inputs into TIMES modeling 

generator through the subsequent data sheets. After making the technology 

characterization and fuel share estimates, demand drivers of all major commodities 

Table 6-11: Res-TIMES Model Stats 
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were established to capture the energy requirements dynamically for whole time 

horizon.   

In the next chapter, the author describes the results and discuss the implication of future 

energy needs on the existing energy system. Also, the results from both the developed 

energy models in this chapter are validated by making suitable comparisons.  

 



Chapter - 7 

7 Results and Discussion 

 Introduction 

In Chapter 6, the components, modules and scenario of the energy modelling system 

for residential sector in Pakistan have been discussed in detail. The end-use modelling 

besides the energy-economic model was also described.  

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the future energy projections and the results 

as the outcome of the TIMES residential energy model (Res-TIMES). The modeling 

results are verified and calibrated with national energy statistics and End-use electricity 

model developed in Chapter 6 which endorse the successful implementation of Res-

TIMES. The chapter further proceeds by making discussion on the energy improvement 

in residential sector in Pakistan.  

In this chapter, energy units have been alternatively used according to some more 

common energy statistics exercised nationally. The conversion table for energy units 

has been provided in Appendix-B. 

 Future Energy Needs in Pakistan 

Currently, the energy supplies verges toward crisis. Overall, the energy demands are 

hurriedly increasing in all demand side sectors. In particular, residential sector is also 

experiencing with the high energy demands in future. Table 7.1 provides the amounts 

of energy commodities required in residential sector up to year 2040. Biomass is widely 

used fuel in rural dwellings and its supplies will be at resource ceiling in the country 

after 2020. Natural gas supplies are also decreasing on the basis of current rate of 

consumption. Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) supplies might be double in future. 

Electricity demands in dwellings will be over five times to the current needs in 2040. 

The following paragraphs provide the snapshot of future energy needs of residential 

sector. 
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 Energy Mix in Residential Sector 

Figure 7.1 shows the energy mix in residential sector in 2014 and 2040. Each of energy 

fuel is losing its supplies to dwellings except of electricity. Electricity supply increases 

from 17% to 46% in next 25 years. Natural gas decreases from 17% to 6% while 

supplies of biomass, which includes agriculture and animal wastes, decrease more than 

16%. The gradual reduction in traditional energy resources indicate the system’s 

vulnerability and apprehensions of increasing demands in residential sector. 

 

 

Figure 7.1: Energy mix in residential sector in 2014 and 2040 

Table 7-1: Energy commodities required in residential sector up to year 2040 

Fuel Carrier 2014 2015 2020 2030 2035 2040 

Crop Residues (Free) 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10 

Crop Residues (Purchased) 0.39 0.39 0.07 0.60 0.60 0.60 

Wood (Free) 5.65 5.65 5.65 5.65 5.65 5.65 

Wood (Purchased) 3.70 3.65 2.58 7.21 7.21 7.21 

Dung (Free) 1.52 1.52 1.52 1.52 1.52 1.52 

Dung (Purchased) 0.62 0.61 0.15 0.92 0.92 0.92 

Electricity Distributed 4.24 4.42 5.81 11.16 15.76 20.38 

Kerosene 0.49 0.50 0.52 0.83 0.96 1.10 

LPG 2.34 2.36 2.52 2.75 3.10 3.48 

Natural Gas 4.21 4.37 5.77 5.09 3.48 2.77 

Total (Mtoe) 24.2 24.5 25.6 36.8 40.3 44.7 
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 Future Electricity System Portfolio 

Figure 7.2 presents the demand-driven electricity projections of residential sector. 

Electricity demand reflects the exponential growth in mid-to-long term period. The 

existing production of electricity is nearly 90000 GWh to all demand side sectors in 

year 2014-15. The electricity projection shows the huge future electricity requirements 

and also indicate that further strain will be placed on existing natural resources (hydro, 

oil, gas) to supply electricity to the residential sector. The existing means to electricity 

generation to distribution in households are unable to meet future energy demands. 

 

Figure 7.2: Demand-driven electricity projections of residential sector 

Energy use projections in different households’ energy services is shown in Figure 7.3. 

The major energy services are space cooling including fans, air-coolers and air-

conditioners. The other appliances like entertainment devices, kitchen and laundry 

appliances, water pumps etc. fall in miscellaneous category and consume about one-

third of residential electricity. Lighting in households also get significant share and 

followed by refrigeration requirement. In 2040, nearly the same electricity will 

consume in space cooling of residential sector as total generated currently in the 

country.   

Energy demands of residential sector have been portrayed in different modeling years 

in Figure 7.4. Generally, the energy demands of air-conditioning and refrigeration are 

increasing while the lighting is decreasing considerably – 17% to 12% from the year 

2015 to 2040. Refrigerators and air-conditioners seem the rapidly penetrated appliances 

and they need to be selected carefully on the basis of their efficiency levels. 
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Figure 7.3: Electricity use projections in different households’ energy services 

 

 

Figure 7.4: Electricity demands of residential sector in different modeling years 

 Residential electricity load curves 

Electric load curves have been modeled for all the modeling years up to 2040. Electric 

power demand vary through the year. Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6 shows the electric 

power demand for three season – Intermediate, summer, and winter – in 2015 and 2030 

respectively. Electric power systems must match electricity demands by electricity 

generation in real time, with close-fitting tolerances. The load curves clearly show the 
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existing and upcoming demand of electricity by residential sector. In 2030, the summer 

peak demand will be more than today’s (July 6, 2015) total installed capacity of 

electricity generation. In morning ramp, the power demands increase by 1 GW between 

7:00 am to 8:00 am. These types of transition in system load often require the electricity 

generators which start quickly. These units can be more expensive than baseload plants. 

In evening, from 7:00 pm to 9:00 pm, another big ramp further pressurizes the electric 

power system. According to National Transmission and Distribution Company 

(NTDC), the total generated capacity with other important parameters is presented in 

Table 7.2.  

 

 

Figure 7.5: Electric power demand for three season – Intermediate, summer, and winter – 2015 

 

 

Figure 7.6: Electric power demand for three season – Intermediate, summer, and winter – 2030 
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It is worth noting that only the residential sector requires about 63% of total peak load 

generated in the electric system and indicates the huge peak demands.  

 

 Share of electricity in urban/rural households 

In usual, urban households consume more electricity than rural households. The share 

of urban and rural areas in total residential electricity demand is shown in Figure 7.7. 

Currently, urban residential sector is consuming more than double of rural residential 

sector. As the urbanization increases in the following years, the demand of electricity 

will also increase at greater pace in the country.  

Table 7-2: Total generated capacity [17] 
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Figure 7.7: Share of urban and rural areas in total residential electricity demand 

 Natural gas supplies 

Natural gas is widely used fuel among urban houses for cooking, water heating and 

space heating. The existing energy system of country depends mainly on domestic 

natural gas supplies. Currently, residential sector is consuming nearly 200 PJ (~BCF) 

per year. The consumption rate of natural gas is increasing and will reach up to its 

highest level 1 BCFD in 2025 winter. Figure 7.8 indicates the decreasing supplies of 

natural gas in the residential sector. Figure 7.9 enlists the major energy services 

provided by the natural gas. In Figure 7.10, the load curve on seasonal basis is shown 

for the years, 2014 and 2025.  

 

Figure 7.8: Decreasing supplies of natural gas in the residential sector 
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Figure 7.9: Major energy services provided by the natural gas 

After depleting of energy reserves of natural gas, the electricity will become the only 

big commercial energy fuel followed by bottled Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG). In 

2040, the share of natural gas will drop drastically in the current residential energy mix. 

 

 

Figure 7.10: Load curve on seasonal basis of natural gas 

 Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) 

Bottled LPG cylinder is the popular and common energy carrier for the households 

which are not connected to the natural gas pipeline. In rural households, LPG is also 

commonly used along with biomass resources. LPG is mainly used for cooking 

purposes in the dwelling units. The LPG supplies to residential sector will increase more 

than 160 PJ in 2040 besides reduction from 10% to 8 % in future energy mix. Figure 

7.11 shows the estimates of future LPG supplies in residential sector. 
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Figure 7.11: Estimates of future LPG supplies in residential sector 

 Biomass 

In developing countries most of the residential sector particularly in rural areas depend 

upon the non-commercial energy resources to fulfill their households’ energy needs. In 

existing energy mix, biomass contribute more than half of the share and also provide 

the energy services to two-third of total Pakistani households. In current analysis, it can 

be observed that most of the resources have been stretched to their limits and future 

energy supplies could not be extended except wood fuels in reference case scenario. 

The future energy mix for households also indicate decreasing trend of these resources 

– 54% to 38% in 2040. Figure 7.12 illustrates the future biomass energy supplies to the 

residential sector.  

 

Figure 7.12: Future biomass energy supplies to the residential sector 
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 Kerosene 

Now a days, Kerosene as residential fuel is least common in urban and rural houses and 

also having the very limited energy services which use it. In some non-electrified 

households, it is only used for lighting purposes. The reference case has been 

constrained to use kerosene at minimum of 2% of household’s energy needs. Kerosene 

supplies will remain almost at 46 PJ (~1.1 Mtoe) in 2040. 

 Share of Energy Fuels in Urban/Rural Households 

Urban and rural households generally deviate from each other in the use of energy 

commodities. Figure 7.13 provides the snapshot of the percentage use of fuels in urban 

and rural demography. In 2040, urban households will mostly rely upon the electricity 

while rural households will have to use biomass as the major source.  

 

Figure 7.13: Percentage use of fuels in urban and rural demography 

 Residential Energy Services 

In terms of residential energy services, cooking is the biggest energy service which 

almost require 73% of total residential energy resources.  The major reason of this huge 

consumption is the non-efficient biomass cooking stoves used in rural and some urban 

areas. In addition, most of the rural households use cooking stoves as the combo device 

to space and water heating. In 2040, cooking energy demands decrease to 61% due to 

the replacement of about 15% of the non-efficient stoves to the efficient one. It can also 
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be observed that reliance on electricity will also be increased in future due to the 

shortage of biomass resource. Figure 7.14 shows the share of all energy services in 2015 

and 2040 respectively.  

 

Figure 7.14: Share of all energy services in 2015 and 2040 

 

Figure 7.15 depicts the share of urban and rural residential end-use applications in BAU 

scenario over the entire time horizon. 

 

 

Figure 7.15: Share of urban and rural residential end-use applications in BAU scenario 

The reference case scenario for urban residential domain, without any newly developed 

national policy intervention, also exhibits the insights of future energy demands and 

likelihood of technological evolution in the energy system. Increase in the cooling 
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energy service by air-conditioners is significant and indicates towards the need for 

thermal insulation of buildings by deployment of building energy codes in true spirit. 

As refrigerators saturate in the urban society, the energy need will also increase in 

future. Cooking and water heating are showing consistency in urban residential energy 

consumption, which account for more than half of the energy demand in the future. 

These projected demands are mainly due to the growth in urban population along with 

the urbanization. The household energy demand is mainly projected based on energy 

intensity per household which is assumed to grow all over the period due to rise in the 

comfort level, lifestyle of citizens and behavioral change towards the adoption of more 

appliances. The reference scenario depends upon many factors, such as prices assumed 

for fuel sources, demand projections in populations, GDP, urbanization rate, price and 

performance of  technology outlook, evolution of the future energy system at supply 

side, and end-use technology adoption of demand side sectors. 

The technology and fuel-share constraints are vital to control the system’s evolution 

rate. Limitations applied to reference case are comparatively tight, as it is unlikely to 

change the scenario radically without detailed policy interventions. Significant changes 

such as behavioral change of stakeholders and acceptance of cost-effective efficiency 

measures cannot be revolutionized in society without awareness, the proper execution 

of strategies and implementation control. The policy analysis based on this reference 

case would help to explore possible pathways for Pakistan that could be shaped by 

choices, circumstances, and policy alternatives. 

Table 7.3 shows the urban electricity consumption by different modeled technologies. 

In current scenario, after 2030, cooking might be switched to electricity due to non-

availability of natural gas and it will increase the requirement of electricity manifolds. 

As the model selects the technologies on least cost basis, that’s why electric cooking is 

making place after 2030.  

 

Urban Electric 

Energy 

Services 

Technology Type 
Milestone Years 

2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 

Space Cooling                                                   

(Air-

Conditioners 

& Coolers) 

Traditional AC 767.49 219.28         

New Improved AC  310.64 543.64 907.35 1355.99 2032.29 

New Standard AC 1797.76 2892.61 4203.29 5679.09 7060.74 8978.90 

Traditional Air coolers 388.59      

New Improved Air Coolers 593.35 1069.79 1539.40 2198.92 2890.87 3888.30 

Table 7-3: Urban electricity consumption by different modeled technologies 
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Urban Electric 

Energy 

Services 

Technology Type 
Milestone Years 

2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 

Existing Improved Air Coolers 137.39      

New Standard Air Coolers 1373.20 2305.28 3177.13 4348.75 5480.74 7069.64 

Cooking 
New Improved Cookers       2029.26 5989.95 10321.56 

New Standard Cookers       17330.69 42313.64 61738.23 

Lighting 

New Standard CFL 1110.52 1444.18 1723.65 2154.18 2662.81 3234.11 

New Improved FT 44.05 93.49 133.03 193.21 283.21 398.13 

New Standard FT 984.66 1264.87 1490.91 1839.11 2229.77 2654.20 

New Incandescent Lights 2332.10 2668.84 2807.57 3071.70 3295.23 3434.85 

Misc. 

Appliances 

Existing Appliances 3583.48 1023.85         

New Others Appliances 9815.40 15951.54 20436.74 24776.08 30629.19 37778.76 

Space Cooling                  

(Fans) 

New Improved Fans 1164.58 2030.85 2995.29 4039.75 5241.79 6662.57 

New Standard Fans 9031.33 11226.69 13703.34 16584.24 19894.87 23444.23 

Existing Standard Fans 485.38 283.14 80.90       

Refrigeration 
Existing Refrigerators 1414.34 404.10         

New Standard Refrigerators 2034.03 3719.57 5526.49 7712.33 10620.95 14145.87 

Space Heating 

New Improved Heat Pumps 
(Air)         368.89 524.41 

New Standard Heat Pumps 

(Air) 63.52 164.15 247.44 366.13 628.40 957.12 

Water Heating New Standard Water Heaters 116.80 4418.10 9396.89 14001.82 17674.98 21749.63 

Total (GWh) 37237.97 51490.96 68005.70 107232.63 158622.04 209012.79 

 

Table 7.4 exhibits the steady electricity consumption in rural households. Due to the 

migration flux towards urban areas, the growth in rural households is showing 

negative trend and thus electricity consumption will be relatively at lower pace.  

Rural Electric 

Energy 

Services 

Technology Type 
Milestone Years 

2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 

Space Cooling                                                   

(Air-

Conditioners 

& Coolers) 

Traditional AC 14.32 4.09         

New Improved AC  4.25 6.27 9.03 12.07 15.89 

New Standard AC 25.99 38.57 48.48 56.54 62.82 70.18 

Traditional Air coolers 43.65      

New Improved Air Coolers 57.30 102.17 136.84 187.67 247.74 332.93 

Existing Improved Air Coolers 15.43      

New Standard Air Coolers 132.24 220.16 282.42 371.15 469.68 605.33 

Lighting 

New Standard CFL 688.06 777.87 865.54 959.32 1073.03 1213.36 

New Improved FT 27.29 50.36 68.11 89.35 120.58 160.43 

New Standard FT 610.08 681.29 763.35 850.51 949.39 1069.56 

New Incandescent Lights 1444.92 1437.50 1485.00 1523.84 1573.10 1635.79 

Misc. 

Appliances 

Existing Appliances 1132.57 323.59         

New Others Appliances 2684.78 4248.49 5243.11 5978.87 6894.60 8104.46 

Table 7-4: Rural electricity consumption by different modeled technologies 
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Rural Electric 

Energy 

Services 

Technology Type 
Milestone Years 

2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 

Space Cooling                  

(Fans) 

New Improved Fans 537.77 911.39 1315.31 1688.45 2058.77 2510.77 

New Standard Fans 4428.80 5189.68 6060.70 6931.54 7813.91 8834.89 

Existing Improved Fans 271.34 158.28 45.22       

Refrigeration 
Existing Refrigerators 1194.95 341.42         

New Standard Refrigerators 1665.88 2964.41 4242.03 5650.42 7510.40 9887.74 

Space Heating 

New Improved Heat Pumps 
(Air) 4.71 5.17 8.35 6.96 16.55 22.07 

New Standard Heat Pumps 

(Air) 5.89 12.80 21.10 30.61 42.28 56.39 

New Improved Heaters   292.39 381.76 492.19 625.21 

New Standard Heaters     2049.31 2145.07 2226.55 2342.79 

Water Heating New Standard Water Heaters 2103.07 2421.79 2691.51 2975.70 3295.95 3688.97 

Total (GWh) 17089.03 19893.28 25625.04 29836.76 34859.60 41176.75 

 

Table 7.5 shows the final energy projections by non-electric energy fuels. Total final 

consumption spectacles the negative trend of these energy services which can be met 

by non-electric fuels. A minor inconsistency can be seen in the space heating where 

most of the energy needs are acquired by natural gas. This irregularity comes due to the 

loose upper bound fuel constraint in the model by which demand of space heating is 

grabbing the maximum available resource of natural gas dedicated to residential sector.  

Non-electric 

Urban Energy 

Services 

Technology Type 
Milestone Years 

2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 

Cooking 

New Standard Biomass Stove 2.25 3.01 5.89 7.08 8.62 10.22 

New Improved Biomass Stove 51.85 44.14 66.74 64.47 62.93 61.32 

New Improved LPG Cooker 0.26 0.57 0.83 1.10 1.40 1.82 

New Standard LPG Cooker 4.79 5.99 6.82 7.28 7.70 8.49 

New Standard Gas Cooker 5.23 13.66 18.46 16.80 7.18  

New Improved Gas Cooker 95.68 143.47 150.72 111.05 39.47   

Lighting New Kerosene Lamp 4.05 4.49 6.97 8.05 9.32 10.67 

Space Heating 

New Improved LPG Heater 0.03 0.05 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.22 

New Standard LPG Heater 0.42 0.51 0.58 0.68 0.79 0.91 

New Improved Gas Heater 2.63 5.55 8.28 12.12 16.65 22.37 

New Standard Gas Heater 42.24 51.20 59.41 70.43 80.49 91.77 

Water Heating 

Existing LPG Water Heater 0.12      

New Advanced LPG Water 
Heater  0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.08 

New Improved LPG Water 

Heater 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.10 0.14 

New Standard LPG Water 
Heater 0.19 0.32 0.30 0.34 0.41 0.47 

Existing Gas Water Heater 9.50      

New Standard Gas Water Heater 2.04 2.17 0.97    

Table 7-5: Final energy projections of non-electric energy fuels in urban sector 
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Non-electric 

Urban Energy 

Services 

Technology Type 
Milestone Years 

2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 

New Improved Gas Water 
Heater 24.72 23.67 7.16    

Total (PJ) 246.05 298.87 333.29 299.61 235.26 208.49 

 

Non-electric energy services of rural residential sector have been shown in Table 7.6. 

Cooking energy needs show the positive trend but with the advent of new improved 

biomass cookers, its expenditure rate is somehow slow. The other significant change in 

rural households is the use of LPG cookers, which increase the energy demand of LPG 

up to 43% from 2015 to 2040. Overall, final energy demands will be increased about 

34% in 2040. 

 

Non-electric Rural 

Energy Services 
Technology Type 

Milestone Years 

2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 

Cooking 

New Improved Biomass Stove 21.54 35.82 65.08 75.53 86.17 97.11 

New Standard Biomass Stove 495.50 406.01 613.62 604.25 593.62 582.67 

New Standard Kerosene 
Cookers 

14.21 14.73 22.88 24.93 29.61 34.57 

New Improved LPG Cooker 3.89 6.57 8.20 10.71 14.36 18.62 

New Standard LPG Cooker 86.12 88.13 91.16 101.10 112.13 123.12 

New Improved Gas Cooker 0.45 1.06 1.34 1.40 1.16 1.09 

New Standard Gas Cooker 10.06 14.17 14.94 13.21 9.04 7.18 

Lighting New Kerosene Lamp 3.69 3.63 3.62 3.58 3.40 3.22 

Others 
Existing Coal Stoves 0.01 0.00         

New Coal Stoves 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04 

Space Heating 
New Improved LPG Heater 0.49 0.88     

New Standard LPG Heater 7.91 8.15     

Water heating Existing Gas Water Heater 0.52           

Total (PJ) 644.41 579.18 820.88 834.75 849.53 867.64 

 Scenario Analysis of Residential Energy Demands 

 Sectoral share of final energy demand 

Major energy-consumptions in the residential sector comprise of services such as 

cooking, space- cooling, refrigeration, and lighting. These energy-uses are calculated 

based on normalizing the actual fuel demands in households of different socio-

economic groups. To account the energy use, its intensity for each energy service is 

calculated. This includes natural gas, biomass, and electricity use within the total 

Table 7-6: Final energy projections of non-electric energy fuels in rural sector 
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residential RES (reference energy system). The share of energy consumption in 2040 is 

decreased to 31% as compared to 40% in the year 2007 (see Table 7.7), while energy 

demand in the industrial sector is increased due to the stabilized economic growth of 

the industrial sector in BAU case. Figure 7.16 presents the sectoral share of electricity 

consumption in 2040 in all scenarios. 

 

 

Figure 7.16: Sectoral share of electricity consumption in 2040 in all scenarios 

 Scenario cases of residential final energy demand 

The residential final energy consumption of 22 Mtoe in the base year 2007 increases to 

double in all the cases by 2040. Table 7.7 presents the residential sector’s final energy 

demand projections in all scenarios. This rise in energy demand is because of increase 

in population, and high urbanization rate. Moreover, base case scenario shows the share 

of electricity use of a residential sector increase from 46% (2007) to 54% in 2040, which 

could be even more than 59% in the weak economic (WE) growth case.  

There is significant variation of energy need, in the future, based on these economic 

scenarios, as the base case is already closely tied to other cases developed in this study. 

The results reflect the major overhauling of the energy system specifically the demand 

side sectors. 
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Years Base Case Weak Economy Strong Economy Energy Efficiency 

2007 22.5 22.5 22.5 22.5 

2015 24.5 23.9 25.5 24.0 

2020 25.6 25.1 29.1 25.1 

2025 33.7 33.0 34.2 32.6 

2030 36.8 36.0 39.6 34.9 

2035 40.3 38.9 44.3 37.3 

2040 44.7 43.4 50.6 41.0 

 

It can also be noted that even with some variation in any given sensitivity, the increase 

is very strong, so, even under weaker economic growth, enormous growth in energy 

demands are expected. The results from reference scenario are not intended as future 

predictions. Rather they represent development paths for the energy sector that reflects 

the future energy requirements aligned with the government’s projections for GDP 

growth. It serves as the comparison point for GDP variant analyses. 

The residential final energy demand growth is due to urbanization and access to 

commercial energy resources by electrification in rural areas. The uptake of appliance 

stock (e.g. space coolers/air-conditioners, refrigerators, and entertainment devices, 

etc.), and lifestyle improvements are the main drivers of future energy demands. For 

instance, energy use for space cooling increases as the income level of the community 

will turn up. On the other hand, in EE scenario, the final energy demand in 2040 is 11% 

lower than the BAU case, and this low level in energy demand is by virtue of energy 

conservation and efficient measures - uptake of efficient households’ appliances. The 

energy saving actions become cost-effective significantly, also due to projected future 

fuel prices.  

There is significant change in the final energy between the base case and strong 

economic growth scenarios. The system-wide total energy requirements also increase 

as the whole energy system responds to the growing population and economic 

expansion. The additional energy use in the strong economy case is met by increasing 

energy supplies, while energy imports increase 530% in 2040 by 2007 level. In weaker 

Table 7-7: Residential sector’s final energy demand projections in all scenarios 
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economic growth, the final energy declines in 2040 by 19.5% from the reference case. 

This is due to the non-availability and restricted energy supplies to the masses. In this 

case, energy import declines by 32% in 2040 as compared to the strong economic 

growth case.  

In each scenario, the natural gas supply is gradually decreasing due to depletion of 

current identified gas wells. The total energy mix shows the great vulnerability in 

coming years. The other dangerous trend can be seen in the restricted availability of 

comparatively cheaper energy resource of biomass, especially for rural households. The 

residential sector is mainly dependent on these two energy resources for cooking needs. 

In turn, the model is switched to electric applications as these two sources vanish. If an 

energy efficiency (EE) case does not fully work, then the final energy demand in 2040 

will increase more than double to base level in stronger economy scenario. These 

sensitivities show the importance of energy efficiency in a national energy system. 

 Implications to an Existing Energy System 

Figure 7.17 and Figure 7.18 show the overall growth in final energy-use in all main 

sectors, together with the required energy supplies in years 2015 and 2040 for all 

scenario cases. The analysis shows that overall energy use would be tripled the current 

demand, while Industrial energy use increases 2.5 times in 2030. Over 570% increase 

in electricity consumption entail drastic modifications in an existing energy system, 

resource and infrastructure usage, and investment in new technologies. Figure 7.19 

displays an overall tremendous growth in the electricity generating capacity dominated 

by coal plants, together with modest expansion in non-hydro renewable technologies in 

base case scenario. Nuclear plants, together with some big hydro plants dominate the 

electricity generation in 2040. The other additions in electric capacity are imported oil 

and gas operated plants. This needs the huge capacity investments to fulfill the future 

electricity requirements. This is another negative impact on the national economy as 

energy imports grow to over 40% of total supply by 2030 as natural gas imports come 

on-line. In terms of the energy system cost in the residential sector, the incremental cost 

of energy efficiency scenario increases in the mid-term and is about 17.4% higher than 

reference case. 
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Figure 7.17: Final energy demand in demand-side sectors 

 

Figure 7.18: Energy supplies in years 2015 and 2040 for all scenario cases 

 

Figure 7.19: Electricity generating capacity by different types of power plants in BAU scenario 
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Figure 7.20 presents the cost profile of the residential sector by projecting the 

investment, together with fixed and operating costs in Energy Efficiency (EE) case. The 

increase is due to the replacement of an existing inefficient stock of household 

appliances. Figure 7.21 shows the total undiscounted system cost among all scenarios. 

 The results from these scenarios are not only intended as future predictions, these also 

represent development paths for the energy sector that reflects the future energy 

requirements aligned with the government’s projections for GDP growth. It might serve 

as the comparison point for GDP variant analyses. The reference case (BAU) scenario 

for residential domain – without any newly developed national policy intervention, 

exhibits the insights of future energy demands and likelihood of technological evolution 

in the energy system.  

 

Figure 7.20: Investment cost profile of the residential sector 

 

 

Figure 7.21: Total system cost in undiscounted terms among all scenarios 
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Increase in the cooling energy service by air-conditioners is significant and indicates 

the need of thermal insulation of buildings by deployment of building energy codes in 

true spirit [205]. Cooking and water-heating are showing the upward tendency of 

energy-increase which account for more than half of the energy demand in the future. 

This projected energy demand is due to the growth in urban population along with the 

urbanization factor. The household energy demand is projected based on average 

energy intensity per household, which is assumed to grow over the period due to rise in 

the comfort level, lifestyle of citizens and behavioral change towards the adoption of 

more appliances. These scenarios depend on many factors, such as prices assumed for 

fuel sources, demand projections in populations, GDP, urbanization rate, price and 

performance of technology outlook, evolution of the future energy system at supply 

side, and end-use technology adoption of demand side sectors. 

The technology and fuel-share constraints are crucial to control the system’s evolution 

rate. Limitations applied to reference case are comparatively tight, as it is unlikely to 

change the scenario radically without detailed policy interventions. Significant changes 

such as behavioral change of stakeholders and acceptance of cost-effective efficiency 

measures cannot be revolutionized in society without awareness, the proper execution 

of strategies, and implementation control. The policy analysis based on this base case 

would help to explore possible pathways for Pakistan that could be shaped by choices, 

circumstances, and policy alternatives. 

 Residential Energy Efficiency Potential  

Significant amount of energy can be saved through cost effective potential policies. The 

estimate, based on a modest scheme of efficient appliance penetration in society starting 

from the year 2020, reveals that we could be able to save considerable amount of energy 

in all the modeling years and minimum – 200 PJ in 2040. Only the existing known and 

mature technologies were modeled for different end-use devices and few energy 

appliances were initially targeted. By deploying an aggressive energy efficient strategy 

even more energy saving potential can be achieved, which would encourage the rapid 

diffusion of less consuming energy appliances like air-conditioners, lighting systems, 

cooking ovens and fans.  
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The results show that an overall 15% savings in energy use are possible with no-cost to 

low-cost solutions particularly in urban residential sector. Figure 7.22 depicts the short 

term increase in electricity consumption from the year 2020 due to switching of many 

energy services to electricity, but after some time this effect may be defused by phasing 

out of some inefficient appliances from national stock. The implications of technology 

upfront cost can easily be neutralized with low expenditure on fuel cost over the lifetime 

of technology. Often, a key barrier is the high upfront cost due to affordability issues in 

poor economies. The progress in adoption of new technologies also leads to reduce the 

externalities like environmental pollution by urban buildings.  

Figure 7.23 shows the reduction in energy consumption due to high penetration rate of 

energy efficient appliances. In cooking and water heating, an increase of energy use can 

be seen which is due to the switching to electricity besides other conventional fuels. 

However, the overall picture gives the encouraging results with increasing the energy 

efficiency efforts on account of low cost solutions. 

 

 

Figure 7.22: Comparison of energy fuel requirements between BAU and EE scenarios 

The most significant decrease in the cooling energy service is caused by the adoption 

of air heat pumps having large COP. The air coolers may also be substituted by more 

efficient technology in this category. Some of the electrical appliances could not be 

modeled because of unavailability of market data.  
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Figure 7.23: Reduction in energy consumption due to high penetration rate of energy efficient 

appliances in urban sector 

A considerable reduction in the energy consumption of residential sector requires 

improved technology usage at low costs. Any sort pf prioritization scheme may be set 

to changeover the appliances’ stock with efficient subsidies. According to reference 

case, an existing lighting system fall in the first category to phase out the equipment 

followed by standard fans used for space cooling. Energy performance standards for 

each newly constructed building should be mandatory in an obligation of building 

energy codes as practiced in other countries. Appliance standardization and labeling 

should also be in focus to lessen the future energy requirements. The first attempt must 

be made to restructure the energy system according to some established workable plan 

from national to municipality level. Successful deployment of local energy plans would 

provide sustainable pathways for future development. 

The base case (BAU) also contains restrictions which are intended to prevent overly 

rapid change in the energy system.  These include the upper bounds on the appliance 

penetration rate and the degree of fuel switching in the residential sector. The 

penetration limits on energy efficient technologies for each energy service are 

considered as 10% of the whole stock by 2030. In EE scenario, more rapid uptake of 

energy efficient appliances in households allows for increased levels of energy 

efficiency. It permits many technologies such as lighting up to 50% of new technology 

purchases in 2030, rather than 10% imposed limit in the reference scenario. 

Implementing efficient practices reduces gas consumption in the residential sector due 

to enhanced and efficient stoves, together with electricity savings by new and modern 
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devices. The energy efficiency measures, which also support the reduction of overall 

electricity consumption, concedes some large power projects such as coal and nuclear 

plants. 

 Outcomes and Summary of Res-TIMES Model 

Table 7.8 illustrates the major indicators of residential sector in upcoming milestone 

years. It is evident that sectoral share of electricity use in the urban households could 

be 49% of total distributed electricity in the country up to 2040. In contrast, useful 

energy demand might be about 1080 PJ which is more than 16% of overall energy 

consumption at the end of planning horizon. The forecast of households’ growth in 

urban areas shows that with keeping the existing pace of urbanization, the number of 

households would be more than double in year-2027. Average electricity consumption 

per household is also continuously increasing in future years, perhaps due to adoption 

of new electrical appliances. Electricity may be the single choice because of non-

availability of other fossil fuels to urban dwellings after 2030 because of rapidly 

depleting conventional resources. 

As shown in Table 7.8 that by 2040, an overall share of electricity use in the urban 

residential sector might be the half of total electricity consumption in comparison to all 

other sectors. These future increasing energy requirements signal the paramount 

pressure on supply side resources. The average steady growth of country’s GDP with 

the population increase might shatter the country’s energy security. In medium terms, 

imports of conventional fuels might also increase from 30% to 45%. Significant 

vulnerability in fuel prices will also be daring to the fragile economic conditions. In 

addition, all three scenarios show rapid demand growth that will result in challenges for 

future energy policy development, so an important message is that even under low 

economic growth, the challenge is ample and under higher growth assumptions, it is 

even immense. 

This conveys not only the strategic weakness but also expresses huge economic risks 

to the society in the future. By many national energy planners, the severity of the issues 

could not be mapped as an integrated way. Hence, new heavy investments in energy 

and power sector may also impede economic development. Tremendous growth of 

energy consumption only in urban households may also greatly affect the national 

energy intensity as this sector heavily relies on grid electricity and pipeline natural gas.  



Residential Sector's Energy Indicators 
2015 2030 2040 

Urban Rural Urban Rural Urban Rural 

Sectoral energy share in overall consumption (%) 13.6 25.3 14.5 19.9 14.4 15.2 

Sectoral energy share in residential consumption (%) 35 65 42.1 57.9 48.6 51.4 

Sectoral share in the overall country electricity consumption 

(%) 
34.3 15.8 38.5 10.7 44 8.7 

Sectoral electricity share in residential consumption (%) 68.5 31.5 78.2 21.8 83.6 16.5 

Number of electrified households (Millions) 12.38 14.4 20.93 17.6 28.25 19.83 

Residential electricity consumption (GWh/year) 37237 17089 107232 29836 209012 41176 

Average electricity consumption/dwelling (kWh/year) 3007.84 1186.74 5123.36 1695.23 7398.65 2076.45 

Average electricity consumption/dwelling (kWh/month) 250.65 98.89 426.95 141.27 616.55 173.04 

Family Size per HH 6.14 6.55 5.82 6.27 5.6 6.1 

Electricity consumption/capita (electrified HH) (kWh/capita) 489.88 181.18 880.30 270.37 1321.19 340.40 

Overall electricity consumption (GWh/year) 108445 278486 250136 

Population (Millions) 183.9 243.1 292.2 

Electricity consumption/capita (kWh/year) 589.70 1145.56 856.04 

Total primary energy supplies (Mtoe/year) 92.79 165.05 236.56 

Energy consumption per capita (kgoe/capita) 504.57 678.94 809.58 

Table 7-8: Result summary of Res-TIMES Model 



In near future, supply shortages both of these energy commodities might limit the 

comfort level of the householders. The energy strategy based on diversified energy 

resources, and implementation of all possible energy saving measures along with the 

use of advanced conversion technologies can only secure any future disaster.  

 Validation 

TIMES model validation 

Model validation is usually defined to mean “substantiation that a computerized model 

within its domain of applicability possesses a satisfactory range of accuracy consistent 

with the intended application of the model” [206]. 

Validation of energy models is the greater challenge and it depends on the explicit 

purposes of the long-term analytics. Generally, the emphasis is placed to the predictive 

capability of the used modeling approach though many other objectives like descriptive, 

normative, and predictive benchmarks pose different validation criteria. Widespread 

usage of MARKAL/TIMES over decades is clearly a market “validation” -  over 

seventy seven countries make use of Markal/TIMES as fundamental framework to 

analyze the energy systems.  

Model calibration and verification 

The verification process of computerized models ensure that the programming code and 

implementation of the conceptual model are correct and based on reliable dataset. The 

scrutiny of existing model was done by running various modeling cases and found it 

consistent with input parameters and other data assumptions. The developed residential 

energy model using TIMES has been verified based on different techniques. It is 

compared with other modeling approaches as well as checking the internal consistency 

of model by running the several modeling cases itself. The results of next 25 years (up 

to 2040) also show the responsiveness of the model along with it predictive validation. 

Event validation has also been drawn particularly by establishing the residential 

seasonal electricity load curves and its comparison with status of day-by-day situation 

of electricity generation and transmission by National Transmission and Distribution 

Company (See Figure 7.5 & Table 7.2). Furthermore, the modeling results and data 

assumptions have been frequently presented to experts from energy sector and 

academic institutes in last six months and found the modeling exercise satisfactory. The 
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reviews were mainly focused on parameter specifications and dataset used as well as 

the overall the technology selection and constraints applied to the model. Some minor 

changes have also been incorporated in share adjustment of residential energy services 

and fuel shares on the peer review process of model.  

In the base year 2007, residential sector is closely adjusted to the actual final energy 

consumption by fuel from energy yearbook and Pak-IEM [77, 199]. Table 7.9 shows 

the statistical strength of Res-Times energy model. The developed reference case, Res-

TIMES, is evaluated statistically against the actual demands of final energy of 

residential sector. The accuracy of forecast is checked on two measures; Mean Forecast 

Error – MEF; and Mean Absolute Deviation – MAD. MEF is a degree of forecast 

model’s bias while MAD specifies the absolute size of the errors. Table 7.9 presents 

the calculation to find MEF and MAD. The statistics reveals that MEF < 0 and MAD = 

1.27. These statistics show that model tends to marginally over-forecast, with a mean 

absolute error of 1.27 units. The model showed its sanctity as it is thought provoking 

that country observed severe energy crisis since 2008 and the society could not fulfill 

its energy needs.  

 

Years No. of 

Periods 

EYB 

2014 

(Mtoe) 

Res-

TIMES 

(Mtoe) 

Error Abs. 

Error 

2008 1 8.05 8.4 -0.35 0.35 

2009 2 8.09 9.5 -1.41 1.41 

2010 3 8.36 9.92 -1.56 1.56 

2011 4 8.72 10.38 -1.66 1.66 

2012 5 9.36 10.87 -1.51 1.51 

2013 6 10.12 11.27 -1.15 1.15 

 ∑ -7.64 7.64 

 -1.27 1.27 

MEF MAD 

 

TIMES residential model is also verified by the end-use spreadsheet electricity model, 

which is purely analytical in nature. A detailed mathematical base has been presented 

of the method in section 6.2. Figure 7.24 shows the close binding of these two 

developed models for the modeling year 2015.  

Moreover, total final energy and electricity consumption were also matched by Pak-

IEM base case and found closely tied. 

Table 7-9: Statistical strength of Res-Times energy model 
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Figure 7.24: Comparison between End-Use Model and Res-Times for the year 2015 

 Validation of method 

The foresights of energy demands and its saving potential in long-term horizon are 

dependent on the exogenous variables and the assumptions used in energy model. The 

set of these assumptions can greatly affect the modeling results. Modeling 

interpretations and outcomes generally should be taken in the context of usefulness to 

deal with the underlying research problem or questions. The models are simplified form 

of complex real-world systems and are uncertain in nature. In residential sector, 

uncertainties associated with following factors contribute to the uncertainty of these 

assessments 

  Technological degradation of appliances over time 

  Lifetimes  

 Time-of-use 

  Penetration and saturation rates 

  Efficiency, and  

 Behavioral issues  

Regardless of uncertainties with the modeling, the total residential energy consumption 

in the model is modestly consistent with top down approach estimations for residential 

energy end-use. 
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The modeling results and conclusions are useful for policy makers even if they do not 

fully represent complexity of real world effects and counter effects. The issue of 

knowing the exact numbers in energy consumption or savings in a long-term horizon is 

not crucial, as policy makers should concern the ranges of outcomes resulted from 

diverse scenarios. Robust energy planning and management can ensure the more 

effective use of energy resources in demand side sectors. A good and narrowing index 

of modeling calibration with some existing predictions as well as forecasts obtained 

from this modeling exercise compared with actual energy consumption for past seven 

years (base year 2007) indicate the reliability and validity of method used. Moreover, 

module based structure of developed residential energy model will also be helpful to 

prove it credible for further analysis. 

 Limitations of Res-TIMES Model 

This chapter explores the consistent method to create possible pathways for adoption 

of new technologies and switching to fuels for different household energy services 

under different economic variants. This model also captures many trade-offs in the 

reduction of energy consumption. The model mainly takes decisions based on 

technology parameters and fuel costs. TIMES energy model decides the reference 

energy system for any particular period based on single criteria, i.e., least cost. 

However, this optimization modeling framework does not consider the choices made 

on the basis of other social attributes such as color, design, brand of the appliance and 

householders’ attitudes. However, it is challenging in standard TIMES generator, but 

this type of consumer behavior can be separately controlled through behavioral 

modeling and through efficient appliance penetration in the residential sector. In 

addition, due to the first study of its kind, preparation of large dataset may involve some 

associated uncertainties. The residential sector is also modelled as only the division of 

urban and rural households, rather at full resolution of the other socio-economic basis, 

i.e., income groups. This weighted averaging method to conceive the energy-use profile 

is somehow coarse one and should be refined further in the succeeding modeling efforts.  

The second type of problems emerging from this modeling exercise are related to data 

issues. Very small sample sizes, with group averages (in energy use) may reduce the 

statistical power of datasets. 
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To overcome this issue, stochastic modeling could be used to test the statistical quality 

of input data. Keeping in mind this issue, Monte Carlo simulation is enthusiastically 

used to condition the survey results of electricity consumption of each income group. 

Over many thousand simulation runs were made to examine and verify the input values. 

Nevertheless, the results were satisfactory and qualified to feed into model.  

 Multi-Criteria Assessment (MCA)  

The energy challenges facing households are wide-ranging, and in sketching a path 

toward a truly sustainable energy future in society, a lot of diverse targets will need to 

be fulfilled. Some of these include: 

1. Attaining the near-country energy access 

2. Ensuring the clean energy resource available to all 

3. Making the clean energy affordable to poor 

4. Improving the commodity as secure and risk-free  

5. Reducing the energy consumption and enhance the residential system 

sustainability 

Consequently, accomplishing each of these targets is a main challenge for all 

governments and administrations, current or future. However, proper prioritization the 

compound objectives to the same degree of importance. Due to the massive interactions 

and conflicts among actions, trade-offs have to be designed. The proposed multi-criteria 

decision-making process allows a large number of interventions to make the future 

residential energy choices to be compared within a common framework based on 

Quality Function Deployment (QFD) Tool. In Chapter 5, the construction and 

application of this tool has been discussed in detail. The prime advantage of deploying 

this tool is that analysts and decision makers might able to gain a quick understanding 

of their plans and actions. MCA analysis has been progressively applied in energy 

planning. The process starts from the identification of primary and secondary 

stakeholders. Table 7.10 provides a simple graphical representation of how the QFD 

can be applied to test the effectiveness of strategies and actions. 

Criteria selection is generally made from sustainable energy development aspects like 

social, economic, and environment. The attributes may include availability and 

accessibility of energy resources at cheap and affordable price, reliability and service 

quality, health and safety by improved indoor air quality, acceptability of energy 
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carriers and suitability to modern appliances, etc. To attain these objectives, some of 

the sustainable energy enablers have been depicted in next chapter. Table 8.1 (see next 

chapter) illustrates the key sustainable energy enablers, which should be applied to 

make the residential building smarter in developing countries.  

The purpose to present the QFD model here is to integrate the qualitative decisions with 

quantitative outcome from TIMES energy models. Several purposeful policy scenarios 

generated by quantitative energy model (TIMES etc.) can be evaluated by using any 

MCA tool or technique. Alternatives or enablers are ranked accordingly and 

stakeholders scrutinize the final energy plans. 

 Summary 

A residential energy load model for long term energy planning has been presented. The 

model uses hybrid approach; a bottom-up method in which the individual appliances 

are assessed by their power rating and availability factor to compose a household load, 

and the top-down approach in which energy profile of a household is made through 

decomposition of fuel-shares from national energy statistics for major energy services. 

The input dataset was mainly prepared and collected through the survey and other 

studies conducted by governmental and non-governmental organizations. Additionally, 

the dataset used in the model was calibrated, tested, and validated against federal 

statistical report, energy yearbook, and PEPCO mid-term energy demand forecasting 

respectively. The model covers the entire residential non-transport energy demands. 

Three scenario cases of energy demand and a special case of energy efficiency were 

established to develop the insights for residential urban and rural sectors.  

Base case scenario shows the share of electricity use of a residential sector increase 

from 46% (2007) to 54% in 2040, which could be even more than 59% in the weak 

economic (WE) growth case. On the other hand, in EE scenario, the final energy 

demand in 2040 is 11% lower than the BAU case. If an energy efficiency (EE) case 

does not fully work, then the final energy demand in 2040 increases more than double 

to base level in stronger economy scenario. These sensitivities show the importance of 

energy efficiency in a national energy system.  



Table 7-10: Assessment of residential sustainable energy enablers through QFD 



Chapter – 8 

8 Conclusion and Recommendations 

Introduction 

Robust energy planning and management can ensure the more effective use of energy 

resources in demand side sectors. Residential energy modeling seeks to estimate how 

much energy would be consumed by end-use customers in future to attain various 

energy services. This chapter sets the direction in order to take better and informed 

decisions in reshaping of the energy system according to future challenges. 

This chapter concludes the actions, which should be taken to make the sustainable 

energy system in Pakistan, particularly of residential sector. As the way forward, some 

important recommendations have been proposed based on the analysis of residential 

sector and the planning management system. In first section, Sustainable Energy 

Enablers for residential sector have been depicted along with the metrics to evaluate 

them. The second section introduces the some important management and structural 

arrangements required in the existing energy system. In resulting of it, a step towards 

sustainable society has been introduced, named as 8MWh +R society.  

The Way Forward 

The first attempt must be made to restructure the energy system according to some 

established workable plan from national to municipality level. Deployment of local 

energy plans’ aggregation at national level would provide the pathways for future 

development. To reduce energy consumption particularly in the residential sector needs 

the better technology characterization at low costs and implementation of performance 

energy standards to household appliances [207, 208]. Some prioritization may be set to 

the changeover of appliance’s stock with energy efficient devices in phases. In early 

phase, the inefficient lighting system replacement and retrofitting by some efficient 

solutions is relatively easy which then follows the space cooling technologies up-

gradation. Energy performance measurement for newly constructed buildings should 

be mandatory in an obligation of standardized practice of building energy codes in other 
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countries. Appliance standardization and labeling should also be a prime focus to lessen 

the future energy requirements [24]. 

To act rationally, there is a dire need to change the existing planning system portfolio 

with the responsive one. The journey toward sustainability can be started based on some 

managerial and structural modifications in the existing system. 

This chapter summarizes the actions as under; 

 Development the list of sustainable energy enablers for residential sector

 Sensing the effect of end-use device efficiency on the whole energy system

 Changing the conventional residential reference energy system by renewable

sources

 Managerial shift to plan the future energy resources

 Two-way switching of energy system: centralization and decentralization

 Testing the flight in a simple way

 Creation of 8MWh +R society

o Energy conservation

o Energy efficiency

o Renewable energy harnessing

Sustainable Energy Enablers (SEE) for Residential Sector 

How the energy supplies can be made sustainable to every one? To answer it, we would 

have to totally overhaul our existing system. Quantification of remaining energy assets 

and their sensible delivery to the demand side sectors is the first step followed by the 

strengthening of existing energy infrastructure. We are ill mannered in using the 

indigenous resources and could not tap them effectively. For masses in rural areas, 

renewable energy can be a game changer. By enhancing the modernization in 

technology, these resources can be used efficiently. A full program of demand side 

management has to be initiated to conserve the available energy resources. Regulatory 

and financial reforms related to building structures and home appliances should be 

instigated as earliest. Education can perform pivotal role in conserving the energy 

resources. Trainings and awareness programs at each educational level must be taken 

into account. The workable solution to find the multidimensional issues of residential 

sector in Pakistan and similarly in other developing countries are collected in Table 8.1. 



Criteria Attributes Sustainable Energy Enablers (SEE) Metrics 

Ensuring the clean 

energy resource 

available to all 

Availability of 

energy resources 

1. Maximize energy availability to every one

2. Strengthen the existing energy infrastructure

3. Build a program to enhance renewable energy applications in households

4. Motivate people to install PV Solar panels at rooftops

5. Promote the biomass plants particular in rural areas

6. Develop high quality energy networks

No. of electrified HHs (%age 

of households) 

% of HH getting RE 

Energy Cost (Rs./KWh) 

Energy Consumption 

(KWh/capita) 

Decrease in household energy 

intensity (MWh/year) 

Decrease in indoor air 

pollution  

(gCO2) 

Expenditure of HH income on 

each energy commodity i.e. 

monthly Income/utility 

(Rs./Kgoe) 

%age Share of RE resource in 

Total Final Consumption 

Making the clean 

energy affordable to 

poor 

Affordability 1. Enhance local energy resources

2. Maximize use of local efficient processes

3. Targeted subsidies to poor

4. Use efficient and effective billing Mechanisms

5. Develop incentives and rewards program to the efficient HHs

6. For every efficient technology, try to decrease the upfront cost

Attaining the near-

country energy 

access 

Accessibility 1. Increase renewable energy use for residential population

2. Incentivize the new renewable energy technologies

3. Increase private sector partnership in the off-grid electricity market

4. Develop mini-grids to serve households

5. Strengthen the livestock, biomass, and reforestation

6. Strengthen regularity framework associated with renewable energy

Improving the 

commodity as 

secure and risk-free 

Service quality and 

Reliability 

1. Establish the management tiers to solve community energy and environmental issues

2. Support to  energy service company at community level

3. Develop robust infrastructure of energy planning and dispatching

4. Develop strategies  for transparent and accountable systems

5. Reducing indoor air pollution particularly for children and women

Reducing the 

energy consumption 

and enhance the 

residential system 

sustainability 

Energy  

conservation and 

Efficiency 

1. Deploy a full program of Demand Side Management

2. Educate, Aware, and train people in use of technologies and resources

3. Enrich the billing information by providing the information of neighbors’ energy use

4. Practice a reward program for the active participants in energy-savings

5. Use only standardize and efficient appliances (Fans, Air-coolers, Refrigerators, Lights,

TV, Water pumps etc.)

6. Develop energy labeling schemes

7. Deploy building energy codes

8. Use Smart energy metering

Table 8-1: Sustainable energy enablers for residential sector 
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These enablers can be assessed by QFD method (Chapter–7) to design the future residential energy 

systems. 

Sensing the Effect of End-Use Device Efficiency on the Whole Energy 

System 

Efficient end-use device can drastically lower the pressure on whole energy value chain. In most 

cases of home appliance, we take the advantage up to a factor of two.  In some case, due to 

technology advancement, we can go beyond the 6-factor efficiency level. Figure 8.1 exemplifies 

the case by comparing incandescent bulb with LED. Enhanced device efficiency level can 

dramatically reduce the total system size. Thus, we should start the demand side management 

(DSM) program besides increasing the energy supplies. 

Figure 8.1: Effect of end-use device efficiency on the whole energy system 

Altering the Existing Residential Reference Energy System (RES) With 

Renewable Energy Technologies (RETs) 

The conventional energy system is always provoked to inefficiencies. Centralized energy networks 

behave like a great source of wastages. To tune them for better performance is a complex issue in 

developing countries, thus power thefts and line losses are always tend to increase. Renewable 

energy integration into residential reference energy system is a localized and efficient solution. 
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In rural areas, biomass plants can provide heat and electricty needs as well. Figure 8.2 shows the 

new RES for residential sector. We may also take the advantage of very low transmission and 

distribution losses by using the renewable techologies at the point of use.  

 A Managerial Shift to Plan the Future Energy Resources 

Currently, we are just doing energy system planning only at national level.  

 

Figure 8.3: Managerial shift to plan the future energy resources 

Energy crisis in the country is so big that how can an organization having some number of 

employees workout to handle it? Capacity building in planning the energy system is rather an 

immense issue. This study proposes the energy planning and management system by integrating 

Figure 8.2: Integration of renewable energy resources with conventional residential reference energy system 
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the three administrative tires; national, provincial, and district level. Such type of mechanism will 

certainly provide the better results.  

Figure 8.3 presents the integration of different management levels with concerned departments 

and institutes. A two-way communication model is best suited for this purpose. 

Two-Way Switching of Energy System: Centralization and 

Decentralization 

Decentralization of energy system is a process of dispersing energy or redistributing energy from 

central location to local level. Conventional energy systems in developing economies are usually 

highly centralized and often crumbly. Depending upon different factors like health, environmental 

and economic etc. energy production systems are built away from the cities or near to the cities. 

Due to long distance power lines to the centers of use, transmission and distribution losses are at 

peak. By management perspectives, these system cannot configure the local resources available at 

community level thus often overall inefficiency of energy system tend to increase. The advocates 

of centralization management argue that by keeping these networks, operation management cost 

to plan and execute these projects decrease with the increased size of system. Decentralized energy 

system based on local resources try to fulfill community needs and near to optimal in controlling 

the wastes during operations.  

 Pakistan’s energy system is firmly centralized as well as highly mismanaged.  For instance, due 

to overly dependence of whole energy system on natural gas, we have depleted our national 

reserves at an exponential pace and at the verge of serious energy crisis. In centralized system, the 

degree to use of diverse natural resources is at low level and it causes the dependence on imported 

resources. Currently, our energy imports touches one-third of total energy supplies.  

Decentralized energy system mainly consists of the following components: 

1) Energy storage; 2) Transmission and distribution; 3) Distributed generation

We recommend the two-way energy switching model which incline to highly utilize the local 

renewable energy resources in centralized form to some extent while decomposing our national 

system from national level to district level, the fourth tier of administrative unit.  
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Figure 8.4: Two-way switching of energy system: centralization and decentralization 
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To partial shift of Pakistan’s energy system into decentralized state requires the strong political 

will and human resource capacity building.  It is the only choice left to secure and sustain the future 

energy system.  

Benefits of decentralized system include; overcoming ever increasing energy demand by 

enhancing energy security through increase in number of local resources, minimizing the 

transmission and distribution losses, boost the economy, reduce financial risks, control the 

ecological degradation, making the managerial processes simple and easy, creation of job 

opportunities etc. Figure 8.4 presents the concept of two-way switching of energy system 

 Testing the Flight in A Simple Way 

We need a transparent and stable framework to do energy planning at any level. 

 

Figure 8.5: Testing the flight in a simple way 
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 Currently, we are making energy plans without any established method and any modeling 

framework. A lack in institutional capacity building along with dickey bureaucratic procedures 

make the work more complex, cumbersome, and worthless. The consistent framework will also 

allow the transparent accountability system by which many malfunctions could be removed.  

In planning, flow of information should be concurrent and transparent. It is also necessary to keep 

the method simple and easy. The over complications induced by modern computerized 

methods/models may flutter the whole process. The developing countries having resource 

capacity, both human and process, may not work on the complex frameworks and the objective of 

energy planning can easily be destructed and compromised. In Chapter 4, a complete energy 

planning shell has been presented. The working example of this proposed method is shown in 

Figure 8.5. 

 Developing 8MWh +R Society 

Pakistan energy sector is highly dependent on fossil fuels; therefore, it is necessary to manage 

energy system for future sustainability. Natural gas supplies are not more available after 2030 in 

current scenario, which will also badly affect the delivery of electricity to households. By 

investigating the common household’s energy needs, it is found that most of the households can 

nourish themselves with annual 3 to 4 MWh of electricity supplies and 8 to 9 MWh for other fuel 

supplies. Often, households in most part of the country need about 11 MWh of energy with existing 

technologies to fulfill their needs. An upgradation of energy ladder will also assist to lessen the 

total fuel consumption in households along with the quality service. After making the energy 

assessment for a household, a benchmark is set at 8 MWh per annum. First step to achieve this 

goal is energy conservation and change in energy demand technologies. Next step is the integration 

of renewable energy technologies along with energy supply from central grid. The outcome of 

these two steps would be a society in which each household consumes a fix conventional energy 

and remaining demand would be fulfilled by RETs. The vision of “8MWh +R” house is to reduce 

energy losses by creating awareness in masses about energy conservation and efficiency with 

integration of RETs. A comprehensive plan can be developed by government that whom to be 

subsidized or taxed. Below this hypothetical average, 8 MWh, the households should be rewarded 

while above it should be taxed in increasing slab system. Figure 8.6 provides the 8MWh +R society 

skeleton model. 
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A strategic approach has to be adopted for development of such society. In first phase, there is a 

need to apply energy saving techniques in building sector which include behavioral energy 

management followed by retrofitting of existing building structure/envelop. Energy efficient 

appliances reduce significant energy consumption. Therefore, it is suggested that conventional 

appliances should be replaced with energy efficient appliances which will not only decrease energy 

demand but also the size of household renewable energy systems. In next phase solar PV system 

and biomass, if possible, should be integrated along with traditional energy resources at first and 

other renewable energy technologies later on with successive implementation of initial phases.  
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Figure 8.6: Development of 8MWh +R society (annual energy consumption/household) 

A simple model for solar PV integration in household has been presented for each income group 

of urban and rural areas. After attaining fruitful results, other renewable energy application model 

may be developed such as solar water heating and biogas generation.  
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 Proposed Solar PV model for households 

A solar PV integrated residential building energy model is proposed in this section. Residential 

sector can be divided in urban and rural region due to difference in energy consumption patterns. 

Ideally solar PV system should run most of HH appliances but it is not possible due to associated 

capital cost and limitation of conventional appliances. It is not feasible to run a conventional air 

conditioner, iron and water pumps on solar PV system. Solar PV system designed in this study is 

based on average solar irradiance in Pakistan and initially designed only for lighting and space 

cooling (fans) load. Fans and lighting account for 70% demand in low-income classes and 20 % 

in high income classes. Renewable operated share in a house can be increased if end use appliances 

are ranked to shift on solar system as per feasibility. In first step small power appliances can be 

shifted on solar system like laptop, computer, TV etc. Second step would be to shift high power 

appliances like refrigerator on solar system. Solar air conditioning system will replace 

conventional air conditioning systems and biomass energy might be adopted for gas supply 

especially in rural areas. This will result in energy efficient HH, which requires very small grid 

electricity for appliances like water pumps and substantial reduction in GHG emissions per HH. 

Now the proposed model is explained in detail below in terms of energy consumption per HH, 

solar PV generation, and effect on supply and demand side. 

Solar PV system has been designed for five income classes (poor to elite) of urban and rural regions 

separately. The system size depends on average tilted solar radiation in Pakistan. The system size 

also increases from poor to elite income class with an increase in the electricity requirement. 

Pakistan is situated in hot and humid climate zone so cooling load is larger than heating load.  

 Urban residential sector 

Electricity demand can be estimated for three seasons of Pakistan i.e. winter, intermediate, and 

summer. The demand curves of lighting, space cooling (fans), combined lighting, and space 

cooling (fans) for single urban household is given in the Figure 8.7 along with the simulated solar 

PV generation. Figure 8.7 shows the sizing of PV system according to average electricity demand 

of lighting and fans in representative households. A small fan cooling load in winter season shows 

that there are some areas in Pakistan having very short winter season. Urban elite class use air 

conditioning systems for space cooling therefore electricity consumption of fans is not very large.  
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Figure 8.7: PV system sizing for each income group 
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It is slightly more than 100 kWh/Month in summer season and it reduces to around 30 kWh/Month 

in poor class. The necessary lighting demand is almost 38 kWh/Month in elite class and it reduces 

to 10 kWh/Month in poor class. Electricity consumption is decreasing from elite to poor class due 

to difference in energy intensive life style. Similarly, the solar PV size will be decreasing from 

elite to poor class i.e. 700W to 250W. 

 Rural residential sector 

In general, electricity consumption of rural household is less than of the urban household. 

However, electricity requirement for fans is normally larger than that of urban household because 

very few households have air conditioning system and fans are used mostly to meet cooling 

requirement. In elite class, fan load increases in intermediate season than in summer because air 

conditioning system are not working in intermediate season and total cooling requirement is 

fulfilled by fans. Fan cooling load in elite class is more than 100 kWh/month and it reduces to only 

25 kWh/ month in rural poor class. Lighting demand of elite class is almost 25 kWh/Month and it 

reduces to 10 kWh/Month in poor class. Urban and rural households follow same end use trend 

but the consumption patterns differ due to availability and access to energy resources and varying 

energy intensive lifestyle. Electricity consumption in income classes decreases from elite to poor 

class and similarly solar PV system size decreases from 700W to 150W. 

Lighting load is almost constant throughout the year and a minor decrease during summer season 

is because of the increased sunshine hours. The cooling load is very high in summer season and a 

small fans load in winter seasons accounts for the exhaust fans and shorter winter season in some 

areas of Pakistan. Solar PV generation can fulfill lighting requirement in all seasons and fans load 

as well. However, it may not fulfill combined cooling and lighting load in some areas during the 

summer. This can be justified on preference of inhabitants during this season and first preference 

is obviously cooling. Thus, the designed system for each income class is best workable solution 

for whole year. Actually solar irradiance varies in different regions of Pakistan but the areas with 

low irradiance are cold and cooling requirement also decreases. Similarly, areas in Pakistan, where 

solar irradiance is high, space-cooling requirement also increases.  

Therefore, the designed system would be equally effective in all regions of Pakistan. This scheme 

can be extended by adopting other feasible renewable energy technologies like; solar thermal and 

biomass systems to save gas consumption per HH. Water heating has major share in gas 
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consumption in urban region and rural regions mostly use biomass. Therefore, initially solar 

geysers can be installed along with solar PV system to fulfill water heating and space heating 

requirements. This target can be achieved by increasing the renewable adaptation rate in the society 

and increasing the size of already installed renewable energy system. Awareness about energy 

management, energy efficiency, and subsidies on renewable energy system installation will play 

important role.  

 Testimonials of the Residential Sector 

Majority of the households seek to energize the poorly and inefficient appliances because non-

existence of any implanted regulations to local manufacturers as well as for imported goods. 

Unfortunately, the government policies also do not encourage the higher adoption of efficient 

products. The energy price is an important key factor, from which future energy efficiency policies 

could be sharpened to take the energy savings potential benefits. Despite future projected high-

energy prices, currently, the households are showing less willingness to replace their more energy 

consuming appliances due to non-availability of efficient technologies in their local markets and 

low level of education and awareness. There is also an issue with fuel subsidies that makes energy 

efficiency measures less attractive and government must address it in the future. In addition, the 

role of manufacturer/supplier is also very critical to persuade the households to choose the energy 

efficient technologies and measures. By some effective marketing along with discount strategies 

might be cost-effective solutions. The other solutions may be the direct subsidized to qualifying 

consumers. Without the leading role of government institutes, the market itself cannot be sustained 

at initial stages. 

Another social and economic benefit is in the form of creation of the new green job market with a 

higher level of awareness of energy resource use in sustainable manner. The government should 

also take the leading role to implement and control the energy efficiency standards in new houses, 

building compartments, and appliances. Energy standards should also be implemented as 

retrofitting measures in existing buildings. Constraining the future energy demands and 

maintaining policies would be supportive in developing of the better energy pathways. In 

summary, energy efficiency enhancement in the residential sector has the direct impact and a tool 

to lessen the energy demand burden on the energy supply system. A number of strategies may be 

deployed to improve the energy efficiency of the residential sector such as; (i) by using the 
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advanced technologies for houses; (ii) by implementing of regulatory schemes to reduce the 

amount of wasted energy; (iii) by education and awareness schemes; and (iv) by supporting local 

manufacturers and suppliers. Moreover, taking measures in this regard will boost economic growth 

and thus new job market will be emerged. By following this path, the reduction in energy bills 

would also increase the disposable income of home owners which could be spent elsewhere.  

 Practicable DSM Polices 

Residential sector has major share in electricity consumption during peak hour and consequently 

it decides the supply side installation capacity. Therefore, policies need to be developed to reduce 

residential electricity consumption during peak hours. People do not have behavior towards energy 

saving and most appliances in households are inefficient. The survey describes that only 25-35% 

lights are CFL while remaining are FT light and Incandescent. Therefore, DSM policies can be 

developed based on three applicable scenarios 

 Energy Conservation 

 Energy Efficiency 

 Renewable Energy (RE) Harnessing 

It takes some time for changing behaviors and adaptation of new technologies so these policies are 

designed for 2020. The reduction in residential electricity demand curve by approaching the 

implementation of maximum demand side management for 2020 is shown in the Figure 8.9. It is 

evident that significant electricity saving potential is available by adapting efficient appliances and 

RETs as in the Figure 8.10. Table 8-2 shows the effect of three types of strategical actions on 

residential electricity demand in peak hours. Three possible streams of actions are;  

 No cost solutions 

 Low cost solutions 

 High cost solutions 

Figure 8.8 explains the roadmap for implementation of DSM Policy scenarios. It may be adopted 

in sequential way from low cost to high cost or randomly depending upon the availability and 

capacity of households. It is necessary to develop some catalysts to increase adaptation rate of 

policies and government has to play key role in this by introducing regulation and subsidies. It will 

decrease residential electricity demand and have great impact on supply side. 
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 Energy conservation   

Households should be educated that in peak-time (07 pm to 09 pm) at least 50 W of electric load 

has to be cut-off. Furthermore, the calculations of reduction of 100W in peak-times has also been 

made. In analysis, summer peak demand has been analyzed. This policy might reduce the 

residential peak about 2 GW. 

 Energy efficiency 

In terms of using energy efficient lighting and fans, the peak demand load can further be reduced 

up to 1.6 GW. The policies towards replacing the old inefficient with modern and energy 

efficient electric gadgets may effectively reduce the load.  

 Renewable energy technologies harnessing 

The analysis shows that only 30% adoption of solar PV panels in households can further reduce 

the peak load by 1.3 GW. 

Moreover, the effectiveness of DSM policies is described below by considering different 

scenarios. 

 Effectiveness of DSM policies 

 DSM policy cases 

Policy Case 1 

Scenario – Energy Conservation (100W @ 20%) 

Peak Load Reduction – 0.607 GW 

Policy Case 2 

Scenario – Energy Efficiency (Lights replacement @ 20%) & (Fans replacement @ 20%) 

Peak Load Reduction – 0.324 GW 

Policy Case 3 

Scenario – Energy Conservation (100W @ 40%) + Energy Efficiency (Lights replacement @ 

20%) 

Peak Load Reduction – 1.375 GW 
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Policy Case 4 

Scenario – Energy Conservation (100W @ 60%) + Energy Efficiency (Lights replacement @ 

40%) & (Fans replacement @ 20%) 

Peak Load Reduction – 2.306 GW 

Policy Case 5 

Scenario – Energy Conservation (100W @ 60%) + Energy Efficiency (Lights replacement @ 

100%) & (Fans replacement @ 100%) 

Peak Load Reduction – 3.441 GW 

Policy Case 6 

Scenario – Energy Conservation (50W @ 30%) + Energy Efficiency (Lights replacement @ 50%) 

& (Fans replacement @ 50%) + RE Harnessing (@ 20%) 

Peak Load Reduction – 2.141 GW 

Policy Case 7 

Scenario – Energy Conservation (50W @ 60%) + Energy Efficiency (Lights replacement @ 

100%) & (Fans replacement @ 100%) + RE Harnessing (@ 20%) 

Peak Load Reduction – 3.406 GW 

Policy Case 8 

Scenario – Energy Conservation (100W @ 60%) + Energy Efficiency (Lights replacement @ 

100%) & (Fans replacement @ 100%) + RE Harnessing (@ 30%) 

Peak Load Reduction – 4.755 GW 

 Analysis outcomes 

Residential sector contributes almost 63% in total peak load demand in summer season. By 

deploying the regulatory and incentive policies, the peak load demand can be reduced by 35%. 

Today, Pakistan is facing nearly 30-35% deficit in electricity supplies. The comprehensive set of 

strategies and actions can be resulted in significant reduction of energy outages in the country. 

 

Such types of programs can be managed systematically as discussed in earlier sections. The huge 

potential of energy savings is lying on the ground rather the hanging food. Only the commitment 

of the government is needed to execute the DSM programs.  
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Table 8-2: DSM policies for year 2020. 

 No Cost Low Cost High Cost 

 Energy Conservation Energy Efficiency RE Harnessing 

Adaptation 

Rate % 

50W 100W 

Lighting 

(CFL) 

Fan 

(80W) 

Solar PV for lighting 

and Fans 

Electricity Saving (GWh) 

10 0.152 0.304 0.080 0.082 0.438 

20 0.304 0.607 0.160 0.164 0.876 

30 0.456 0.911 0.240 0.246 1.314 

40 0.607 1.215 0.320 0.328 
Solar PV system has 

limitations of high 

installation cost and 

open space 

requirement. Thus 

only households in 

high income classes 

can afford harnessing 

of Renewable Energy 

Technologies (RETs). 

50 0.759 1.519 0.399 0.410 

60 0.911 1.822 0.479 0.492 

70 Households in low income 

classes run small load as 

per their need so it is not 

possible for those 

households to turn off load 

during peak hours and 

compromise basic 

necessities. 

0.559 0.574 

80 0.639 0.656 

90 0.719 0.738 

100 0.799 0.820 

Max Energy Saving Potential (GWh/Year) in Peak 

Hour   4.755 
 

 

Figure 8.8: Implementation scenarios of DSM policies 

 

Figure 8.9: Residential electricity demand curves for year 2020 

 

Figure 8.10: Max. effect of DSM policies on residential electricity peak demand 

 

 DSM 

POLICIES

50W 100W 

Turn Off Load in Peak Hours

60% 40% 20% 20% 40% 60%

Replace Lighting Appliances with CFL Light/Improved Fans

30% 20% 10% 10% 20% 30%

Install Solar PV System for Lighting and Fan Load in Peak Hours

Energy 

Conservation 

Scenario

Energy  

Efficiency    

Scenario

RET      

Harnessing 

Scenario
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 Future Work 

The PhD Study has articulated a systematic analysis of household energy consumption from partial 

available data. The study comes with an effective way of assembling data for particular research 

purpose. The PhD study accomplished its three research objectives by following four major 

research steps: (1) examination of current available data, (2) design of survey to get accurate data 

for further analysis, (3) scrutiny and analysis of surveyed data, and (4) development of models for 

data collected. As looking back to the study procedure, the study had limitations, which may 

influence the research outputs. However, the study had some inherent limitations, which may 

affect the research outcomes. 

The precise and reliable data is necessarily important for any research activity. It is always a 

cumbersome task to build a transparent and detailed datasets. For this study, the data collection 

scheme is rather limited due to some unavoidable reasons like insecurity and terrorism issues in 

various parts of the country besides the logistic issues. A very limited data could be available, 

especially on household’s appliance possession and usage. The estimation of energy consumption 

was collected on average household energy use basis while some precise methods may designed 

to gather data at device level. In addition, more resources and serious efforts should be reserved to 

collect and establish the consistent datasets for further monitoring and analysis of residential 

energy consumption. It is also notable that availability of some important statistics like population, 

urbanization, number of households, and other energy-economy related indicators is an issue and 

also highly inconsistent even in official documents. It is quite necessary to develop mainframe 

data to be better used by analysts.  

As we have seen, households consume almost half of the energy resources therefore a much more 

focus should be on developing of workable policies to cut down this level of energy consumption. 

The analysis shows that large growth in residential energy consumption can be observed under a 

range of GDP growth assumptions. Conversely, which indicates the large implications for 

investments due to the exponential growth in energy use in dwellings. This extra-ordinary energy 

consumption growth can be mitigated to some extent by cost–effective EE measures. These 

interventions can be such as better technology characterization and the fast penetration rate of 

energy efficient appliances in society. Strong policies from Government will be needed; including 

the demand management for the households by enhancing the penetration of high-end efficient 
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appliances; energy conservation measures such as sensible use through awareness, educating the 

public to enhance the awareness level; and implementation of building energy codes. The objective 

was to quantify the resources and technology mix required to aid in the development of future 

strategic framework for the energy system.  

In general, the model in simplified form exhibits some shortcomings such as urban subsector is 

highly aggregated ignoring the effects of local climatic changes and social norms due to non-

availability of reliable data and computational issues. Nevertheless, assumptions are transparent, 

but further work is required to assess affordability among the different income classes of end-

users. Thus, it is important to more refine the modeling data to better judge social behaviors and 

energy consumption patterns.  

In future research, the more sensitive issues that need more attention include first a proper testing 

of the methodology in diverse set of communities. A number of case studies based on this 

framework can only show the applicability of the process, in general, and improvement in 

decision-making, in particular, towards the sustainable development. More case studies can also 

cross-match the existing employed frameworks with this newly developed one. Furthermore, 

future work could also investigate the level and size of the community where this framework is 

applicable. The method could also be more simple and easy through customization  

 Summary 

This PhD thesis mainly covers the two interrelated phenomenon of Pakistan’s energy system; first, 

adopted energy planning procedures in overall, and secondly, long-term impact of increasing 

energy consumption patterns of households in urban and rural areas of Pakistan. The method 

provides the way to establish a consistent energy planning framework in simple and 

understandable manner. Three research questions were asked in this thesis: 

1. How can we develop a new method to quantity the merits and demerits for plausible energy 

scenarios of a developing country? 

2. How much the final energy required in Pakistan’s residential sector in long term under 

different driving factors up to 2040?  

3. What might be the key strategies to efficient use of energy in residential sector? 

To answer first question, a detailed understanding of underlying issue was developed by analyzing 

the differences and directions among developed and developing countries. In Chapter 2, after 
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reviewing the pitfalls of existing energy planning system established in the country, a closer look 

was taken, in Chapter 4, by interviewing the energy planners and experts. On their feedback and 

suggestions, an energy planning system was developed to start the journey towards sustainable 

society in Chapter 5. This framework was further tested by applying on the residential sector of 

Pakistan to assess the future energy outlook up to 2040. The developed framework was 

recommended by energy experts and found suitable particular in developing economies. 

The solution of second problem is made by deploying the outcomes of preceding research question. 

A detailed survey was carried out to measure the energy consumption patterns by dividing the 

whole society in five income groups. The results were crosschecked by various available 

secondary resources. Chapter 5 also draws the major behavioral findings and quantifies the 

households’ energy related requirements. In Chapter 6, a mathematical base was provided for 

energy-engineering models using both approaches; bottom-up and top-down. By this, two 

subsequent energy models were developed. End-use model purely utilized the bottom-up 

engineering approach and provided the total current energy needs of various distinguished 

households based on income classes like poor, lower middle, middle, upper middle, and elite. To 

consolidate the properties of End-use energy model, optimization paradigm –TIMES – was applied 

to residential sector. Long-term energy demand and supply foresights were drawn accordingly. 

Chapter 7 presents the future energy scenarios including the energy efficiency of Pakistan’s 

residential sector. A comprehensive future energy map encompassing the availability of energy 

supplies, demand of major energy services and technology characterization up to 2040 has been 

presented in this chapter. The established model was verified by the national energy statistics and 

cross matched with the End-use model. Chapter 8 finally concludes the study with some necessary 

interventions required to gain some sustainability in residential energy system.  

In response of third research question, a quantitative scenario was established by modeling the 

rapid penetration of energy efficient home appliances in Chapter 7. In addition, a prototype of 

qualitative analysis of some important strategies has also been presented. First, these measures 

were selected from a detailed list of sustainable energy enablers developed in Chapter 8. Secondly, 

a ranking was formed from most important to least important amongst measures by using multi-

criteria decision-making method – QFD. The study has splendidly analyzed energy use and supply 

options, and suggested appropriate energy efficiency measures in households of Pakistan. 
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Low energy access and availability to the masses are the major issues of developing world. Besides 

this non-productive use of energy is one of the most daunting issue of the whole world especially 

under developed countries. On the other hand, the industrialized world is more concerned to 

environmental challenges caused by their abundant use of dirty fuels. The climate change 

mitigation is dependent on sensible use of energy resources. Hence, a comprehensive framework 

is required to avoid the irreversible consequences at global scale. In near future, imposition of hard 

GHG emissions regulations is very likely to both developed and developing nations. The practices 

related to energy conservation and efficiency offer promising benefits to minimize these inevitable 

threats.  

This thesis provides an energy use assessment, energy conservation, and efficiency potential, at 

national level, in residential sector of Pakistan. Long-term energy demand projections have been 

developed under different scenarios along with the energy savings potential for both urban and 

rural part of the country. It also includes the new investments saving at supply side by deploying 

the new energy technologies assuming that households bear all the cost.  

Energy saving policies through conservation or adoption of efficient technologies are beneficial if 

considered as an integrated energy system approach. Without having such coherent framework, no 

one could design the sustainable energy system to face the future challenges. Unfortunately, we 

could not establish a consistent energy assessment framework in the country due to various reasons 

like political instability, lacking in capacity building, and overdependence to other countries in 

form of consultancy. The first part of thesis provides the new and simple way forward through a 

coherent framework, which can be established at any scale to gain sustainability in developing 

societies related to energy system.  

The second part deals in depth assessment of the energy use in residential sector besides the 

examination of energy saving potential. Overall, final energy consumption constitutes more than 

40% of the total supplies in household sector.  

The delivering of energy services by many households’ appliances have been thoroughly 

investigated and compared with existing efficient counterparts, which are easily available in 

today’s market of developed countries. In most cases, the leveled annual energy cost of the 

efficient devices is found low than the existing ones. The analysis shows that even having a large 

potential of energy savings following the demand side management strategies, most of the 

households are hesitant to adopt the efficient technologies due to large upfront investment required 
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to materialize the said potential savings. Furthermore, imperfection in economic decision making 

by households lead towards inefficiency.  

New policy options might be developed considering the several scenario cases like voluntary 

adoption of sustainable energy measures; any sort of retrofitting regulations through rebate 

programs; or by enforcement of building energy codes in new constructions. In addition, adoption 

of renewable energy technologies at small scale like rooftop photovoltaic solar panels, solar water 

heaters, and biogas generators particularly for rural areas might create more sustainable society. 

Finally, I explored the effectiveness measures in terms of cost incurred and policy actions for a 

sustainable community. A set of recommendations has been presented to make the residential 

sector responsive to energy efficiency schemes. The structural changes required in the residential 

sector as well planning the whole energy system are illustrated in this study. 
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APPENDIX A 

Residential Energy Survey  

Surveyor Details  

Name     

    

Reg. No.     Section     

   

Location Overview                                                                                                                                             

The information in this section will be compiled ahead of time based on existing government records and 

classification categories.  

L1. Estimated Population of Town/Village____________  

L2. Town/Village Social Structure:                             Poor              Middle 

Class              Above Average  

L3. Population Economic Situation:                               Poor              Middle 

Class              Above Average  

L4. Town/Village connected to Concrete Road Network:              Yes                            No  

L5. Town/Village connected to Water Supply Network:                 Yes                            No  

L6. Town/Village connected to Electricity Grid Network:                Yes                            No  

L7. Town/Village connected to Natural Gas Supply Network:          Yes                            No  

Interviewee Details                                                                                                                                             

Consumer Name:  Survey Conducted on:  

Sex:   M/F  Position in Household: head, senior, 

junior  
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St. / Mohallah:  Ownership of House:    Yes            No  

Town:  District:  

Telephone Number:  Year Home Built:  

Residential Area:         Urban       Rural  Building type:         House       Apartment  

   

Household Questions                                                                                                                                             

Q1. Total Area of House/Apartment (sq. m.) ____________  

Q2. Building Structure of House/Apartment:  

Brick with Plaster                            Mud                            Wooden  

Q4. Total No. of Rooms in House/Apartment ____________  

Q5. No. of Bedrooms in House/Apartment ___________  

Q7. Total No. of Family Members____________  

Q6. Avg. Occupants / Room (calculated)____________  

Q8. No. of Male Members____________  

Below 10 Yrs._____              between 10-16_______              between 17-

40_________              above 40_______  

Q9. No. of Female Members____________  

Below 10 Yrs._____              between 10-16_______              between 17-

40_________              above 40_______  

Q10. No. of Family Members Employed outside the Home ____________  

Q11. Occupation:                             Farming                            Business              Govt. 

Servants/Private Servants  

Q14. Annual Gross Family Income:                
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        Less than 5000              Less than 15000                 Less than 30000   Less than 

50000    Above 50000  

Actual categories to be updated.  

Q22. No. of Load-Shedding Hours in Summer Season____________  

Q23. No. of Load-Shedding Hours in Winter Season____________  

Q24. Nature of Electricity Connection:              Single Phase                            Three Phase  

Q25. Average Electricity Bill during months, April to August: ______________________  

Q26. Highest Electricity Bill during Summer Season: (Attach 

Copy)              ______________________  

Q27. Average Electricity Bill during months, September to March: 

______________________  

Q28. Highest Electricity Bill during Winter Season: (Attach 

Copy)______________________  

Q29. Average Natural Gas Bill during months April to August: ______________________  

Q30. Highest Natural Gas Bill during Summer Season: (Attach Copy) 

______________________  

Q31. Average Natural Gas Bill during months, September to March: 

______________________  

Q32. Highest Natural Gas Bill during Winter Season: (Attach Copy) 

______________________  

Why not ask for a years worth of utility bills.  Surveyors may need a laptop with a table form to speed up 

copying this data.  

Perhaps a portable scanner can be used?  
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[Note: It is important that this portion of the survey be completed as accurately as possible; 

the surveyor should encourage the respondent to consult utility bills and household records. 

Attach at least two electricity and natural gas bills of peak months for summer and winter.]  

Energy Utilizing Device Information 

Electricity Consumption  

Categories  
Name of 

Appliances  
Quantity  

Type / 

Rating (if 

known)  

Pre-code 

these 

categories to 

the extent 

possible.  

Year of 

Purchase  

   

Hrs. 

operated 

mainly by 

men  

Hoursoperated 

mainly by 

women 

   

Hours 

operated by 

both men and 

women  

Entertainment  

Television                    

VCR/Tape 

Recorder  

                  

Computer                    

Lighting  

Tube light                    

Electric bulb                    

Fluorescent bulb                    

Energy saver                    

General 

Household 

Appliances  

Washing 

Machine  

                  

Electric Iron                    

Electric water 

pump  

                  

Fans                    

Refrigeration                    
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Food processors: 

mixers, grinders, 

blenders  

                  

Air 

Conditioning  

Window a/c                    

Heat pump                    

Central a/c                    

Heating 

System  

Water Heating                    

Room Heaters                    

Cooking  

Microwave                    

Electric stove                    

LPG or Natural 

gas stove  

                  

   

   

Natural Gas/LPG Consumption  

Categories  Name of 

Appliances  

Quantity  Type / 

Capacity / 

Rating  

Year of 

Purchase  

Hours used 

mainly by 

men per day 

used  

Hours used 

mainly by 

women per 

day used  

Hours used by 

both men and 

women per 

day use  

Heating  
Gas Heater                    

Water Geysers                    

Cooking  
Burner                    

Oven                    

Lighting  Gas lamps                    

Who is responsible for operating and maintaining the GenSet?  (male or female)  

Biomass and other fuels For Semi Urban/Rural Area  

Biomass and kerosene are also widely used in urban areas, especially in low-income households, but also in 

higher income households for backup, or for better-tasting rotis & kebabs.  
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This table should not be limited to semi-urban and rural areas.  

Fuel Name  Quantity  Used for  Hours used 

mainly by 

men per day 

used  

Hours used 

mainly by 

women per 

day used  

Hours used 

by both men 

and women 

per day used  

Natural Gas                 

LPG                 

Firewood                 

Animal Dung                 

Agriculture Residues                 

Kerosene Oil                 

Candles                 

Coal                 

   

GenSet Utilization  

Fuel Used  Capacity  Year Purchased  Hours of 

outage / use  

Load Shedding  x  x     

Natural Gas           

Petrol           

Diesel           

   

 

 

For Semi Urban/Rural Area  
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Fuel Name  Quantity  Used for  Hours used 

per day used  

Natural Gas           

LPG           

Firewood           

Animal Dung           

Agriculture Residues           

Kerosene Oil           

Candles           

Coal           

   

Personal Transportation  

Mode  Vehicle type  Purpose  
Average 

Distance  

Estimated cost / 

trip  

Frequency  

Would it be 

possible to ask 

how many 

household trips 

or what 

proportion of 

them involved 

women & girls?  

 

Public Transport  

3-wheeler              

Mini-bus              

Commuter bus              

Inter-city train              
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   Vehicle type  Model / year  
Average 

Mileage  

Estimated annual 

operating cost  

Frequency  

Would it be 

possible to ask 

how many 

household trips 

or what 

proportion of 

them involved 

women & girls?  

  

Personal  

Car - 1              

Car - 2              

Pickup or SUV              

Motorcycle              

Tractor                           

Bicycle              

Other useful questions:  

Does your family try to save energy? How?  

Who in your family is most interested in saving energy? – men, women, boys, or girls mentioned  

What kind of information do you need to reduce your energy use?  

Would you be willing to change the timing of your electricity use to reduce power cuts?  

How do you pay your electricity bill?  

How far do you have to go? How long does it take?  

Who pays it? - age and sex  
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APPENDIX B 

 

UNIT CONVERSIONS           

            

            Tonne Barrel Tonne Tonne MWh MWh 

    Million M cft Tonne Crude Crude Local Imported Primary Final 

    Btu Gas FO Oil Oil Coal Coal Electricity Electricity 

1 million Btu = 1 1.02 0.025 0.024 0.178 0.053 0.036 0.100 0.293 

1 MM cft Pipeline Gas = 980 1,000 24.024 23.392 174.363 0.052 0.036 0.098 0.287 

1 tonne FO = 40.792 41.62 1 0.974 7.258 2.176 1.480 4.079 11.955 

1 tonne Crude oil = 41.895 42.75 1.027 1 7.454 2.235 1.520 4.190 12.279 

1 barrel Crude oil = 5.620 5.74 0.138 0.134 1 0.300 0.204 0.562 1.647 

1 tonne Local Coal = 18.74 19.13 0.460 0.447 3.335 1 0.680 1.874 5.494 

1 tonne Imported Coal = 27.56 28.13 0.676 0.658 4.904 1.471 1 2.756 8.079 

1 MWh Primary Elect. = 10.0 10.20 0.245 0.239 1.779 0.534 0.363 1 2.931 

1 MWh Final Elect. = 3.412 3.48 0.084 0.081 0.607 0.182 0.124 0.341 1 




